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The rapid growth of United States industry makes it
important to be able to forecast the future growth of compo-
nents of that industry and especially of the production of
the metals and other raw materials. In the past, estimates of
the future have been made by subjective methods, but the
possibilities of a serious error are great, since recent
history colours the forecaster's imagination. Therefore the
problem must be considered statistically, and past records
consulted.
The records of past production constitute what is
known as a time series, which is a synthesis of secular trend,
cyclical movements, periodic movements, irregular movements,
long cycles and secondary trends. Each of these is defined
and an explanation of their origin given insofar as it is
known. Methods of analysis of a time series into its compo-
nents are also outlined.
In order to forecast the future level of industry
precisely, all of the components must be analyzed and fore-
casted, but if the general level is all that is required then
only the secular trend need be considered. By determining a
generalized expression for this trend, and extending it into
the future, a forecast can be made. Many methods are available
to describe the trend, and these are discussed in detail. The
logistic curve was found to be the most flexible of the asymp-
totic growth curves and a method has been devised for fitting
a skew logistic to economic or other data over a wide range
of possible upper limits. This method requires the use of a
high-speed digital computer since the calculations involved
are long. A copy of the program is included, along with
explanatory information, and an outline of the method used.
By examination of mineral production data as plotted
on arithmetic and logarithmic paper, and consideration of the
habit of growth of the industry which might be expected on
theoretical grounds it has been found that the logistic curve
should describe the growth of the mineral industry very
closely. By applying the method of fitting described, very
dependable results should be obtained, with as little suject-
ivity as in any least squares fit. The curves can then be
used to forecast future production. Forecasting the level of
the mineral industry in other countries wi~l lead to a better
understanding of the United States mineral position,
present and future.
The results obtained by some of the previous workers
in the field are critically reviewed, and forecasts for
the mineral industry made previously by the logistic method
are examined.
Thesis Supervisor Roland D. Parks
Title : Associate Professor of Mineral Industry
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P A R T A
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
The most apparent characteristic of the modern world
economy is change, various in type, frequent in occurrence,
and often striking. It is to be expected that economists have
tried to approach these changes analytically and determine
their causes, and their nature, and in so doing have achieved
a certain measure of success. As Kuznets (20) remarked in
1930, *Economists know a good deal about cyclical fluctuations
and seasonal changes. They know little of the nature of ran-
dom variations. On the subject of secular or long-time move-
ments, what is said rests upon a small volume of vague know-
ledge combined with fervent beliefs."
The object of this paper is to appraise certain methods
of long-term forecasting of industrial production, that is, it
is an appraisal of forecasts of the long-time or secular trend,
chiefly by mathematical-mechanical methods, rather than by
methods of extrapolation of present general conditions by some
subjective method of estimation. Economists and statisticians
may discuss secular price trends in a somewhat objective
manner, but consideration of long-term industrial progress
tends to be coloured by recent experience. Such a country as
the United States, which has been prosperous for a generation
or two develops a tremendous faith in its own possibilities
and in its- unlimited economic opportunities and will look to
the future with an optimistic eye, whereas another country,
such as England may have been subjected to economic extremes
in the recent past, and will tend to be pessimistic of its
future. Similarly one region or industry within a country may
suffer difficult times, and outlooks for some time will be
coloured by the effects thereof.
It is necessary that an attempt be made to focus upon
the real data available and to analyze the vague statements
of *unlimited growth", "continuing prosperity", etc. which
are made about so many of our economic endeavours. This is
especially true if we wish not only to study the past history
of an industry but as well to determine if possible what
course it will follow in the future. This data consists of
time series of the records of production in the case in
point.
FORECASTING
The history of metal production in the United States
goes back over 200 years. Lead was first produced in 1621,
zinc in 1858, and copper prior to 1850, but complete records
and continuous production are known only from 1800 or later.
This still represents a record of production of over 150 years,
from which, by statistical analysis and the fitting of trend
lines it may be possible to look into the future and forecast
in a reasonable manner future production of these materials.
Forecasting is a necessity in most modern businesses
to a much greater degree than in the past, for growth of bus-
iness organizations, and complexities of production, trans-
portation, marketing etc. accentuate the importance of basing
future industrial planning on as sound a basis of fact as
possible. This is especially true in the field of raw material
manufacture since so often the facilities for production are
large and expensive, and must be able to count on a long life
of production to justify the capital entailed in their cons-
truction. In fact, any investment decision takes into account
a forecast of future conditions, whether consciously or not.
In the past these forecasts have commonly been made by subject-
ive methods -by rough comparisons of present conditions with
past developments, by applications solely of judgment and the
wisdom of experience. The efficacy of such methods in the past
is not denied, but gross errors can be and have been made
through applying such methods, and today, when we look forward
to greater expansion than can have been imagined in the past,
it is obvious that the importance of the percentage error of
the forecast is becoming more and more important.
It is a current problem of interest to all businessmen
to determine if possible an objective method of forecasting
future business conditions. This study deals with the subject
in relation to the United States mineral industry, but it is
hoped that since an effort has been made to include all those
methods of calculation and curve fitting found useful in the
research done on the topic that the method will be applied by
others to other industries and problems. Only one type of curve,
the logistic, has been completely investigated, and it has
been demonstrated that it is a suitable type for fitting
growth data ofthe character found in mineral production
records. Many other types of trend lines exist, and will
be discussed briefly.
Aside from the purpose of using a trend line to fore-
cast future trends, certain other purposes may be accomplished,
such as the investigation of the effects of factors bearing
on a trend, specifically the importance and effect of changes
in mineral reserves upon the production trend. Or it may be
desired to compare several trends, for example those of lead
and zinc, and examine them for interdependence. Commonly the
trend is estimated only so that it may be removed in order
to study the residual data for signs of cyclical movements.
The purpose of the analysis determines the methods which must
be used. These other purposes are secondary to the use of
trends for forecasting, as examined herein.
Long period forecasting is founded on moderately steady
development, and though development is made irregular because
of the occurrence of business cycles, if these cycles remain
within reasonable bounds the general trend of production can
be noted by ignoring the peaks and troughs. For the period
for which records are available this general procedure has made
the trend of United States production quite obvious. It is
true that the recent part of the growth or decadence is the
most difficult to appraise and the most effective method of so
doing is to study the past, and especially the recent past, by
examining the records of production of the commodities of inter-
est. Such records constitute a time series.
OUTLINE OF STUDY
A discussion of the integral parts of the analysis of
a time series is followed by the development of the theory
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and form of the equations for the typical growth curve func-
tions, from which their relative suitability in a particular
case may be deduced. These criteria are applied to the series
for copper, lead, zinc and petroleum production of the United
States, the results indicating the type of curve which should
be used in each case. The curves are then fitted by several
methods of variable degrees of objectivity and preciseness,
and the results compared. By extrapolation of the best fitting
trend a forecast of future production is made and evaluated.
An appendix follows the main text and includes the production
data used, its sources, the calculations based thereon. The
bibliography is reasonably complete with respect to references
to the fitting of growth curves, and what are considered to
be the best sources of production data for the United States.
PART B
TIME SERIES
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TIME SERIES
TYPES OF ANALYSIS
A time series may be defined as an arrangement of
statistical data in accordance with its time of occurrence,
e.g. statistics of biological growth, consumption of durable
goods, general frequency of occurrence with respect to time,
or production data. Such series invite the investigation of
their functions especially because of their dynamic nature
and the possibility of testing observations made, simply by
allowing more data to accumulate through the passage of time.
This is essentially forecasting. But as well, a time series
may be analyzed by considering that the element of change of
the forces acting on the series is removed; then a certain
change may be assumed, and the effect of this change upon
the series noted. Thus, a change in the price of crude petrol-
eum might be assumed, and the effect of the change on the
total recoverable reserves noted. This is known as static
analysis. The problem in this approach is obviously the
determination of the time series in a state of equilibrium.
It is therefore more common to make use of the dynamic
analysis, that is, to study the trend of the time series as
the system tries to reach equilibrium. We are then concerned
with the behaviour of a time series and the separation of
the components of this behaviour to facilitate their study.
This leads us to what has been termed the microscopic approach
to the study of the problem, in which all those factors
relating to the trend of a series are separated out, examined
and analyzed. The trends for each factor may then be added to
give the general trend of the subject series. Or all the con-
crete trends may be added, and the difference between the net
general trend and this sum would be equal to the trend of
such intangibles as political climate, fads, wars, disasters,
etc. -in other words those inevitable but non-recurring
elements of the trend. Obviously a considerable amount of
reliable data is needed to make a successful analysis of this
kind. One industry which has kept rather complete records of
many of the necessary factors is the petroleum industry, and
a comprehensive study has recently been made by Warren Davis
(48), using the microscopic approach to forecast future
productive capacity and probable reserves of the U.S. petrol-
eum industry. Further discussion of this valuable study will
be made in a subsequent section, where the results of the
macroscopic and microscopic studies will be compared.
COMPONENTS OF A TIME SERIES
Regardless of the approach used, (i.e. micro- or
macroscopic) it will be noted that any time series exhibits
several types of movement. These may be classified as secular
trend, cyclical, periodic and irregular or accidental move-
ments. It is absolutely essential that a series be broken up
into these components if we wish to correlate one or more
series, since spurious and misleading results may otherwise
be obtained. The series may then be correlated on the basis
of each of these components. The method of separation will.
depend on the assumption made with regard to the relationship
of the time series to its elemental parts. The probable rel-
ationships which may be encountered in various cases can be
stated in the following manner:
Let 0 m original data
S = seasonal variation
T = long-term trend (or secular trend)
C = business cycles
I = irregular fluctuations
Then the probable relationships are given by:
0 = S 4 C 4 T + I (additive relationship)
o = S C T I (relative relationship)
o S ( C+ T+ I)
0= C (S T I)
o T ( s +-C + I
o = I ( T +-C + S ) (a combination of additive and
0 = SC - T + I relative relationships)
o = TS + C + I
0: TC + S * I
o IC 4 T v S
etc.
Which relationship exists in a time series can be
determined by an inspection of the plotted data. For example,
if the amplitude of the seasonal variation is greater in
prosperity than in depression, and if it is greater in approx-
imate proportion to the difference in level between prosperity
and depression, the relationship between seasonal and cyclical
movements is relative. On the other hand, if the seasonal
variations show no significant change in periods of prosperity
and depression, the relation is additive. If the amplitude
of the cyclical fluctuation increases as the secular trend
increases and increases in proportion to the increase in
the trend, there is a relative relationship between the
trend and the cycle. If however the amplitude of the cycle
shows no change consistent with that of the trend, the
relation is additive.
This relationship of the components of the time series
is important when one wishes, as is commonly the case, to
remove some of the elements and study the remaining one(s).
In the present work however, the element of interest is
essentially the secular or long-term trend. Because of the
nature of any of the possible relationships this trend is
usually removed before any of the other features are examined,
hence it must be derived from the essentially raw data, and
it is not dependant upon the above-mentioned relationships.
However, in removing the secular trend and studying the
remnant data, this consideration is important.
A graphic example of the relations of the components
of economic time series may be useful to clarify what the
decomposition of a series consists of. Using a portion of the
series for pig iron production (Chart I), the trend is shown
first, and is an almost flat, almost straight line. Below it
are shown the cyclical movements as estimated by methods to
be described. The very large amplitude and irregularity are
obvious. The seasonal variation follows and is seen to be of
much smaller amplitude, but it is to be noted that the pattern
LOOARIrMMIC VERTICAL SCALE
Trend (T)
- -
Cycle (C)
100
Seasonal (S)
100 W F
Irregular (I)
CHART I. Graphic Analysis of Variations in Pig Iron Production
in the United States, 1919-1937. Source, Croxton and Cowden,
Applied General Statistics, 1940, p. 372.
100
- 10 --
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LOGARITHMIC VERTICAL SCALE
Trend (T)
T x C x S
T x C x S x I
CHART 2. Graphic Synthesis of Variations in Pig Iron Production
in the United States, 1919-1937. Source Croxton and Cowden,
Applied General Statistics, 1940, p. 37S.
T x C
1119
12 -
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SECULAR TREND
Secular trend may be defined as the continuous, irrev-
ersible, long-term change which underlies the cyclical and
irregular movements of a time series. Its controlling factors
are many and varied but it still commonly follows some simple
of the seasonal variation is changing with time. Finally, that
portion of the movement which has been described as irregular
fluctuation is shown. While the amplitude of these variations
seems slight compared with that of cycles, their relative
size may be entirely different in another series. The fact
that they may be small, and that they are completely unpred-
ictable makes the measurement and study of irregular move-
ments especially difficult.
In chart 2 is shown a progressive synthesis of the
various elements of the series, starting with the secular
trend and ending with the original data. Since the charts
are plotted on a logarithmic vertical scale and since the
relationship was indicated to be 0 : T x C x S x I, the
components can simply be added graphically. As previously
explained other relationships may be found, but relative
relations are probably the most common.
Thus, in analyzing time series the procedure followed
is usually to estimate trend (T) and seasonal variation (S)
by statistical methods and divide the data through by the
values obtained. The results are then smoothed to remove
irregular fluctuations as well as possible, and the residual
is the cyclical fluctuation.
- 14 -
type of pattern.
The picture of economic growth is complex, and one
will be made especially aware of this fact if he examines
economic development first from a wide sphere and then
narrows down to a single industry. Considering. the world as
a whole one sees a process of seemingly unslackened growth
ever since the eighteenth century, but if a single nation
is considered, the uniformity breaks down. Many nations
have led the world as producers at different times in the
past and have now declined, while others have risen to take
their places. And within any one nation various districts
have declined while others prospered, perhaps because the
major industry of the area has itself declined. An example
of this latter process is New England, where the textile
industry has become decreasingly important in the national
product, and the area has come to suffer depressed conditions.
Observing the various industries within any given nation,
the lead in development is seen to shift from one branch to
another, and the main reason for this shift seems to be that
a rapidly developing industry does not continue its vigorous
growth forever, but slackens its pace, and so loses its lead
to other more rapidly expanding industries.
In a country such as the United States the most
striking characteristic of an industry is growth and it
may be said that many people do not give serious a thought
to the eventual and inevitable decline of many industries,
especially those whose source of raw materials lies in
natural resources. This section of the present paper deals
- 15 -
with the factors which stimulate growth, maintain the level
of industry and finally allow it to decline.
The Normal Level of Industry
Throughout discussions of secular trend the term
normal is encountered. It would be well at this point to
discuss the sense of the term, from which all economic
generalizations must begin. Most economists agree that the
most effective regulator of business activity is simply
price, or perhaps one might prefer the term "supply and
demand". Price however is a measurable index of this re-
lationship, since if there is an increase in demand for a
product without an equal and immediate increase in supply
the price will rise to the point where new productive capa-
city will be called into use, until it is no longer part-
icularly profitable to produce the commodity. On the other
hand an oversupply must be moved out, and price is lowered,
with the effect that the most inefficient producers will go
out of business first, Economic activity is at the theor-
etical normal level when demand and supply are such that
the price of commodities equals the marginal cost of prod-
uction plus the usual competitive profit. During prosperity
prices tend to stay above this level, and during depression
they are generally below it, so that economic activity is
usually at some level other than the theoretical normal
level, but this level serves as a suitable starting point
for a study of business economics.
This concept of normal level is applied to quantity
- 16 -
as well as price. When production and consumption are equal,
allowance being made for depreciation, obsolescence, replace-
ment and repair of productive capacity and durable consumer
goods, economic activity may be said to be normal. Now this
definition should theoretically be identical to that of
price, since if prices equal marginal costs plus competitive
profit, production should equal consumption. Several factors
complicate this issue however; for example, stock-piling in
anticipation of a price increase, artificial stimulation of
one group of industries which tends to increase the average
price level, etc. Because of the difficulty of obtaining
data on marginal costs, and the relative availability of
production and consumption data the latter relation is more
generally accepted as indicative of normal level. A balance
between production and consumption in any one industry does
not necessarily locate the normal level of that industry
however since such a balance can be maintained at an artif-
icially low level -the normal level for an individual in-
dustry is the level required to produce a normal level for
total industry, since the supply of goods to total industry
from each industry is relatively fixed.
We must now consider what is meant by secular trend
or long-term trend. Most statisticians agree that the secular
trend is the effect of growth and decadence, which can be
measured by finding a "smooth" movement which transects two
or more cycles of a series. The resulting equation will be
purely mathematical and empirical and while it describes the
assumptions made to make the measurement it does not describe
- 17 -
the relation between these assumptions and the actual nature
of the growth and decadence of the series. Applying now the
principle of normal levels of industry we may define the
secular trend as a line representing the successive normal
positions of the series, that is the secular trend represents
the path of industrial equilibrium. At any given time, the
trend value is the normal industrial level, and the trend line
indicates the changes In this level with time.
Thus, to use this method of extrapolating the secular
trend to forecast for the short term -certainly anything less
than five years -is fallacious, for it is obvious from the
foregoing discussion that the economy may operate at a level
which is considerably different from the normal level for
short periods.
A graphic example of the deviation of actual level of
industrial production about the normal position is the "Babson
Chart of Physical Volume of Production in the United States*,
which uses a trend line as a base around which the volume
fluctuates. This chart is especially interesting since it
shows also the level of the price index, stock prices, and
bond yields for purposes of comparison, See Chart No. 3.
It is in order at this time -to enquire if it is likely
that any method of measuring normal conditions is possible,
because of the effect of so many qualitative, unmeasurable
factors influencing the trend. The point that must be made is
that such qualitative changes yield a quantitative change
which can be measured and evaluated, although only roughly it
is true. Those changes which do take place will tend to be
slow, their rate retarded by the habits and institutions which
- 18 -
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embrace all our activities. And it will be shown that to effect
any important change in the secular trend a change must be of
the first order of magnitude.
Factors Affecting the Secular Trend
We now turn to consideration of the factors which affect
the secular trend. Although the growth of industry has been
divided into the periods of (I) experimentation (1i) exploit-
ation and (ii) stability (36) it is probably more instructive
to consider these factors in two groups -those which tend to
foster growth, and those which inhibit it. These factors will
not be the same for every industry, nor will their importance
to each individual industry be the same. Therefore these
factors are listed below, and further discussion is mainly
limited to those affecting the mineral industry:
1. Population level and growth of population,
2. Ratio of gainfully employed to total population.
3. Average length of work week of labour and capital.
4. Nature of demand.
5. Technological ability and changes therein.
6. Extent to which new capital is put to most economic use.
7. Savings.
8. Condition of natural resources.
9. Efficiency of selling and distribution.
10. Violence of the cyclical movements.
11. Extent to which profitable exchanges are permitted with
foreign countries.
12. Imbalances in the system.
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While it is natural that rising population will tend
to increase consumption, and also production, an examination
of the trend of population compared to that given by any of
the indices of productivity will reveal that not all the
growth of industry can be accounted for by this factor.
Admittedly it is one of the most important factors in indus-
trial growth and should be considered as such in examining
this growth.
Factors two and three will have some effect on the
mineral industry, but it is obvious that technological
improvements will increase the output per man-hour so the
net effect should be small.
By factor four is meant in part the relative importance
of demand for goods and services, and as such it is not very
important in a discussion of basic industries. It is true
that the number of staff personnel in these industries is
increasing -more engineers, personnel administrators, lawyers,
etc, but the number of people involved compared with total
industry is very small, Under this factor we must also include
changes in demand resulting from substitution, technological
change, fads, etc. For example, due to price variations and
certain natural advantages, aluminium is replacing copper in
many uses. Nylon is replacing silk as a result of technology
changes and trucks and aircraft are giving the railways stiff
competition. Thus for some parts of industry this factor tends
to inhibit growth.
Technological change, factor five, is important in growth
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and more difficult to assess than population change, for there
is no smooth curve which can be fitted to its effects, unless
perhaps we use the output-per-man-hour figures. This index is
really not suitable for the mineral industry, since many
technological changes have wrought disproportionately small
changes on the output-per-man-hour. For example, while the
invention of the power rock drill gave a sharp increase in
productivity, the major effect of the discovery of the sink-
-float method of treating complex ores was to *create* new
orebodies by allowing such ores to be treated successfully.
It is obvious however that the net effect of the application
of natural science to industry is one of increased product-
ivity. At the same time, within any one industry the rate of
technological advance may be shown to decrease with time. In
the early years of an industry inventions follow one another
in rapid succession, and technology progresses rapidly but
with time and the build-up of basic knowledge, important in-
novations are broadly spaced chronologically.
Induced by the increase in productivity and keeping
pace with it have been the changes in business organization
and methods, which, as mentioned before, have heightened the
need for effective forecasting procedures. The appearance and
growth of the large corporation have allowed the accumulation
of sufficient capital for specialization and mass production,
with all the efficiency and savings that attend upon such
methods. Lower costs mean lower prices and hence bigger sales
volume (assuming that the market shows elastic demand and
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sufficient purchasing power) which in turn means an increasing
level of production.
It is to be hoped that factor six -the efficiency of
investment will be materially improved by the use of capable
secular trend forecasting. The better these forecasts are made,
the better will new capital be placed.
Savings, factor seven, are necessary to create the build-
ing of capital needed for establishment and growth in industry
and in fact the level of savings is considered by some economists
(1) to be more important as a growth factor than is the increase
in population. Obviously the changes in this factor depend on
the preceding item.
The condition of natural resources, factor eight, is of
prime importance to the extractive industries, for no other
element limits so absolutely the net total producibility of
these industries, and thereby their rate of production. These
resources are inevitably deteriorating and while the forestry
industry has been able by forest husbandry to protect itself
against ultimate denouement the mineral industry has thus far
found no solution to the problem of the limited number of
commerciably workable deposits of minerals. By scavenging, and
using methods of conservation in mining, the lives of the old
mines are being extended for longer periods. Through technolo-
gical advance and lack of better sources, and the competition
which would arise from such sources if they were being worked,
the industry has been able to turn to lower grades of material.
Copper mining is the most striking example of this process,
material less than 1% copper now being mined by large-scale,
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low cost methods. It may be that the future salvation of much
of the industry (though probably in an almost unrecognizable
form) will lie in the development of processes enabling us to
"mine" ordinary rock by extracting the mineral content from
sea water, and thus recovering the metals leached from "barren"
rock during the processes of erosion. Obviously such a develop-
ment would entirely nullify present attempts at forecasting.
A parallel may be drawn between such a development, and the
opening of the western United States by the railways in the
late 1870's and 1880's. The availability of large volumes of
reserves was such that it sparked an entirely new growth cycle
in lead production. One of the necessary conditions for deter-
mination of secular trend is stability of the major factors
affecting growth -such stability must be judged intuitively,
but this process is aided by reference to such graphic indi-
cations as those for lead e.g. plotting production data on
a logarithmic scale. Obviously if one had attempted to fore-
cast lead production when only data to 1875 or 1880 was
available his forecasts would be of entirely the wrong order
today, although graphically he would still have (on a smaller
scale) what appears to be, and should be, a normal logistic
curve.
A detailed discussion of the importance of the condition
of reserves in forecasting will be found in a later section of
this work.
Efficiency of selling and distribution, factor nine,
may, at first count seem unimportant in a basic industry, but
it should be remembered that part of the job of selling is
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educating the customer to the uses of the product, and thus
stimulating demand. As large corporations have come to recognize
this fact, and more money has been spent to this end, the effect
of good sales procedure has been one of increasing the upward
trend. Similarly, efficient distribution of products has lowered
the costs of this phase of operations, broadened markets, in-
creased sales, and hence added to the upward trend.
We now turn to a consideration of the effects of cycles,
factor ten. Even at the peaks of business cycles industry does
not operate at full capacity; therefore the greater the
cyclical fluctuations below the peaks the lower will be the
average level of operation. What is the trend of the range of
cyclical movements ? The evidence is that we are using more and
more durable goods, a tendency which tends to make the cycle
of fluctuation greater than when a large percentage of non-
durable goods is consumed. Thus the cycles should tend to
increase in violence as long as this tendency persists.
"The greater the freedom permitted in foreign exchange
the higher is the potential level of the long-term trend" (1).
While this view of factor eleven may apply to consumption
trends it is obvious that this is not the case in regard to
production, especially of minerals, for if foreign ores or
finished metal are allowed into the country free of tariff
the lower grade deposits of the country may never become
economic and the effect will be one of depression of the
secular trend.
What is meant by factor twelve, imbalances, and how do
they affect secular trend ? If one recalls the discussion of
- 25 
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the term *normal* level it is easy to see that levels of
production which vary from the normal level may be considered
imbalances, and those which affect secular trend most drastic-
ally will be those which are protracted in length, e.g. the
two World Wars, the Great Depression, etc. But there is no
foreseeable change in these imbalances which may be expected
within the range of reasonable forecasting, so their effect
on the secular trend is disregarded.
Internal Factors
We shall now examine some of the causes of deceleration
of growth which stem from industry itself. These may be summar-
ized broadly as:
1) Slackening of technical progress.
2) Retardation of fast growing industries by slower growing
complementary ones.
3) The decrease in relative size of the funds available for
expansion.
4) Competition from a younger country with the same industry.
Every technical improvement, by lowering costs and by
tending to perfect the utilization of raw materials, makes it
more difficult for a new improvement to follow it, since there
is less left to improve. Therefore technical progress within
an industry tends to slacken with time. This statement can be
substantiated in several ways, one being to examine the sta-
tistics of patents in the industry in question, or another,
suggested previously, is to examine output-per-worker.
Kuznets (20) gives an example of the latter, which indicates
a rising output, reaching a certain peak value and then
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declining thereafter. And even within the growth period the
size of the relative growth increments per year becomes pro-
gressively smaller with time.
An important example of the second effect is the
retardation of manufacturing industries by slower growth in
the extractive industries which supply them. This slower
growth is generally a consequence of the finite limits of
natural resources available.
The relative decrease in capital available is of course
due to the sudden and rapid growth of an industry once the
Initial discovery is made, before which the industry was
probably insignificant in size. For example, steel production
was insignificant before the invention of the Bessemer process,
and of course petroleum production was nil before it was
discovered to be useable.
Aside from the greater size of the industry when it
has been established for some time, the return on investment
to the pioneer financers is usually greater, in proportion to
the amount invested, during the years of rapid growth than
during the later, more stable years, so that less money is
attracted when the industry has become large and stable.
The fourth element considered is perhaps in part a
repetition of what was previously said about competition from
foreign sources, but the quality which makes this an internal
factor is that due to geographic location or political conditions
one country may gain the advantages of technological advances
before another, gain an edge in efficient production, and
continue to retard the growth of the industry in other countries
27 
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by virtue of maintaining that edge.
The foregoing discussion has illustrated the general
complexity of the nature of the secular trend in industry
without going into detail on any one branch, since the dis-
cussion is more useful in this form, and can be readily
extended to the case for a particular industry. The conditions
which decelerate growth are just as large, just as variable,
and just as complex as those which accelerate it, and this has
led many economists to assume that the period of decline of
an industry should be approximately symmetrical with the period
of growth. That this assumption greatly simplifies the fitting
of growth curves is probably only coincidental.
CYCLICAL MOVEMENTS
As was stated earlier, economists know a great deal
about cyclical movements. A great deal has been written on
the subject and many methods of analysis have been used to
investigate cycles, with the result, as might be expected,
that there are innumerable theories advanced to explain and
describe this type of variation in the level of the economy.
The duration of a cycle has been mentioned as up to
more than twenty years, and such long-term fluctuations could
be of interest in forecasting. However this paper makes no
attempt to deal with the problem of business cycles or any of
the cyclical or accidental fluctuations around the normal level
of industry as previously defined. Such an attempt would be
useless without considerable experience and a greater amount
of time than has been available for the present study.
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This work is a necessary background for the study of cycles
however, and rightly precedes any further work which may be
done on the subject. The discussion which follows is limited
to a broad outline of the theories of business cycles and a
brief outline of how business cycles may be investigated.
Definition
The term cycle indicates a type of fluctuation lasting
longer than one year and tending to recur with some regularity.
The movement is cyclical rather than periodic, since it occurs
with irregular duration usually, but it is not random because
the position of business in the cycle is affected by the con-
ditions of the preceding few months and will affect the
business of the following short term period. In other words,
the transition from a cyclical low to a cyclical high or vice
versa is a progressive development. This has led to the
description of cycles as autocatalytic or self-generative,
implying that the fact that the pendulum of business activity
has swung past the normal position in one direction sets up
a potential which will drive it back in the other direction.
Not only errors in over-adjustment, but the propulsion of out-
of-phase cycles in other industries tends to keep the industrial
level out of balance, so that we may speak of cycles both in
the general level of business and particular industries as well,
the latter being influenced by the former. It may be noted that
if a revival or recession in a key industry begins, it soon
affects the other branches of activity, so that the reserve
relationship also holds true. Thus it seems that a concurrent
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cycle in several major industries could impose a cycle on the
general level of activity, and such a cycle could be called
an internally-generated one, although the causes of the
individual cycles may make this classification questionable.
External forces may also cause cycles: wars, discoveries,
irregularities in the weather, sun spots, have all been sug-
gested, as well as many other possible causes. It is interes-
ting to note that business cycles do not appear in an economy
until the use of money has reached an advanced stage of devel-
opment, and while in the simpler type of economy there are
very often violent fluctuations in the business level, they
are not characteristically cyclical in nature, This typical
course of development indicates that the internal generators
may for the most part be a more logical explanation for
cycles than the external factors. Whatever the cause, cycles
have been studied in detail, especially with a view toward
taking practical steps to stabilize them.
A Summary of Business Cycle Theories
Several authors have attempted to summarize the class-
ifications of theories which have been proposed. The descrip-
tion of these theories which follows is made on the basis of
the classification of Bratt (1), with some additions and
alterations.
Theories offered to explain cyclical business movements
may be broadly classified as exogenous and endogenous, and
each of these may be subdivided further. The first refers to
those based on one or more of the external originating causes,
the second to those based on the processes within the auto--
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catalytic system. A tabulated summary follows.
A Classification of Theories of Business cycles
I. Exogenous Theories
1. Meteorological
2. Terrestrial
3. War
4. Innovation
5. Population
6. Episodic
II. Endogenous Theories
1. Profit Motive
2. Exigencies of Profit Making
3. Horizontal Maladjustments
4* Psychological
5. Monetary and Credit
6. Vertical Maladjustment
7. Underconsumption
8, Overindebted.ness
9. Uncertainty
10. Bank Policies
The proponents of these various types of theories do
not hold that they are mutually exclusive, and in fact the
proponents of the exogenous theories generally assume that
within each phase of the cycles they recognize, the inter-
dependences of business fortify and continue the cycle, just
as those who hold by the endogenous theories realize that the
cycles are subject to outside pressures.
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I. Exogenous Theories
1. Meteorological. In the 1880's W.S. Jevons first ascribed
the business cycle to the effect of the weather cycle on
agricultural production, and H.L. Moore extended the theory
by statistical analysis to show that the relationship was
due to the fact that the weather controls the size of the
harvest, and if crops have been good there is generally a
lowering of prices. This means that real wages increase,
since less must be paid for food, because, the demand for
agricultural products is inelastic, and with lower labour
costs the chances for industrial profit are increased, thus
creating greater prosperity in non-agricultural business.
L.H. Bean has suggested however that the reserve relationship
is probably more realistic, i.e. that the principle cause of
variation in farm prices is the variation in business conditions,
not in the weather.
The theory of Ellsworth Huntington was based upon the
weather, in that he traced from the weather conditions the
effects upon persons' health which influences their mental
attitudes and thence the cycle of the business level.
2. Terrestrial. Probably some of the oddest theories fall in
this subgroup, but those based on astrology will be ignored
in this discussion. This does not eliminate all of the oddities
however; for example, H.L. Moore suggested that the conjunction
of the earth with Venus every eight years might be the ultimate
cause of business cycles, whose predominant length he found to
be eight years. This conjunction is supposed to produce similar
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cycles in weather, crops, and the business level.
More commonly accepted is the theory offered by Jevons
that sun spots, whose cycle was thought to be 10.5 years,
cause a definite 10.5 year cycle as evinced In the period
1815-1857. When it was found that the sun spot cycle was
something over eleven years in period, Jevons' son,
H.S. Jevons, adapted the theory to this cycle, holding that
business cycles may be either 7 or 10.5 years in length, on
the supporting evidence that meteorologists had demonstrated
a 3.5 year period in solar radiation and barometric pressure.
In 1934, Carlos Garcia-Mata and Felix Schaffner studied
the solar activity-business cycle relationship on the basis af
the solar fasculae or bright spots on the sun. The first
differences of the total area of fasculae correlated extremely
well from 1875 to 1930 with total industrial production, with
two exceptions -1903-1904 and 1913-1914, both of which were
preceded by ejection into the atmosphere of large quantities
of volcanic dust (Mt. Pelee in 1902-1903 and Mt. Katmai in
1912-1913). Since the relationship between fasculae and agri-
oultural production is very low, the authors suggested two
possible explanations of the correlation with business cycles.
First, coincident with the solar cycle is a cycle in the
earth's magnetic activity. Nerve energy in the human creature
is an electrical phenomenon, and there may be a direct bio-
logical effect from the earth's cycle. Second, the area of the
fasculae directly influences the amount of ultra-violet light
which the earth receives, and since this has an effect on
human activity, it also may account for the cycle. Bratt
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facetiously suggests that judicious use of sun lamps would
stabilize business.
It is interesting that there is not exact accordance
between the timing of North American and European business
cycles, although they are both "under the same sun".
A theory related to terrestial conditions is that of
Werner Sombart who notes that industries which have to
depend upon organic raw materials have different cycles from
those which use inorganic raw materials, and the resulting
disturbances and restorations of balance cause cycles.
3. War. No general theory has been proposed on this basis,
but it is interesting at this time to note the results of the
work of Leonard Ayres who analyzed the data of production
following the three major U.S. wars to the date of the study
-1812, Civil and World War I. He found that each was followed
by a short prosperity, which was interrupted by a short, violent
primary depression and that about ten years later a severe and
intense depression followed. While the theory is obviously sub-
jective, based on such a small sample, the events following
World War II were apparently typical, at least to date.
4. Innovation. The theory of Joseph Schumpeter is a well-known
one, the basic idea being that if industry is to have technical
progress it must have the business cycle. If methods of pro-
duction, and consumption habits remained unchanged, then any
unstabilizing influences would very quickly be adjusted for
and stability would be achieved, although at the great cost of
stagnation of progress. Further, it is argued that innovations
come in waves, which initiate periods of rapid progress and
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activity, followed by crises and depressions, and while the
self-generative forces will move the level back to equilibrium
it is the adaptation of innovations which moves it above this
position and creates the booms. An example of this mechanism
is the great technical progress made during wartime, which
tends to create a boom following the war as these technical
improvements and innovations are applied to peace-time uses.
A similar theory was proposed by M.T. England.
5. Population. Any population theory is bound to be in itself
complex, since the factors of war, innovation, psychology, etc.
affect the basic factor, and the number of proponents of such
theories seems to vary with economic and social conditions at
the time. Thus, as the rate of growth of the U.S. population
decreased in the late 1920's and the 1930's, these theories
became more popular in attempts to explain the contemporary
conditions.
August Losch professed the theory that during wartime
the birth rate is especially low and the death rate especially
high, and shortly after a war the birth rate increases rapidly.
This part of the theory seems tenable enough, but Losch claims
that this variation tends to repeat itself for an indefinite
time after the war, with decreasing amplitude as it gets further
from the original war influence. This variation in population
then leads to a variation in the level of industry according
to the widely accepted principle that spending for capital
equipment and durable goods is closely related to changes in
population. One of the major pieces of evidence offered is the
extremely low birth rate during the Great Depression, but if
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one considers that it is the adult population which accounts
for most of the business activity and that the adult popula-
tion was still increasing as rapidly as before, this evidence
is seen to be fallacious.
6. Episodic. Proponents of this type of theory hold that there
is a uniqueness to every business cycle and may even claim that
each one is entirely unlike those which preceded itwhich does
not seem to be an acceptable hypothesis in view of what is
known about business cycles. Many of the characteristics of
the business cycle change with time, and it is probably more
of a mistake to err in the direction of considering the cycle
immutable than to overemphasize change, because the most
significant changes are those which take place gradually and
are therefore all the more difficult to recognize as such.
The episodic theory originated with the fact that the
causes of cycles are not always the same, but most economists
agree that this is the exception rather than the rule and that
there is in general a recurring set of causes, except in the
case of artificial intervention from the government, etc..
A variation of the theory is proposed by Eugene Slutsky who
attributes cycles to a "chance" coincidence of many exogenous
factors, and supports his theory with a correlation between
occurrence of cumulative random causes and the pattern of
business cycles.
II. Endogenous Theories
Obviously these internal effects cannot be wholly sepa-
rated from the discussion above and in fact take exogenous
effects for granted. It is this type of theory which led to
-I I Ir-
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an effort to remove irregular movements from cycles before
attempting to study them, since the removal of the effects
of exogenous factors is far more difficult because of their
less quantitative, more nebulous character.
1. Profit Motive Theories. W.C. Mitchell is the major advocate
of the theory that since the decision of the enterpriser
establishes the level of business activity, then the possib-
ility of a large profit tends to increase that level, because
such Dossibilities make the enterpriser optimistic and willing
to expand his plants and equipment. Cost and price variations,
changes in investment activity, etc. can then all be analyzed
around the central theme of their effect upon the profit level,
and the effects are generally rather obvious. Unless prices
increase more rapidly than costs, a downturn may be expected.
During the downturn, a greater decrease in costs than in
prices leads to a more optimistic outlook because the higher
profits provide incentive for expansion, the enterpriser
desiring to increase his share of a profitable market. This
may necessitate borrowing, and if the possibilities of borrow-
ing are contracted, either by free economics of by government
intervention, the psychological and economic effect may be
such that the manufacturer may be forced to sell his goods at
reduced prices, and the cycle starts downward once again. (The
explanation of the present combination of inflation and reces-
sion is not so straight-forward.) The major objection to this
theory is that it is too generaland many refinements have been
suggested which are very widely known. Perhaps the commonest
of these currently is that the available purchasing power of
-37
the needy public is the most vital object, regardless of how
it is obtained. If it is obtained, not by industrial expansion
and increase of real or money wages, but by deficit government
spending then the profit motive does not enter into the consi-
deration. Similarly the propensity-to-consume approach is con-
cerned with the desire of the consumer to spend his increased
purchasing power, rather than with profits. However neither of
these "refinements" is so obviously connected with the actual
level of business activity as is the profit motive.
2.Exigencies rofit-Making. The theory of Thorstein Veblin
is essentially an extension of the profit motive theory of
Mitchell, but it is more definitive and hence more useful.
Once a period of prosperity is begun, presumably by an exo-
genous cause, and profits become higher and higher, the value
of common stock begins to increase. (Hence their value as a
"hedge against inflation".). Capitalization of the higher profits
is encouraged by the desire for profit, and the same motive
leads to the bidding up of equities as the profit on them
increases. The market may well be said to consider only the
current conditions in evaluation of equities so the fact that
the profits are only temporarily high tends to be ignored, and
even higher profits are anticipated and discounted in turn so
that the level of the market becomes exaggeratedly inflated.
The same desire for profit promotes over-capitalization
of profits, which are themselves overly high and when costs
begin to gain on prices the anticipated profit margin narrows
rapidly, with the result that the inflated stock prices tumble.
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Commonly they fall below even reasonable values and a favour-
able cost-profit relationship sends them up once more, to
perpetuate the cycle.
S.S. Kuznets, H.S. Dennison, and L.K. Frank have
suggested that the economic organization leads to variations
in industrial orders, manufacturing, and the production of
raw materials which are considerably larger than those in
consumers' purchases, upon which they depend for their market.
This fact leads to recurrent imbalances in production levels.
One type of imbalance is described as horizontal maladjust-
ment.
Horizontal Maladjustments. The normal level of industry
was previously described as one at which supply and demand
are in balance. Even under conditions approximating normal
some industries become overdeveloped relative to others -if
this difference evolves between industries whose products
have about equal average durability the condition is described
as a horizontal maladjustment. The obvious solution would
appear to be a price change but there are two factors which
make such a correction impractical. First, during prosperity,
various prices tend to move forward together, and it is diffi-
cult to effect a price correction, not only because a falling
price during prosperity would appear anomalous but also
because of monopolistic tendencies which develop in the malad-
justed industries as optimism overrules controls. Secondly,
there is commonly a time lag between the decision to increase
production and the formation of excess capacities since an
expansion program must first be planned and then executed, and
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the time required to build a plant or equipment may be great.
Industry does not immediately indicate overcapacity until the
plant and equipment have been built and the excess production
becomes available to the market. Thus competition leads to
duplication of facilities, and when the product finds no sup-
port on the market, the duplicate facilities become excess
capacity, and the prosperity may tumble. To catalyse an up-
turn it then becomes necessary to divert this capacity to
more effective fields of endeavour.
4. Psychological. The theories of A.C. Pigou relating business
cycles to emotional aberration are famous. Essentially, Pigou
claims that, "Optimistic error and pessimistic error, when
discovered, give birth to one another in an endless chain."
High expectations lead to accumulation of inventories, advancing
prices, and investment activity. Disappointments lead to de-
pletion of inventories, declining prices, and stagnation of
investment.
The theory of Huntington mentioned previously also
belongs in this group, since he extends the effects of weather
cycles on health to health's effect on mental attitudes, which
in turn affect business. Loss of time, the psychological
effects of sickness and death on the well, and the loss of
efficiency when those who are working are not up to par are
all considered to affect the cycle. A similar theory has been
proposed by M.B. Hexter, although he does not revert to the
weather as the primal cause.
Many other theories of the business cycle might be
classified in this group. For example, competitive duplication
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resulting from imitation of innovators by other enterprisers
is basically psychological, as are overexpansion and under-
expansion, and credit extension.
5. Monetary and Credit. The general theory of this type is
that business fluctuations can be explained solely in terms
of monetary fluctuations, for example the strong positive
correlation between prices and business activity is taken as
an indication of the correctness of the theory. If prices were
allowed to vary according to the law of supply and demand then
the supply of any factor could be adjusted by a price change.
Therefore, if correlated price variations and any situations
which prevent individual prices from performing their market
functions could be avoided there would be no business cycle.
Hayek has suggested that rather than a stability of
prices declining prices with a stable amount of money are
desirable, the principle being that stability will be main-
tained by the effects of lower costs of production through
better technology being transmitted at once to the market in
the form of lower prices. If prices were constant, he maintains,
lower costs would result in a wider profit margin, with en-
suing imbalances being induced by this condition. However,
decreasing prices will always tend to discourage initiative
and keep a large proportion of resources idle, and are pro-
bably never really advantageous to society.
While stability of prices would prove conclusively that
the cycle does not arise from this cause, changing prices do
not indicate that they are the cause of the cycle, since they
may merely reflect other processes of the industrial organiza-
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tion. Furthermore, this theory does not readily explain what
starts the fluctuation.
6. Vertical Maladjustment. When there is a disproportion
between production of durable goods relative to short-lived
goods it is spoken of as a vertical maladjustment. The out-
put of durable goods is usually disproportionately great in
prosperity and small in depression, but it remains to be
proved that this can cause the business cycle. Two types of
vertical maladjustment theories exist -(U) monetary over-
investment and (ii) non-monetary overinvestment. The first
may be summarized as follows: production of capital goods is
not excessive so long as it is financed by voluntary savings,
but if savings are compulsory, i.e. through repayment on a
loan, the system is unbalanced. The level of interest obtain-
able on savings affects this theory a great deal, since as
prosperity develops the rates rise, and there are fewer
investments which pay as much as the interest rate, or
sufficiently more that capital is attracted. Such a conside-
ration is more important with regard to durable goods than
short-life goods, but the demand for both is held to rise
together, and thus create a boom.
There are several possible exceptions to this theory.
First, high interest rates may not discourage expansion at
all, because new financing may be in the form of common stocks
rather than bonds, and these tend to yield a low rate in
prosperous times. Secondly, the differentiation between forced
and free savings is not useful, since overdevelopment may
also develop from voluntary savings.
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The non-monetary form of overinvestment is described
by M. Tugan-Baranowski and A. Spiethoff, who hold that the
important element of the business cycle is the variation in
the production of durable goods, and that therefore upswings
may occur even with a net drop in ultimate consumption. Thus
an increase in consumption is not sufficient to stimulate
revival; rather, an increase in investment activity arising
from some other cause, probably exogenous, is necessary.
A downturn is caused by shortage of capital, so that the high
rate of investment cannot be continued. Spiethoff manages to
claim that during prosperity both shortage of capital and
overproduction of capital goods can occur, since the term
capital refers to labour also, uaich he claims is eventually
unavailable for further expansion. This may be inferred to
mean that the inelastic limit of prosperity has been reached
when resources are completely employed.
Several arguments may be advanced against Speithoff's
theory. The position that recovery must start with renewed
investment activity is not justifiable -purchases made to fill
orders when inventories are exhausted do not necessitate new
investment activity (unless inventory is considered to be an
investment.) Nor is there any reason why increases in agricul-
tural prices could not spark a revival. Furthermore, while it
seems logical that there will be an inelastic limit at which
no further man-power will be available, Keynes and other
economists claim that full employment has never occurred in
any prosperity and that there is an outer fringe of sub-
marginal resources of capital and labour which can always be
used at some eventual level.
7. Underconsumption. The theory of J.A. Hobson is one of
oversaving, and hence underconsumption. He holds that during
prosperity savings become too large to permit ready invest-
ment, this condition stemming from inequalities of income. If
income distribution were more even, the number of large
income receivers, from whom most savings derive, would be
less and total savings would then be less. Hobson also holds
that investment is too large during prosperity, so that pro..
ductive capacity is greater than the ability to consume,
which is measured by income available to the consumer. This
part of the theory was discussed earlier as a horizontal
maladjustment. The first part of the theory shifts the emphasis
from inability to make effective use of capacity to inability
to make effective use of savings, which is a common condition
during depression. To have this condition during prosperity
is to have an underinvestment disequilibrium. H.G. Moulton has
expounded this theory in detail, Investment goods are represen-
tative of a derived demand for consumer goods, and therefore
they will only be built when the demand for consumer goods is
high enough to indicate a need for them. The fundamental
requirement for the investment of savings is an increase in
the demand for consumers' goods, which is most logically
motivated by price reductions. Such reductions should be made
hand in hand with technological improvements to avoid other
imbalances. Reduced prices then tend to keep savings from
becoming excessive and also assure that there is sufficient
purchasing power to buy the products of industry and create
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increased consumer demand.
E. Lederer and R.E. May emphasize fixed incomes and
the fact that wage rates generally lag prices, with excessive
savings being the result during the decline. Lederer believes
excessive credit expansion is made possible because consumer
incomes do not keep up with business receipts and enter-
prisers come to rely on an abnormal profit spread. The rate
at which prices rise and fall cause consumers' incomes to lag
behind output in prosperity and to exceed that output in
depression. Adequate purchasing power on the consumer markets
at all times would prevent the existence of the business cycle.
W. Catchings, W.T. Foster, and H.B. Hastings hold
similar positions, with the addition that consumer savings
tend to increase the fluctuations originally caused by differ-
ences in the purchasing power of the market and the productive
capacity. A.B. Adams claims that the only way in which consu-
mers' incomes can be made to exceed the value output of
consumers' goods is by expansion of capital equipment, which
must be financed by extension of bank credit. As previously
noted, this may lead to serious imbalances. This theory leads
us to those based on the supposition of overindebtedness.
8. Overindebtedness. Debts are incurred in prosperity and
paid off in depression. Overindebtedness means that debts
are overly large relative to other economic factors, so that
during the decline the necessity of paying off these debts
becomes increasingly greater, causing forced sales which drive
prices even lower. Purchasing power is used to pay debts and
this adds further to the depression. This theory is held by
I. Fisher.
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H. Scherman describes the business cycle as a variation
in the volume of "promising". When many promises are incom-
pleted there is a crisis, and when there is a suspicion that
many promises will be incompleted a recession takes place.
The type of promises must be ascertained from a study of the
individual cycle. For example, in October, 1929 many of those
who were buying on margin could complete their transactions
only if prices went higher and when they failed to do so, the
promised transactions were abandoned. If all promises were
certain to be fulfilled there would be no business cycle.
This theory is really very similar to that based on variations
in prospects for profits.
9. Uncertainty. The presence of this factor is unquestionable
-how much it contributes to the business cycle is debatable.
A. Aftalion has emphasized the fact that the long period of
time required to implement a decision to increase capitali-
zation leads to an equally long delay between forecasts made
at the time of decision, and reality. This is the time of
uncertainty, and it is taken into account by the enterpriser.
C.O. Hardy claims that it is this period which leads to alter-
nate over- and under-production, and hence the business cycle,
for if all future activity could be evaluated with certainty,
those activities which would be profitless would be avoided
and no cycle would be found.
10, Bank Policies. Banks increase the purchasing power of
business by lending credit when prospects are favourable,
thus stimulating further growth, which requires further credit.
When the banks' reserves begin to become impaired, discount
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rates are raised, and loans are restricted, with a resulting de-
crease in business activity. With lower credit requirements
funds begin to accumulate in the banks, and the cycle starts
again. This theory is credited to A.H. Hansei and R.G. Hawtrey.
Conclusions on Theories Offered to xplain Cycles.
Two comments might be made on the summary of business
cycle theories offered above. First the list is not complete,
but it is a broad sampling of most of the types of theories
held. Secondly, there is obvious overlapping of theories and
some of the theories described are only semantically different.
The summary does serve to indicate not only the broad possibi-
lities of causes but also the wide variation in cycle durations
which might be deduced by the various methods, or combinations
thereof.
No one theory can adequately describe the business cycle,
and it is doubtful if any of the writers mentioned above felt
that their theories did so. But if the possible ultimate causes
can be traced through the process of change they may shed light
on what the business cycle really depends upon.
No attempt will be made In this study to summarize the
suggestions which have been made to control or stabilize the
business cycle. Instead, attention is now directed to a brief
discussion of some methods of analyzing cyclical movements.
Methods of Analysis of Cyclical Movements.
There are several methods of analysis available, namely,
(i) the residual method, (ii) the direct method , (1ii) harmonic
analysis, and (it) the method of cyclical averages. In all cases
the data is usually Odeseasonalized" i.e. the effects of sea-
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sonal fluctuations are removed.
(i) Residual Method. This is the method most commonly used.
It consists of successively eliminating seasonal and trend
variations from the data to obtain cyclical-irregular data,
and then smoothing this data to obtain the cyclical movements.
Seasonal index numbers are divided into the original data,
and the seasonally-adjusted data is divided month by month
by the trend values, giving percentages, which may be
smoothed by means of a moving average.
If the original data were assumed to be of the rela-
tionship of components T x C x S x I, what has been done
may be described algebraically as:
Deseasonalized :T x C x I
S
Cyclical-Irregular :T x x I C x I
T
Since the normal level includes both the trend and the
expected seasonal variation S the adjusted data C x I re-
presents the deviations from the normal. It will still in-
elude a few minor irregularities, which may be removed by
using a moving average -commonly a three- or five-month
weighted average is used.
(ii) Direct Method. This is an approximate, short-cut type of
method which gives a rough idea of cycles and a fair idea of
seasonal movement. The unadjusted data are plotted on arith-
metic paper, the abscissa being divided into the twelve months,
and since the trend causes each year's data to be generally
greater than the previous year there is little over -
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lapping. If instead of uiing unadjusted data the data for each
month are divided by the data for the corresponding month for
the previous year, or by the average for that month for several
previous years, a percentage can be plotted, which is roughly
adjusted for seasonal and trend variations. The cycles obtained
by this method are not uniform in duration or amplitude, and
there is considerable distortion of data, so if accurate
results are desired the residual method is preferable.
(iii) Harmonic Analysis. After cyclical-irregular movements
have been obtained an alternative or additional method to
smoothing is to fit a mathematical curve to the data. This
method assumes that cycles are a variety of periodic movement,
that they are similar in pattern, and that the pattern can
be described by a mathematical curve. In practice these con-
ditions are not commonly fulfilled.
A periodogram analysis is made to discover the period-
icity of the data and its average cyclical pattern, and a
periodic curve is then fitted to the average pattern. Assuming
a periodicity of say 24 months, the data are divided in groups
of 24 and the average for each group taken. A range of
averages will occur. The calculation is repeated for a
periodicity of 23 months, 25 months, etc. and the period
which gives the greatest range between high and low averages
is the one closest to the true periodicity. A cyclical curve
of that period is then fitted to the data. For example,
a sine curve could be used.
(it) Cyclical Averages. W.C. Mitchell has concluded that
different cycles of a particular series are sufficiently alike
I that they may be averaged together and an investigation of
average behaviour carried out. Data are adjusted for seasonal
variation but not for trend within the cycle. Inter-cycle or
between-cycle trend is adjusted however, by expressing each
individual month as a percentage of the average for that
cycle. To do this the series must be broken up, by examination,
into specific cycles. After inter-cycle trend is eliminated,
the cycles are each divided into nine stages for ease of com-
parison, and an average value for each stage computed. Since
each cycle is not exactly the same, an average for all cycles
for each stage is computed, and these constitute the average
pattern of the cycles. Another method suggested by Mitchell
is to compare the cycle in the specific industry to the
cycles of general business activity as ascertained from
examination of various annals and statistical series.
All of the methods described have strong and weak
points. The orthodox method of residual analysis is probably
the most satisfactory under general conditions. Direct methods
may be useful as a short-cut, but are difficult to interpret.
Pitting a periodic curve and using averages are attempts to
generalize the cycle which may not be warranted if changes
in the cycle are not actually accidental after all, and
unless some trend of changes in the cycle could be determined,
these methods can be misleading.
PERIODIC MOVEMENTS
As distinguished from cyclical movements, whose period-
icity or regularity is only rough, many time series show move-
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ments which repeat themselves with a remarkable consistency at
regular intervals. For example, bank debits have a tendency
to reach a peak shortly after the first of each month, for
obvious reasons. The commonest type of periodic movement is
that which has a period of one year and is usually known as
seasonal variation.
Seasonal Variations
There are two fundamental reasons for seasonal varia-w
tions, (1) the yearly cycle of weather and (ii) social
conventions and customs.
The yearly weather cycle has several effects. For
example, climatic changes produce variations in demand, both
in amount and type, which cause changes in production. In
the case of organic products or those made from organic
substances there is a direct effect, as in the case of pro-
duction of cotton or wheat, and also in the construction
business there is a direct effect. Less direct is the effect
on financing, transportation, etc. which are dependant upon
the harvest season in part -the peak of railroad carloadings
generally occurs in the fall because of the transportation
of harvested goods.
Social conventions play a large part in the seasonal
variation also, as indicated by the increase in the sale of
retail goods in December for example. The Easter season,
also coinciding with a change in season, promotes consumer
buying. There are other less formal customs, and these may
change with time and change the form, but usually not the
duration, of the variation. Such customs are the introduction
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of new models of automobiles at a certain time each year, or
the style changes in clothing, (which usually exaggerate the
expected seasonal variations).
Industries connected with agriculture will generally
show a strong seasonal variation, for example the canning
industry, but diversification can often lessen the effect.
The irregular nature of the calendar is a major problem
in studying seasonal variations, because it makes it difficult
to evaluate data for quarterly production for example. If the
number of days in the month is divided into the production
data it should give a daily production, but the occurrence of
Sundays is variable, i.e. a month over 28 days long may contain
either four or five Sundays, and Saturdays may be work days,
half days or holidays. Also statutory holidays mut be reckoned,
and these (as well as Sundays) are not celebrated in the same
way in all industries. Because of all these problems many
economists support the movement for calendar reform to a more
regular type of division into months.
Seasonal variations may occur either in production or
consumption and the variation in one may be superimposed upon
the variation in the other. For instance, a seasonal variation
which originates in agricultural production is superimposed
upon the consumption of such commodities, whereas the seasonal
variation in the production of fireworks originates in con-
sumption and is superimposed upon production. In general the
former originates in changes in weather, while the latter is
usually caused by traditions and customs, but may in some cases
also be caused by the weather. Three general types of seasonal
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can occur :
(1) Production is subject to seasonal variation.
A. Raw materials, principally agriculture
B. Fabrication industries
(ii) Consumption or purchase is subject to seasonal variation.
(iii) Production of raw materials is subject to one seasonal,
and consumption or purchase of the finished product is subject
to another seasonal.
When analyzing seasonal variations it is important to
know what type of variation will be encountered.
Methods of Measurement of the Seasonal Variation
A brief summary of the more common methods of measure-
ment is presented. The correction for seasonal variation is
the adjustment of data most commonly made, but if the total
period is long and a trend alone is being computed the seaso-
nal variation may be ignored.
The first step is to determine if there is a seasonal
variation in the data, which can be done simply by plotting
the data for each year, preferably on ratio paper, each year
above the previous one. If the gyrations of the curves follow
a similar path, there is some seasonal variation, and some
idea of the kind and amount can be gotten by inspection. General
dissimilarity of the curves implies that no recurrent seasonal
variation occurs.
Assuming that it does exist, the seasonal variation
can be measured by the following means :
(i) Simple average method.
(ii) Percentage-to-twelve-months-moving-average method.
-a
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(iii) Changing seasonal method.
(1) The Simple Average Method. This consists essentially of
averaging separately the original figures for each month for
a period of years, which obviously includes in the average
not only the seasonal effects but all the other factors as
well.
(1i) Percentage-to-twelve-month-moving-average Method. This
method isolates the seasonal variations from other fluctuations,
the result being termed the *specific seasonal'. Averaging the
specific seasonals gives the *normal' or 'typical seasonal'.
The first step is to compute a twelve-months-moving-average,
which removes the seasonal, because it repeats every twelve
months. The percentage of the original data to the centered
moving average is next computed, which affords a measure of the
specific seasonal, since the former contains the seasonal and
the latter does not. Using data for as many years as one
wishes to consider, a frequency chart is constructedshowing
the percentages for each month. The three or four central
months are then averaged to give the typical percentage,
which can be converted into the typical seasonal for each
month.
In some cases, the accentuation of part or all of the
seasonal variation may be changing, as for example in the
ease of pig iron (see chart number 1) and this method is not
suitable. A more complex method must then be used.
(iii) Changing Seasonal Method. Taking the rough measures of
the specific seasonals and charting them by years for each
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month on a separate chart, the level around which the fluctua-S
tions take place may be noted. If they occur around a horizon-
tal level there is no indication that the seasonal is changing,
but if they follow an upward or downward trend then that trend
must be computed for each of the twelve months. Instead of an
average of the specific seasonals for each month, the value
obtained from the trend is taken as the measure of the typical
seasonal. Thus instead of one value for all the years consi-
dered there is a separate trend value for each year (unless
the trend is horizontal). This method is obviously somewhat
more laborious than the previous ones. In any case, an
estimate of the statistical significance of the seasonal in-
dex which has been computed can be gotten by examining the
distribution of the specific seasonals about the modal value
-if there is strong clustering about the mode the index is
more reliable than if there is a wide spread and poor cluster-
ing. When possible, the computed seasonal index should be
checked against what those in the industry think it should be.
Decreasing the Seasonal Variation
Forced unemployment and the need for greater capital
outlay for sufficient capacity to produce at the seasonal peak,
as well as the depreciation and overhead losses during slack
periods are the main problems resulting from seasonal variation,
and the efforts to eliminate or reduce this variation have
been motivated by a desire to decrease these losses. No attempt
will be made here to describe the means suggested, but they
may be said to employ the following tactics
(i) Building up off-seasonal stocks.
-4
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(ii) Mitigation buying seasons, e.g. by off-season sales.
(iii) Regularizing consumption, e.g. by canning seasonal foods.
(iv) Dovetailing seasonal movements e.g. by product diver-
sification or transfer of employees.
(v) Controlling the causes of seasonal variations e.g. by
the use of greenhouses to grow out-of-season products.
(vi) Elimination of variations by forecasting them.
IRREGULAR MOVEMENTS
The three components of a time series described so far are
secular, cyclical and periodic movements. But all time series
show irregularities whichare not defined by any one of these
three, and these are known as irregular movements. They cannot
be defined, but a list of typical causes might include: wars,
general strikes, major inventions and discoveries, and other
changes so important that their effects may be noted directly
in the data, or an endless variety of relatively minor causes
whose effects are commonly too small to be considered individLk0y
such as earthquakes, floods, epidemics, strikes, inventions, in-
novations, most discoveries of additional natural resources, etc.
In this latter regard, the effect depends on the type of discov-
ery made, and as well the size of the industry at the time of
discovery. For example, the porphyry coppers had a more important
effect when discovered than they would have if discovered today.
Two causes of a somewhat different nature are errors in report-
ing or recording data, and changes in the method of compiling
statistics. For example, the annual production data for zinc
shows production of slab zinc and also total production of
zinc from smelters from domestic ores (chart number 17) -indis-
criminant mixing of these data would lead to considerable
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irregularities.
An example. Lead production data show the nature of the effects
of new discoveries on the production, as do the petroleum data.
The major discoveries made in the United States are shown on
dharts number 13 and 19. Considering lea, the raw data show
no measurable effects for the most part, except for a drastic
change in the level of production upon discovery and develop-
ment of the deposits in the Midwestern and Western States in
the 1860's and 1870's. This is most obvious when the data are
plotted on arithlog paper as in chart 20, where an increase
indicating the beginning of a new cycle of growth in 1870 may
be noted. In this case the discovery of new natural resources,
being "accidental" or irregular, is also obviously a major
cause of an irregular movement in the growth of lead product-
ion. The effects of the World Wars may also be seen, but since
there are some theories of the cause of business cycles which
claim a cycle in the occurrence of wars, the irregularity of
these movements is open to question.
Method of Investigation. It would seem that if the secular,
cyclical and periodic changes were removed from the data, the
residuals would be the irregular movements and they would
probably indicate that the discovery of each new deposit
causes an irregular fluctuation. If this study were intended
to explore the possibilities of forecasting cycles this would
be an integral part of the work, but interest is centered
upon the secular trend, and the effect of new discoveries on
this trend will be discussed later. At this point it is suf-
ficient to note that the study of irregular fluctuations as
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as residuals is not as straightforward as it would seem to
be, because of the nature of the other elements of the data
and the limitations of the methods of measuring these
elements. For instance, a changing seasonal may be encoun-
tered, as in the case of pig iron, the secular trend may
change without warning, as in lead, and, as previously noted,
the causes of cycles are so complex that the cycles produced
cannot be perfectly regular. The irregularities produced by
these changes are not defined by the methods used to calculate
the secular, cyclical and periodic changes, and it must be
assumed that movements not included in these three elements
are irregular, even though this is contrary to what is known.
Some method other than consideration of residuals should be
used.
Considering that trends, cycles and seasonals are com-
posed of a complex number of elements, most of which act more
or less regularly, and others which may act in an irregular or
unforeseeable manner, it wouldbe theoretically sound to lump
together the irregularities which are connected with growth,
cycles and seasonals and the irregularities due to wars, floods,
strikes, etc. taking from the data only the completely regular
parts -secular trends and seasonal variations which, if not
constant, change in some regular way, and Onormal" cycles.
The idea of regular secular trends and seasonal varia-
tions is generally accepted, especially by those wishing to
forecast, because the changes which do take place are not sud-
den. Therefore the irregularities in these elements can
generally be recognized and separated. But in the case of
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cycles there is little historical reason to believe that there
is a *normal" cycle which can be determined, so the irregular
components of the cycle cannot be separated. Nor can the irre-
gular variations of a non-eyclical nature be found satisfac-
torily. Two methods are used to eliminate the variations which
are irregular. The first is to distribute their effects more
equally simply by drawing a free-hand curve through the data,
which has been deseasonalized and adjusted for trend. The
second is more refined statistically, but essentially amounts
,to the same thing, that is the use of a moving average. An
average of three to five months is generally used if it is
desired to eliminate the irregular fluctuations, since an
average longer than twelve months also removes seasonals and
may remove other significant movements. In general there is
no really satisfactory method of isolating irregular fluctua-
tions from other types, especially cyclical movements. Thus
any attempt to investigate in detail the effect on the level
of production of the discovery of new ore deposits, except
those on a grand scale, is not warranted by the methods avail-
able at present. The lack of complete monthly data for much
of the production periods and the great amount of computation
necessary to examine any protracted period in this manner
also impose further limitations.
LONG CYCLES
Four components of time series have been defined and
discussed. Mention should be made of two other major components
recognized by some workers. The first is that recognized by
Kondratieff (19) which he has named "long cycles". These last
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roughly fifty years and occur in many types of data. From his
statistical analysis he found the following waves,by fitting
trend lines to per capita production and price data, computing
deviations from the trends, and smoothing the data with nine-
year moving averages.
Wave Low
I 1780 - 1790 1810 - 1817
II 1844 - 1851 1870 - 1875
III 1890 - 1896 1914 - 1920
The sequence of events by which waves may be recognized is des-
cribed as follows. During the decline, prices fall, and agri-
culture suffers most. Scientific discovery flourishes. As the
upswing begins, colonization and national expansion take place
and new sources of gold are sought. With continuing recovery
scientific advances are applied and wars and revolutions are
common. The business conditions of an ebbing wave promote
prospecting for new gold deposits and efforts to improve the
technical processes of exploitation of known deposits. With
greater gold production prices rise and business conditions
swing toward higher levels, so that gold production begins to
grow less profitable and production is discouraged. Prices
subsequently drop and the direction of the movement is rever-
sed. Thus the movement is cyclical in character, since the
associated factors are in part at least dependent on condi-
tions existing during the preceding phase of the cycle, and the
long-period swings in gold production are a major factor in the
long wave. Kondratieff does not consider them to be an adequate
explanation of the cause of the long wave, but he offers no
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other hypothesis to explain why the long wave should exist.
SECONDARY TRENDS
Dr. S.S. Kuznets, (20) in studying the relationship
between the logistic or Gompertz curves that he had calculated
and his original production data, came to the conclusion that
the annual deviations generally had positive values when
wholesale price indexes were rising, and were negative when
these indexes were declining. This is in accord with the
theory that a long period of rising prices stimulates produc-
tion and a long period of falling prices retards production,
but Kuznets also.found that this applied to price series for
individual items. His method of investigation was to smooth
the deviations from the secular trends (fitted by the three-
point method described below) by means of a moving average of
a period slightly longer than business cycles. This gave a
series of rather irregular swerves which did however show a
certain periodicity and which Kuznets named 'secondary trends".
In production series the swerves averaged eleven years, and
in price series about twelve years, and since a swerve repre-
sented a half-cycle he postulated a full cycle length of
approximately twenty-two years.
Kuznets' explanation of his secondary trends is based
primarily on the nature of change of the factors affecting
primary trend, as for example the rate at which new inventions
are made in an industry, mentioned previously. He feels that
such changes take place in an indefinite cyclical manner and
that the effects of some changes tend to persist into the next
cycle, causing it in turn to become larger.
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Many other types of cycles and waves have been proposed,
and some economists feel that the unhappy coincidence of the
low points of several of these cycles was the cause of the
depression of the 1930's. When considering methods of fitting
secular trend lines it is well to keep in mind the possible
existence of these various waves and cycles and to evaluate
where possible the effect they may have on the curve obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
There are several important components of economic time
series and each of them is worthy of intense study, But the
purpose of the investigator will dictate which components he
must consider, and the methods he should use. To a manufacturer
whose product suffers from seasonal markets the seasonal phase
is most important. To the investor, and to most business men,
an analysis of the business cycle holds the most interest,
especially if it can be made to forecast future levels of econo-
mic activity. The cycle is especially important in industries
which produce an item with a short average life and in which
production facilities become rapidly obsolete. The decision
to replace all of the existing production facilities upon
obsolescence or to delay replacement of some facilities which
would not be needed for several years is more readily made if
the phase of the business cycle is known.
But in addition to these shorter term problems industry
wishes to know what absolute growth it may expect to attain
within say twenty to thirty or more years, with an outlook to
expansion or contraction of facilities for production, long-
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term financing, diversification into industries with brighter
futures, purchases for the investment portfolio, etc. An
investigation of estimates of future population may give an
acceptable estimate, assuming that the propensity to consume
the item in question remains relatively constant, which in
turn assumes a constant percentage of the population employed,
no technical changes which would make the product useless or
unnecessary, etc. If population is used to estimate future
growth, some allowance must also be made for the effect of
limited resources of raw materials. What is needed is some
effective means of estimating the future effects of a multi-
tude of complex factors upon the level of industry. The basic
premise of this study is that this can be done most effectively
by the use of mathematical growth curves. In the section which
follows other methods will be considered briefly, and the most
common types of trend lines will be discussed.
P A R T C
SECULAR TREND
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MEASUREMENT OF SECULAR TREND
INTRODUCTION
The discussion of time series in general has now been
completed, and this section and those following deal speci-
fically with the problems of secular trend and its use in
forecasting, the main object of this study.
Secular trends have generally been computed to elimi-
nate them in order to study other movements of time series.
Hence little is known about the trends themselves, and in
fact there is widespread disagreement about their relations
to cyclical fluctuations. See Frickey (9 ). The meaning of
the term "secular trend* and the factors which compose it
have been discussed, It is now proposed that a method of
representing this trend be obtained, and it becomes necessary
to examine what will be meant by the trend obtained.
A fundamental distinction must be made between secular
trend and economic growth and decay. The former is the result
obtained by application of statistical research methods while
the latter is a dynamic economic phenomenon. The form of the
mathematical equation which maybe used to fit the data will
tell something about the assumptions made with regard to the
series, but it says nothing about the relation between these
assumptions and the causes of the growth and decadence of the
series. These are matters which must be indicated in some
other way, and accounted for by the curve.
Changes in output are determined by the complex of
causes previously discussed. These causes change in a slow,
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cumulative manner, and it is the resultant slow steady char-
acter of output growth which makes it amenable to analysis.
But to do so by the use of mathematical curves has two serious
limitations. First, growth is not a rigid mechanical process
but the spontaneous result of the complex interaction of many
factors. Second, a major or complete break in the trend may
occur and it is sometimes difficult to recognize such a break.
The spontaneous nature of the factors responsible for
growth preclude the following of a course as smooth as that
of a trend line. Improvements surge ahead and lapse back,
because prosperity forces the level up by large additions to
capital equipment. But it is also true that the accelerated
development of improved methods, typical of depression periods,
adds to the level eventually, when these advances are applied.
The net effect is thus a fluctuation about the trend line,
without any violent distortions of the trend line, because
the balanced level progresses just as rapidly in depression
as in prosperity.
Further, the bases of growth are largely qualitative
rather than quantitative in nature, which makes them difficult
to assess accurately, but since productive growth is measur-
able in terms of quantity this fact can be ignored, unless one
attempts to assess the many factors of growth and estimate
their future effects, in which case the qualitative changes
pose difficulties. This is the nature of the analysis used
by some economists, notably those of the Paley Commission (29)
and many claim that without a thorough causal analysis the
determination and representation of secular trend is meaningless.
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But it has been shown that the causes of growth and decay are
not easy to evaluate, either by historical investigation or
theoretical analysis since they are predominantly qualitative,
and it is this fact which justifies the opinion of this study
that until such time as knowledge of the causes of economic
change and the methods of measuring their effects become greatly
refined the use of those methods which start from statistical
generalizations containing, conceptually, the complex effects of
all these factors, is not only justified but is the only really
practical approach. Such is the fitting of a mathematical
curve to time series to describe the secular trend. Now it is
true that growth or decadence is the result obtained by
tracing the successive positions of normal levels, and any
long-term trend measurement is an artificial simplification
and generalization of this which must be based on certain
assumptions made about some of the causes of the trend, It is
a completely precise statement both of position and of rate
of change of a series which is not completely precise, and so
it must be a generalization. To make matters worse, the type
of curve chosenthe method used to fit it, and the period to
which it is fitted influence the results. These objections,
if insurmountable would make the use of trend lines unjust-
ifiable, but fortunately there is reason to believe that these
objectiaas are not as insurmountable as they appear at first
glance.
If the secular trend line as calculated is recognized
as a generalization then the first objection is answered, pro-
vided the primary assumptions made with regard to causal
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factors can be justified. This leads to the second problem
-that of selecting a suitable type of curve. If the assumptions
made can be embodied in the nature of the curve, and if those
assumptions are based upon historical knowledge and theoretical
investigation of the data then the curve chosen is logically
defensible, and it can be said to embody the *law of growth"
of the series. (Perhaps, to avoid the connotation that the
curve is bending the datato fit itself rather than following
the trend dictated by the data, the term "habit of growth'
may be preferable.) Having developed an expression embodying
the habit of grqwth of a series it is next necessary to fit
the curve to the data in as dependable a method as possible.
Generally speaking, the most objective and most satisfactory
manner of so doing is by least squares. This method tends to
be long, and many short cut methods are commonly employed.
Having assumed a law of growth, it is obvious that one
must also assume that all data of the series exhibit this law,
so that the period over which the curve is fitted should be as
long as possible, provided that no breaks occur in the series
due to changes in conditions. Such breaks are possible, as in
the case of lead production, previously noted, but they are
not common, because of the *cultural lag" of society. Changes
are dependent upon changes of the recent past and the conditions
which preceded them, and as such are not liable to effect vast
revolutions of conditions. However, in analysis of a series
the data should be examined, preferably graphically, to deter-
mine if any breaks do occur, and past history of the industry
--- Mimi
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might also be checked for indications of events of major im-
portance, If any breaks are disclosed, only the period which
was subject to reasonably constant forces should be considered.
Thus, recognizing the fact that the trend line is a generali-
zation, if it is fitted by least squares over the longest
possible period optimum results should be obtained.
The trend method provides a technique for measuring the
growth of an industry, but it will not act as a determinant
of the future path of growth -no 'law of growth" can be deter-
mined in that sense. But though it is only a method of mecha-
nically processing the data, secular trend measurement is
fundamental as a first step in growth analysis and it is the
object of this study to see if it can also be used to forecast
future growth. Methods of measurement will be discussed in the
following sections, including specific means of fitting the
curves.
METHODS OF MEASURING THE SECUlAR TREND
The procedures usually adopted in measuring secular
trend are subjective to a high degree. Plotting the data on
a suitable type of graph paper, e.g. arithmetic, logarithmic,
probability, etc. the statistician seeks to find that line
which for the case at hand best describes the long-term
tendencies of the data. The data must cover more than one
business cycle, and if the cycles are irregular it should
cover progressively more cycles. Generally speaking, the
longer the period covered the better, with the exception of
changing conditions noted above. Related to this criterion is
the condition that the period studied must begin and end in
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the same phase of the business cycle. The reason for this is
obvious -if the first year is in prosperity and the last in
depression, the measurement will show too small a growth, and
if the first is in depression and the last in prosperity the
result will be too large a growth. Since cycles are difficult
to recognize before the trend is removed this may seem to be
a problem, but if beginning and end are both in prosperity
their level will be closer together, since prosperities do not
vary as widely in their magnitude as do depressions. The extent
of error resulting from this cause is progressively lessened
as the length of the period covered is increased, so in the
measurements made in this study the effect is ignored.
The technical process of measurement may consist of one
of several possibilities:
1) Drawing a free-hand curve through the data by inspection.
2) Using ratios between the paired items of series which are
believed to have substantially the same secular trends.
3) Using cyclical averages.
4) Computing moving averages and fitting trend lines to the
results.
5) Fitting a mathematical curve to the data or the logarithms
of the data.
1. Trend by Inspection
This is the simplest method of estimating trend and at
the same time probably the most difficult, for it is accompli-
shed by drawing a line through the data free-hand or with the
aid of a *French" or "Ship's" curve in such a way that the
line describes what appears to the eye to be the long term
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movement. The objections are obvious, as are the advantages.
The statistician determines beforehand what answer he desires,
and then proceeds to obtain it. A more subjective method is
difficult to imagine. It is to be noted however that the same
result can also be had by careful selection of a suitable
mathematical curve as well. The nature of the curve obtained
cannot be described in any way except graphically, and it is
therefore difficult to present and defend the results logically.
Furthermore, it requires considerable practice to fit a trend
with this method, and every statistician will obtain a different
result. On the other hand, the method is rapid and simple, and
in some cases, where a mathematical curve would have to be
very involved in order to logically describe the trend this
method may be preferable. It has been and still is commonly
used. The procedure is so simple that no example is necessary.
2. Ratios With Similar Series
This method, and adaptations of it are not broadly
applicable. There are a few cases in which they are logically
justifiable however. For example, bond yields might be used as
a trend for commercial paper rates, which is a logical relation-
ship, and since the former are more stable they provide a
simpler trend. It is still far from being a smooth line in
most cases and it is debatable whether such an irregular line
is in accordance with the idea of secular trend as outlined
above. There is also a varying degree of approximation in using
this method, depending on how good a choice of relationship
one may make, and this makes the method even less attractive.
If ratios are computed between the series chosen to
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represent trend and the series in question, the resultant curve
will be smoother if two suitable series are related. Again,
the fact that the base used is so variable makes the method
questionable.
More acceptable, and more widely applicable is the
practice of using one series as part of the trend of another
series. This is quite in keeping with the discussion of the
factors affecting secular trend, and theoretically, if all the
factors affecting secular trend were considered, their sum
would equal the trend of the data. More commonly however the
data are adjusted for one or more factors and a trend is
fitted to the adjusted data. For example, if an index were cal-
culated for copper consumption (or production), it might well
be desirable to adjust that index for changes in the level of
population, before fitting a trend to it. This would then be
referred to as a per capita index. Similarly the rate of
return on mining companies' bond issues might be considered
part of the trend related directly to the availability of
capital, and if one wished to investigate the trend of the
mineral industry without regard for the difficulties en-
countered in obtaining financing, this method would be em-
ployed.
The mechanics of the procedure are as follows, using
the calculation of a per capita index and trend for copper
production as an example. The calculations and results are
shown in table 1 and chart 4 respectively. Both series are
described in the form of series of index numbers, preferably
with the same base or reference year. The unadjusted index
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TABLE 1. Computation of a Straight Line Trend Fitted to
Annual Copper Production Adjusted for Population Growth.
Year Unadjusted Population Index Straight Final
Production Index of U.S. Adjustedftr Line Trend Trend
Index 1923-25: 100 Population Fitted to Values
1925:100 Growth Data of (3) x (5)
(2) + (3) Column (4)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1885 9.9 49.7 19.9 42.2 20.9
1890 15.5 55.4 28*0 45.8 25.4
1895 22.7 60.0 37.9 49.4 29.11900 36.2 66.9 54.1 53.0 35.51905 53.1 73.6 72.1 56.7 41.71910 64.5 80.9 79.7 60.3 48.8
1915 82.9 87.8 94.4 63.9 56.21920 72.2 93.1 77.5 67.5 62.2
1925 100.0 101.6 98.4 71.2 72',
1930 83.2 108.8 76.5 74.8 81
1935 45.5 112.6 40.4 78.3 88.31940 108.6 115.9 93.7 82.0 95.01945 93.5 124.0 75.4 85.6. 106.1
1950 108.8 132.6 82.1 89.2 118.3
1955 120.3 145.5 82.7 92.9 135.0
Straight Line Trend Fitted to Data of Column (4) is given by:
y = 67.518 + 3.6154x (origin 1920)
numbers are then divided by the population index and a trend
line is fitted to the resultant data. One can then include the
effect of population growth in the trend simply by comparing this
trend to the changing population index. The trend values are then
a product of the trend line values and the population relatives,
as shown in part C of chart 4. Note that this trend is not as
smooth as that given by a mathematical curve, nor can it be
described any more readily than a freehand curve. It is generally
more useful, since by this method the effects of certain factors
can be removed or added and a more "pure" trend can be studied.
With curves more complex than the straight line used here the
method is likewise more complex mathematically but identical
in principle.
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3. Cyclical Averages
A, Moving Averages. It is commonly desirable to measure cyclical
deviations from the trend in such a way that the positive and
negative variations will be approximately equal, as for example
in the Babson Chart previously noted (see page 18). There are
several methods of achieving this result. The moving average is
commonly used, as is the binomially weighted moving average.
An example of the calculation and results are given in table 2
and chart 5 for petroleum production of the United States, from
1900 to present, using a centered four-year moving average. This
seems to be the approximate length of the petroleum cycle,
although a complete cyclical analysis would yield a more accu-
rate estimate, on whichamore suitable moving average could be
computed. A moving average smooths out fluctuations, provided
its period is some integral multiple of the length of the
movement to be smoothed, which may change with time. The pro-
cedure is as follows. A four-year moving total is made of annual
production data. This is done by adding the data for the first
four years, (the sum being placed opposite the second year
although it should of course be between the second and third),
then dropping the first year, and adding the fifth year and
adding, and so on. For example, in the column 'Four-Year Moving
Total* the number 9,780,448 opposite 1955 is the sum of 2,619,950 ,
2,488,428 , 2,314,988 , and 2,357,082 while the number
9,450,334 is the sum of 2,488,428 , 2,314,988 , 2,357,082 ,
and 2,289,336. A two-year moving total is then taken of the
four-year moving total to center the figures opposite the years,
rather than between them, and the two year moving total is
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TABLE 2.PFOUR-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE OF U.S. PETROLEUM PRODUCTION.1900-1956
Centered 4-Yr.
Year Annual Prod. 4-Year 2-YrMoving Total ogm vrge
Moving Total cf4-Yr.Moving Ttal (Co. +8 )
I
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951
1949
1948
1947
1946
1945
1944
1943
1942
1941
1940
1939
1938
1937
1936
1935
1934
1933
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928
1927
1926
1925
1924
1923
1922
1921
1920
1919
1918
1917
1916
1915
1914
1913
1912
1911
1910
1909
1908
1907
1906
1905
1904
1903
1902
1901
1900
2,619,950
2,488,428
2,314,988
2,357,082
2,289,836
2,247,711
1,973,574
1,841,940
2,020,185
1,856,987
1,733,939
1,713,655
1,677,904
1,505,613
1,386,645
1,402,228
1,353,214
1,264,962
1,214,355
1,279,160
1,099,687
996,596
908,065
905,656
785,159
851,081
898,011
1,007,323
901,474
901,129
770,874
763,743
713,940
732,407
557,531
472,183
442,929
378,367
355,928
335,316
300,767
281,104
265,763
248,446
222;935
220,449
209,557
183,171
178,527
166,095
126P494
134,717
117,081
100,461
88,767
69,389
63,621
9,780,448
9,450,334
9,209,617
8,868,203
8,353,061
8,083,410
7,692,686
7,453,051
7,324,766
6,982,485
6,631,111
6,283,817
5,972,390
5,647,700
5,407,049
5,234,759
5,111,691
4,858,164
4,589,798
4,283,508
3,910,004
3,595,476
3,449,961
3,439,907
3,541,574
3,657,889
3,707,937
3,580,800
3,337,220
3,149,686
2,980,964
2,767,621
2,476,061
2,205,050
1,851,010
1,649,407
1,512,540
1,370,378
1,273,115
1,182,950
1,096,080
1,018,248
957,593
901,387
836,112
791,704
737,350
654,287
605,833
544,387
478,753
441;026
375,698
322,238
19,230,782
18,659,951
18,077,820
17,221,264
16,436,471
15,776,096
15,145,737
14,777,817
14,307,251
13,613,596
12,915,928
12,256,207
11,620,090
11,054,749
10,641,808
10,346,450
9,969,855
9,447,962
8,873,306
8,193,512
7,505,480
7,045,437
6,889,868
6,981;481
7,199,463
7,365,826
7,288,737
6,918,020
6,486,906
6,130,650
5,748,585
5,243,682
4,681,111
4,056,060
3,500,417
3,161,947
2,882,918
2,643,493
2,456,065
2,279,030
2,114,328
1,975,841
1,858,980
1,737,499
1,627,816
1,529,054
1,391,637
1,260,120
1,150,220
1,023,140
919,779
816,724
697,936
w -_I
2,403,848
2,332,494
2,259,728
2,152,658
2,054,559
1,972,012
1,893,217
1,847,227
1,788,406
1,701,699
1,614,366
1,532,026
1,452,511
1,381,844
1,330,226
1,293,306
1,246,231
1,180,995
1,109,163
1,024,189
938,185
880,680
861,234
872,685
899,933
920,728
911,092
864,752
810,863
766,331
718,573
655,h60
585,139
507,008
437,552
395,243
360,365
330,437
307,008
284,879
264,291
246,980
232,372
217,187
203,477
191,132
173,955
157,515
143,778
127,892
114,972
102,090
87,242
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divided by 8 to give the centered moving average value for each
year. These data are plotted on chart 5. It can be seen that the
fluctuations are much reduced and that the moving average line
passes approximately through the center of each cycle, with the
exception of the Great Depression "cycle" since the moving
average follows the data so closely that it reflects this fluc-
tuation. In general, there are more bends in the curve than are
ordinarily considered appropriate for a trend. A six-year or
eight-year moving average would perhaps smooth out some of these
bends, because if the number of items is increased the moving
average is smoother, each item becoming important, but a longer
period also serves to magnify some of the major objections to
the moving average as a trend. First,it is inevitably true that
a moving average will smooth out not only the undesired irre-
gularities, but also part of the curve itself, and this tendency
increases as the number of items increases. It falls above a
trend which is concave upward, and below a treid which is con-
cave downward. This is a major objection. Secondly, a four-year
moving average eliminates the first two and the last two years
from the trend, and an eight-year moving average would eliminate
four years from each end of the series. There are only two possi-
bilities -either extend the curve freehand, or make estimates
for several years into the future. Now the objections to such a
procedure in forecasting are obvious, since the statistician
must now do subjectively what he wishes the curve to do for him.
Furthermore, this method gives no equation for the trend line.
It may be noted at this point that computation of a moving average
is any extremely simple process using an electronic digital com-
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puter such as the I.B.M. 704, for which a SHARE subroutine is
already available to compute such an average. It is described
as a smoothing routine and is generally only a first step in
time series analysis. While it is commonly used for such pur-
poses, the moving average is not suitable as a method for
trend forecasting.
B. High-Low-Mid-Point Method and Variations. This method
devised by the Cleveland Trust Company, is fast, simple, and
subjective. The procedure is as follows.
1) Determine the high point for each cycle and connect them by
a straight line.
2) Determine the values on this line, by interpolation, for
intra-cycle years.
3) Determine the low points, connect them and interpolate.
4) Average the values for each year and thus obtain the midpoints.
A simple variation of this method is to connect the
average value of each cycle rather than the highs and lows. This
value will occur at the midpoint of each cycle and will be
computed as an average index number for each cycle. This is the
method used in constructing the Babson Chart (chart 3, page 18).
It assumes that there is a normal level around which business
fluctuates, and that cycles are autocatalytic. Because of the
balancing of depression and prosperity which is postulated,
the trend line cannot be definitely constructed until a cycle has
completed itself, hence the dashed line from 1939 to date. If
the area above the curve exceeds that below the curve, depres-
sion is forecast, and as the area below the line approaches in
size the area above the line, the end of the depression is fore-
---
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cast. The size of the area which is out of balance cannot be
used to forecast the size of the ensuing area of depression
or prosperity, since part of the area may be carried along to
another part of the cycle before being equalized.
This type of trend fitting is open to several criticisms,
especially that the statistician must decide what fluctuations
to call cycles and then has no difficulty in making the trend
pass through these cycles. Considerable judgment is therefore
necessary, and even with this the curve cannot be brought up
to date. Also, the method would appear to derive a curve which
is very dependent upon the secondary variations of the series
as well as the primary trend, since it is made to pass through
the midpoints of the secondary variations. Dependent on the
time span covered and the scale used, the trend line obtained
may be quite irregular and may not resemble a suitable trend
line. (This is not apparent on the Babson Chart, which has
probably been smoothed after it was derived).
4. Fitting Trend Lines To Moving Averages
Moving averages have been discussed above as a method of
estimating trend, and were shown to be unsuitable for fore-
casting. However, the moving average can be useful as a method
for smoothing data before fitting trend lines, if such a step
can be justified. It must be remembered that certain biases are
introduced by the choice of a cycle period and by any type of
smoothing. Some methods give better fits to smoothed data, but
if the least-squares method is used there is no need to smooth
beforehand. Certain other methods are also independent of the
effects of smoothing for less admirable reasons, as for example
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the three-point method of curve fitting to be described.
5. Fitting Mathematical Curves
This method is widely used, and for the purposes of this
study is by far the most important. The great advantage of
fitting mathematical curves is that a mathematical equation is
used, which defines the trend concisely and is a descriptive
measure of it. If one is attempting to extend the trend beyond
the data it is then especially desirable that the trend be
determined in such a way that it can be described by a mathe-
matical equation.
There is an endless array of equations which will fit a
given series of data, and the greatest problem in this method
is the selection of the type of curve which best suits the data.
The statistician must decide what he thinks the trend should
look like, using the most objective and logical tests available,
and then select the mathematical method most closely approxima-
ting this result. The time span over which the curve is fitted
also influences the shape, and as was pointed out earlier, it
should be conventional, in forecasting especially, to use as
long a period as possible. A table showing the name, form and
assumptions of equations commonly used to express trend is
included in this section (pages 80, 81 -Table 3). A description
of the more important of these follows, and includes methods of
fitting and examples.
Selecting the Type of Trend - Mechanical Methods. Before
discussing the types of mathematical trends available a few
general rules for selecting a suitable type should be given.
The data should always be plotted both on arithmetic and
OF EQUATIONS COMMONLY USED TO MEASURE THE SECULAR TREND
TYPE CF EQUATION
1.Straight Line
EQUATION
Y = a + bx
2.Second-degree Y m a+bx+cx2
Parabola
3. Compound in
terest curve
4. Parabola of
Logarithms
Y=abX or log Y=
log a~xlog b
logYai-bx4cx2
ASSUMPTIONS MADE
Growth by constant
absolute amounts per
year.
Difference of series
changes by constant
absolute amounts.
Growth by constant rate
(concave upward)
Difference of relative
changes of the series
changes by constant
relative amounts.
MEANING CF CONSTANTS
a equals
b equals
a equals
b equals
slope
c equals
height
slope
USE OF CURVE
Simple method of obtain-
ing general impression,
sometimes assumptions
are typical of data.
height Useful as a general
average method if trend has curv-
ilinearity without change
concavity of ooncavity; "c" deter-
mines existence or non-
existence of curvilinearity
under these conditions.
a equals height Useful when a constant
b -l=rate of in- rate of growth can be
crease ordecrease logically assumed.
a equals height Useful -cruvilinearity
b equals average of relative change ex-
slope of relative presses the nature of
change the data better than
c equals concavty curvilinearity of
of relative change amount of change.
5."Growth Curve" Y= K/(l+Cert)
:Symmetrical
A declining relative K equals upper
rate of increase asymptote
throughout the range;
curve is symmetrical
about point of inflecticn.
This is the character-
istic growth of consumers'
goods industries over a
span of 15-50 years. It
may be the characteristic
of total industry or
basic industries over
several centuries.
TABLE 3 . SUMMARY
TABLE 3. SUMMARY CF EQUATIONS COMMONLY USED TO MEASURE THE SECULAR TREND (Cont'd)
TYPE OF EQUATION
6.Integration of
normal proba-
bility curve
7.Gompertz Curve
EQUATION
No equationuse
arithmetic nor-
mal probability
paper.
Y=abcx or logY=
log a4cx-log b
ASSUMPTIONS MADE
Same as symmetrical
logistic.
A declining relative
rate of increase
throughout the range
of the curve; point of
inflection is 37 to 38%
of the distance between
the two asymptotes.
MEANING OF CONSTANTS USE OF CURVE
a equals the upper
asymptote
c lies between +1
and -1
8.Integration of
Logarithmic
normal Proba-
bility Curve
9.New York
Federal
Reserve Bank
Curve
No equation,use
logarithmic
normal probabi-
lity paper
Same as Gompertz curve.
Y= bcl/(d+x) A growth type developed
Elogb+logc/(d+x) to save labour in
computing.
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semilogarithmic paper, and a trend fitted by eye. This will
often make the choice obvious. Probability paper may also be
used.
A primary trend should generally pass through the center
of the secondary waves. It should be reasonably smooth, and if
it is to be used for forecasting, a mathematical curve is much
preferred to other types.
The degree of the arve should be as low as possible and
still be a reasonable type of curve for the data being studied.
This adds to the dependability of the projected portion of
the curve. For example, if the order of the equation for the
curve were the same as the number of observations, the curve
would pass through each point, but its future behaviour would
be completely unpredictable. It would not be the generaliza-
tion of the trend that is desired.
If there is difficulty in deciding the type of curve
most suitable, more objective tests than the graphic ones
mentioned are available. It is not usually necessary to make
these tests, but they are listed here in case they are needed,
and to show the characteristics of the equations available.
1) If the first differences are constant, use a straight line.
(The first differences are simply the differences between the
(production) figure for one year and the following year, i.e.
the annual increment, the second differences are the diffe-
rences between consecutive first differences, etc.).
2) If the second differences are constant, use a second degree
curve.
3) If the third differences are constantuse a third degree curve.
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4) If the first differences are decreasing by a constant per-
centage, use a modified exponential.
5) If the first differences resemble a normal curve, use a
logistic.
6) If the first differences resemble a skewed frequency curve,
use a Gompertz curve or a complex type of logistic.
7) If the first differences of the logarithms are constant,
use an exponential. (Fit a straight line to the logarithms.)
8) If the second differences of the logarithms are constant,
fit a second degree curve to the logarithms.
9) If the first differences of the logarithms are declining
by a constant percentage, use a Gompertz curve.
10) If the first differences of the reciprocals are declining
by a constant percentage, use a logistic curve.
Straight Line Trend. The simplest type of curve is the straight
line, described by an equation of the type Y = a + bX, in which
X is the independent variable, or time, and Y is the dependent
variable, the trend value, i.e. production. The parameters "a"
and "b" must be determined for each series from the data being
fitted. Once the parameters of a curve have been found, values
on the curve are computed for various values of the indepen-
dent variable X, and the curve is plotted to go through those
points. This method can of course be extended to equations of
higher degree, and the methods of determining the parameters
are also generally applicable to higher order curves. There-
fore the straight line will be used as an example for several
methods of fitting.
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A. Method of selected points. Because there are only two para-
meters in the equation of the straight line, only two points
are necessary to give two equations which may be solved si-
multaneously for "a' and "b". Likewise only two points are
necessary to plot a straight line. This fact leads to the
method of selected points for curve fitting, which in the case
of the straight line is known as the method of semi-averages.
This consists simply of splitting the data into two equal parts
and taking the arithmetic average of each part. This figure is
plotted at the midpoint of each part and the two points so
obtained are then joined by a straight line. Using annual
copper production as an example (see chart 6), the total pro-
duction from 1885 to 1955 could be divided into two parts,
1885-1919 with center year 1902, and 1920-1955, with center
year 1938. The total amount of copper produced in each inter-
val is then found. In this case it was found by subtracting
cumulative productions for 1884 and 1920 from those for 1919
and 1955 respectively. This total is then divided by the
number of years in each group (35) to give the semiaverage,
which is plotted at the center year. The two semiaverages are
joined by a straight line to give the trend. Values for each
year can be read from the graph, and the annual increment is
equal to "b". The value for the origin year (1885) is equal
to "a". In the case of copper the semiaverages were 389,174
for 1902 and 749,946 for 1938. In this 36-year period the
increase was (749,946 - 389,174) or 360,772 tons so the annual
increment is (360,772 + 36) or 10,021 tons per year. The value
of the trend in 1885 is 217,400, so the equation for the
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straight line trend is : Y = 217400 4 10021X, origin 1885,
units short tons.
A variation of this method is to fit straight lines to
segments of the data, a break generally being made at the
Great Depression, since many economists consider this event to
have been a breakdown of the economic order.
B. Least squares method. A more refined method, suitable for
many types of curves, and probably the most satisfactory in-
sofar as it is objective, is the method of least squares.
Because of its importance the theory of the method is exp2ained
briefly here.
Considering again the straight line Y = a + bX, if the
data points are (Xl, Yl), (X2, Y2)s -.... (Xn, Yn), there
will be two values of Y for each value of X, namely Yobs or
the observed Y and the value predicted by the straight line
a 4 bXobs. The difference, Yobs - (a * bXobs) is defined as
a deviation "d" which is then a measure of the amount by
which the predicted Y value falls short of the observed value.
The set of such deviations dl = Yl - (a 4 bXl), ..
dn = Yn - (a 4 bXn) gives a picture of the goodness or badness
of the fit of the line to the data. For a line which comes
close to fitting, some of these deviations will be positive
and some negative, md any one of many lines could make the
algebraic sum a minimum. But the squares of the deviations will
all be positive, and the best-fitting line will be the one for
which the sum of the squares of the deviations is a minimum.
That is, we wish to find the minimum value of
F(a,b) - (Yl - a - bXl)2 4 (Y2 - a - bX2 )2 + ..... (Yn - a - bXn) 2
TABL
LEAST SQUARES TO ANNUAL COPPER PRODUCTION OF U.S.
1885 - 1955
- I I U
x
Time
Y
Annual Prod.
Short Tons x 102
XY
-D I I U
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
:0
829
1300
1903
3030
4444
5401
6940
6045
8374
6972
3813
9091
7827
9114
10073
SY 85156
-5803
-7800
-9515
-12120
-13332
-10802
-6940
0
8374
13944
11439
36364
39135
54684
70511
SXY 168139USx
SY =Na (1)
SXY bSX2 (2)
49
36
25
16
9
4
1
0
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
SX2 =280 N = 15
Substituting,
Therefore
85156 : 15a
a = 5677
Also 168139 = b x 280
Therefore b = 600.5
Trend equation is
Thus at x=0 (1920)
y = 5677 4 600.5x
y = 5677
(Origin: 1920
Units: Short Tons xlf
at x=5 (1945) y : 8679.5
Plotting these two points, the straight line trend can then be
plotted.
and since this is a function of "ag and "bN, then by simple
calculus the simultaneous solution of the equations :
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E 4. COMPUTATIONS FOR FITTING A STRAIGHT LINE TREND BY
Year
1885
1890
1895
1900
1905
1910
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935
1940
1945
1950
1955
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
r
I,
-- = 0 and -- = 0 will provide the values of a" and "b"
21a ab
which make F a minimum. The' sum of the squares of the deviations
may be written as F S(Yobs - a - bXobs) 2 which, expanded,
becomes S(Y2 ) - 2aSY - 2bS(XY) 4 Na2 4 2abSX -b2S(X2),
@F
-- -2SY 4 2Na + 2bSX : 0, or SY : Na 4 bSX. This is known
aa
as a normal equation for the straight line. The second normal
equation is derived in a similar manner from : and is
aa
S(XY) = aSX * bS(X2 ). Computing the sums from the statistical
data, substituting them in these equations and solving gives
the values of "a" and "b".
If the origin for X is chosen at the central year of the
data, then all terms containing the sums of odd Dowers of X
vanish, and the equations become SY : Na and S(XY) : bS(X2 ),
which are simple equations and do not have to be solved simul-
taneously. If the number of years is even, then one unit of
the X coordinate is taken as six months, and the years on each
side of the central year are numbered 1 and -1, all the years
having odd numbers from there on.
A straight line has been fitted to annual copper pro-
duction by this method as an example. (Table 4, chart 6). Note
that it varies considerably from that fitted by selected points.
If either straight line is projected backward or forward,
it soon becomes a very poor fit to the data, which indicates
that the assumption made in fitting this curve is not typical
of the data representing copper production, that is, the growth
is not by constant annual amounts. Obviously then, the straight
line should not be used as a trend for copper production, although
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for short periods production has followed a straight line
trend rather closely. This may be seen from the rather good
fit of the line over the period 1900-1950 or thereabouts.
Similar periods of straight line growth occur in all the mine-
ral series studied. The difficulty occurs if earlier data are
considered, or if one attempts to project the curve ahead,
since there is no way to foresee when it should begin to slope
downward. That it must slope downward eventually if fitted to
mineral production data is obvious, since production will
decrease as reserves become exhausted. The unsuitability of a
straight line for the overall trend of mineral production
is obvious from the plot of the data on either arithmetic or
semilogarithmic graph paper. If it were used to forecast
future production, forecasts would certainly be too high and
would continue to grow worse as production slackens with time.
Simple Polynomials as Trends. The straight line is the most
elementary member of the family of curves known as polynomials.
Its equation contains two constants and its slope is constant,
that is, there are no bends in it. The addition of other cons-
tants (i.e.' of other powers of the independent variable X)
introduces one or more bends in the curve, as will be shown.
The type equations are:
First degree (straight line) Y a + bX
Second degree (parabola) Y a + bX + OX2
Third degree (cubic) Y a + bX + cX2 + dX3
0 0 *
N th degree Y: a + bX + cX 2 + .. ,Xn
Usually powers higher than the third are not used to represent
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primary trends since they contain too many changes in slope.
Considering the second degree curve as an example, the
meaning of the constants can be summarized : "a" represents
the Y value for X = 0 ; "b" indicates the amount of slope
(and its sign indicates direction) at X = 0 ; "c" indicates
the amount of change in the slope per unit of X, and its sign
indicates whether this curvature is upward or downward when
X is large and positive.
To determine suitable values of Qa", "b" and "c" or in
other words to fit the curve, three normal equations are
derived. Since in time series X can always be chosen as the
middle year, the odd powers of X total zero, and the equations
become :
SY Na 4_ cSX2
SXY bSX2
SX2Y :aSX2 4-cSX4
Note that b remains the same as in the equation for the straight
line. Since there are tables of the sums of powers of the
natural numbers only SX2Y would have to be computed. However,
more values are needed to plot this curve than in the case
of the straight line.
This is obviously an extension of the method used in
fitting the straight line, and fitting higher order functions
is simply a further extension. The order of the equation can
be increased until a satisfactory fit is obtained, so that it
is always possible to obtain a polynomial %aich gives a
statistically good fit to the data, but it may not be logically
satisfying.
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Simple Polynomials Fitted to Logarithms As Trends. It may be
possible to fit a much simpler trend to the logarithms of the
data than to the data themselves. Plotting the data on semi-
logarithmic paper is the most useful method of investigating
this possibility,and if, for example, the trend straightens
out when so plotted and a straight line appears suitable, then
the exponential curve, Y = abX, might be used. In logarithmic
form this becomes Y = log a +X log b, which is the equation
of a straight line, and it is then fitted to the logarithms
of the Y values in a manner completely analagous to the
method described for any straight line, The normal equations
become: S log Y : N log a
S (X log Y)= log b S(X2 )
and are to be solved for (log a) and (log b
Comparing this curve, which is also known as the com-
pound interest curve (b being the rate of compounding), with
the parabola Y = a 4 bX + OX2, which has a shape on arith-
metic paper similar to that of the exponential on arithmetic
paper, it may be noted that the exponential has only two
constants and is thus easier to fit. Logarithmic paper is
also known as ratio paper, and this name is indicative of the
difference between the assumptions made for these two curves.
The parabola indicates a rate of growth which is increasing
absolutely but declining relatively, and changing by constant
absolute amounts while the exponential indicates a constant
percentage rate of growth, that is, the ratio of growth to
time is changing at a constant rate. The use of logarithms
also equalizes the importance of cycles occurring in the
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early years when the absolute size of the data is small, with
those of later years when the absolute size is greater.
As with the actual data, higher order curves can also
be fitted to the logarithms of the data, if it is thought
that the rate of relative change, i.e. the percentage rate of
change expresses the trend better than the absolute rate of
change.
Modified Polynomials as Trends. It is obvious that the powers
of X in the general polynomial may not all be present or may
be other than integers, in which case the expression is
called a modified polynomial. These are an important type of
curve if, as in many types of series, the direction of growth
remains positive but the increment of growth declines with
time. If one considers the growth of total production in the
mineral industry, realizing that the rate of production must
depend upon the volume of reserves still available (see Davis
( 6 )) then it will be noted that if any mathematical curve is
typical of the growth of that industry, it will be of this
general type.
Many modifications are possible. The simplest form is
Y a a * bXi, where the coefficient of X may take any value
less than unity in order that the growth increment decrease
with time. This may be expanded as follows to include addition-
al constants : Y = a 4 bXi & cX I ... If some of the constants
are negative, the curve may eventually turn down. A curve of
this type suggested by G.P.Wadsworth I as having a shape
1 Personal communication.
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similar to the characteristic shape of mineral production
curves, is given by Y = ao - ale-t - a e- 2 t . a-3t
Many equations in this general group will fit the mineral
production data which re available, and will eventually either
turn down or become asymptotic to some limit. Examination of
the graphs of mineral production shows that certainly in the
beginning the production rate was asymptotic to the line Y = 0,
and it can logically be expected that the decay and slow death
of the industry, as reserves become exhaustedwill yield a
curve of cumulative production asymptotic to some upper limit,
which will be the ultimate reserves of minerals. This fact
leads to the consideration of a group of modified polynomials
known as the modified exponential curves, or asymptotic growth
curves within which group must be located that type of curve
best suited to indicate the trend of mineral production, since
its graphs conform to the asymptotic nature of a modified
exponential curve.
Asymptotic Growth Curves.
A. The modified exponential. (Chart 7). As stated above, this
type of curve characterizes a growth which tapers off, and
approaches an upper limit or asymptote. The simplest growth
of this kind is that in which the amount of growth decreases
by a constant percentage. This is closely related to the
ordinary exponential curve (Y=abX) in which the rate of change
increases or decreases by a constant percentage depending on
whether "b" is greater or less than unity. If the growth is
declining by a constant percentage, the amount of growth
approaches zero as a limit, and if a constant K is added to
-94-
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CHART 7. Typical Modified Exponential Curve.
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the equation so that it now reads Y K + abX, the curve will
approach K as a limit as bX decreases in size. If "a" is
positive, K is a lower limit, and if "a" is negative K is an
upper limit. Thus this curve has one asymptote, which may be
either an upper limit or a lower limit.
Since the equation contains three constants (K,a and b)
three equations are necessary to solve for them. These are
obtained by an adaptation of the method of semi-averages used
above, dividing the data into three parts rather than two and
evolving the three necessary equations. These are of the form:
bn ,S3 Y -2_
S2Y - SlY
a = (S 2 Y - S1y) b-1(bn-1)2
K = (SiY - (bn-1) a)
n b-l
where Sl, S2 and S3 are sums of the data in each of the three
divisions and n is the number of data points in each division.
This method is known as the metho of partial totals, and is
commonly used to fit the modified exponential curve.
It will be noted that the ordinary exponential curve
was fitted to the logarithms of the data by least squares,
since its formula was then simply logY = log a + X log b.
Because of the additional term K, the modified exponential is
not easily fitted to the logarithms of the data. Furthermore,
the method of least squares has the limitation that if the
constants do not enter the equation in a linear manner the
method is inapplicable. This fact stems from the theoretical
derivation of the method of least squares. Because of this,
the exponential curves cannot be fitted by least squares
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unless certain special procedures are developed, such as those
to be outlined for the fitting of the logistic curve. Stoner
(44) has developed an admittedly tedious method of fitting
both exponential and Gompertz curves by least squares, which
makes use of such special procedures.
B. The Gompertz curve. (Charts 8 and 9). This curve has had
wide use in actuarial work, and is generally more commonly
used than the modified exponential. It too applies to series
which show continuous growth at a declining rate, but in
this case it is the growth increments of the logarithms which
are declining by a constant percentage. It is thus necessary
to plot the data on semilogarithmic paper in order to recogni-
ze this characteristic most easily. The natural values of a
series described by a Gompertz curve show a declining rate of
growth, but the rate does not decline by either a constant
amount or a constant percentage. Furthermore, this curve is
asymptotic at both ends, a feature common to mineral production
data. There are many similarities between the Gompertz curve
and the logistic curve insofar as the assumptions made in
fitting the curves to data are concerned, and the discussion
of these considerations is therefore postponed until the
following section, which deals with the logistic.
It will be noted that the shape of the Gompertz curve
plotted on semilogarithmic paper is exactly similar to that
of the modified exponential plotted on arithmetic paper, which
is to be expected, since it is the increments of increase in
the logarithms of the Y values which are declining at a
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constant rate. The equation for the curve may thus be written
as: log Y : log K + (log a) bX
The characteristic of the Gompertz curve which should
be noted at this point is that the approach to maturity is
along a curved path, as shown in chart 8. This means that
generally the early growth of the curve is very rapid, i.e.
the slope may be almost vertical.
While it is possible to fit this curve by least squares
according to the method of Stoner, it is generally fitted by
the method used for the modified exponential, that is, the
partial totals method. The constants are obtained from the
following formulae : n a S3 log -Y - S2 lg Y
S2 log Y S1 log Y
log a (S 2 log y S1 logY ) bn1(bn.1) 2
log K= (Si log Y - (b ) loga)
b-1
or log K (Sl l0 Y)(S3 l0Y) - (S2 log y)2
n( S1 log Y . S3 log Y - 2S2 10 Y)
where Sl, S2 and S3 are the totals of the logarithms of the
data ineachof the three divisions made, and "n" is the number
of data points in each division.
The value of "b' will always be less than unity if the
rate of growth is declining and since (b-1) will also be
negative, so will log"a", and *a" will be less than unity.
Therefore, the greater the value of X the smaller becomes the
value of bX, and as this value approaches zero, the value of
x
ab approaches one, and Y approaches K.
It can be seen that this method of fitting is quite
rapid, and indeed the greatest amount of computation time is
used in looking up logarithms and computing trend values.
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Ewell and Scheuerman ( 7) give several examples of
series whose trends are characterized by the Gompertz curve.
The method of fitting used was that described above. Some of
their results may be summarized here, since they are indica-
tive of results obtainable by careful application of this
method, and since they were obtained from economic data. The
purpose of the sudy was to forecast the demand for chemicals.
The authors are members of the Stanford Research Institute
Staff, and have done considerable work on Gompertz, logistic,
modified exponential and logarithmic parabola types of curves.
They found by plotting their data on semilogarithmic paper
that growth in the chemical industry and certain other fields
showed typical Gompertz growth, and ten- to twenty-year fore-
casts made using the logistic curve were thus always too low.
In metals, textiles, food, population, etc., which are slower-
growing, there was little to choose between the two, The
other two types of curves gave poorer fits and were discarded.
Probably the most interesting result is the curve
obtained to fit the data of petroleum consumption in the
United States. The equation is:
Log Y = log 21.8 - 2 .17 9 (.9 74 7 )X (Xo = 1898)
which gave future projections of 7.9 million barrels per day
in 1960, 11.0 million in 1975, and an ultimate upper asymptote
of 21.8 million some time beyond the year 2010. This compares
with the forecast of 11-13.7 million barrels per day in 1975,
made by the President's Materials Policy Commission. In
general however, it is commonly found, as Ewell and Sheuerman
point out, that the detailed approach to forecasting, in which
all the major uses and many minor ones are projected and
0
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summed, gives low estimates for the future. This is to be
expected in many industries because of the rapidly changing
technology of today. In other words it takes a forecaster
with a very vivid imagination to look ahead more than two or
three years and foresee the possible changes in major uses
which may come about. On the other hand, by the very nature
of the method, the growth curve will theoretically include
an increment of suitable size to cover such changes. An
example given by Ewell and Scheuerman of the usual contrast
in results is the case of chlorine production. A Gompertz
curve based on data to 1942 forecasted about 2.5 million tons
in 1951 (almost exactly correct) while the microscopic
approach considered that even doubling of tonnage, from
800,000 to 1.6 million tons, would represent amazing growth.
This is true in dozens of cases in this industry alone, and
these authors believe that if there is disagreement between
curve and detailed analysis, then "greater weight should be
given to the trend curve projection.* Finally, they note
that even though sudden and widespread substitution for an
item may cause the curve to flatten off, there is a satura-
tion point, usually below 100 percent, from whence the curve
grows stably, and is once again fully amenable to this type
of analysis.
C. The Logistic Curve. Another type of growth curve which
has the same general shape as the Gompertz curve is the logis-
tic. It too is almost identical with the modified exponential
curve, except that it is the growth increments of the reci-
procals which are declining by a constant percentage. Thus
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the curve embodies the characteristics representative of con-
stantly increasing production at a constantly diminishing
rate.
Perhaps it is the wide use which has been made of this
curve or perhaps it is the way in which it has been so commonly
described -as a law of growth- which has aroused the ire of
some statisticians, but at any rate, the applicability of this
curve type is hotly disputed. It was especially so during the
1930's, when it first became widely known from its use by
Pearl and Reed (33) for forecasting the future levels of
population in the United States and most other countries of
the world. At that time, the birthrate in the United States
was dropping sharply, and Pearl and Reed forecasted what was
then considered an apparently excessive future level of popu-
lation, especially if compared to the results obtained by
other investigators using the microscopic approach to fore-
casting. In contrast to Ewell and Sheuerman, Bratt ( 1)
remarked at the time, "When the logical determinants of the
trend give an indication which differs markedly from the indi-
cations of a curve which is recommended because it incorporates
the logical nature of the growth being considered, it appears
reasonable to favour the indications of the logical determi-
nants." The forecasts made and their comparison with the
populations of today will be discussed in the following section
of the study.
PART D
THE LOGISTIC CURVE
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THE LOGISTIC CURVE
INTRODUCTION
This curve was first derived in 1838 by a Belgian
mathematician named P.V. Verhulst who suggested that the
curve which he called the "logistic" would be useful to
describe the growth of human population. However, his work
was forgotten for many years, until in 1918 L.G. Du Pasquier
once again called attention to this curve. In 1920 Raymond
Pearl and L.J. Reed, without knowing of Verhulst's earlier
work, independently derived the logistic curve to describe
the growth of laboratory populations. It was quickly extend-
ed to the field of human population studies, and in 1920
Pearl (30) published a forecast of the future growth of the
United States. This was followed in 1924 (Pearl,30) by
estimates for many of the world's important nations. These
were quite controversial, and the curve became known as the
Pearl-Reed curve, as well as the logistic curve. It has come
to be used for a great number of purposes in which the fac-
tors controlling growth can be shown to conform to the assump-
tions of the curve, but the most common reference to the
logistic curve is still in regard to the forecasting of po-
pulations.
The entire circuit of the curve can be transgressed in
a very brief period in laboratory experiments, and there is
no question that it describes very closely most types of
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biological growth. For example, the logistic describes the
growth of a rat's tail, the rate of procreation of fruit flies
in an enclosed container, the growth of plants, the amount
of milk a cow gives with respect to its age, etc. Periods of
growth and decay in these instances are commonly found to be
symmetrical, that is, the same forces which acted to promote
growth have later retarded growth in a symmetrical manner.
Whether thJs will also be true of population growth in most
countries still remains to be seen. As early as 1922, Prescott
(36) hit upon this curve, apparently by accident, while
studying automobile sales data. He described it as the *curve
of progress or law of growth." One of the earliest serious
attempts to apply the logistic curve to economic data was
that of Kuznets (20) in 1930, who fitted both logistic curves
and Gompertz curves to many series of production statistics
and prices. He was of course interested in determining the
secular trend as precisely as possible, but his main interest
lay in investigating the deviations from the trend, which he
defined as secondary trends, described previously.
Many others have since followed Kuznets in applying
the logistic to the growth of economic phenomena. For example:
Bratt ( 2) in 1936 considered the curve in trying to forecast
the growth of the steel industry; Frickey ( 9) in 1934 mentioned
the curve as being suitable for describing economic growth in
general; Hart (10), 1946, fitted the curve to more than 100
series of assorted social trends with varying degrees of
success; P.J. Stanley (43), 1949 suggested the curve as a
means of timing the production of aircraft for peak efficiency.
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(The curve is currently in use for this purpose in the
De Havilland Aircraft Company, Torontol).
Perhaps the first use of the curve in the mineral
industry was by S.G. Lasky (21) in 1949. He used the symmetri-
cal logistic as fitted to mineral production data for copper,
lead, zinc, bituminous coal, and aluminum in an attempt to
forecast the future level of production in these industries.
These forecasts were modified slightly in 1955 by using more
recent data, and by including in the equation for the logistic
what Lasky has aptly termed a decay constant, which takes
into account the possibility of skew growth. This study is
in part an attempt to follow Lasky's lead by critically
analyzing the applicability of this type of curve to mineral
production. It has been pointed out above that the curve with
a mathematical formula is the best type of trend to use for
forecasting, if one wishes to use this approach at all. It
remains to be proven that of the myriad curves available,
the logistic best embodies those properties which are charac-
teristic of the growth and decay of the mineral industry.
THE LOGISTIC FORMULA
The following remarks are prefaced by a comment made
earlier -no equation which is merely a method of empirically
graduating data can in and of itself demonstrate the funda-
mental causes which underlie the changes being measured in a
1 V.Wrgechtch, Planning Supervisor, De Havilland Aircraft
Company -personal communication.
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time series. However, if there is good evidence on other than
quantitative grounds that the equation includes in it the
qualities which characterize these changes, then it is signi-
ficant to assume that that equation is suitable as a descrip-
tive measure for investigating the time series. What this
means may be made clearer by an example. The cubic polynomial
is a mechanical mathematical formula which was derived as a
mathematical member of a family of equations. If its curve
happens to fit the curve observed in the plot of a set of
data points, it might be said to be coincidence. On the other
hand, if the nature of the trend can be investigated and an
equation "custom-built" as it were, to include the basic com-
ponents of the nature of the trend, then that equation might
be described as embodying the law or habit of growth of the
series, and if other series can be found whose natures are
similar, then the same equation may be applied to them as well.
Pearl and Reed developed the logistic to describe population
growth. It will now be proven that the growth of the mineral
industry is of the same nature, and may therefore be described
in a similar manner.
A curve representing the growth of mineral production
will start off asymptotic to a line of zero production, and
will increase from that level, starting off then with a convex
face to the base level. At some time in the future, it must
develop a point of inflection and then present a concave face
to the base. Finally, as the total cumulative production nears
the ultimate limit of mineral resources, the curve becomes
asymptotic to a line at the level of ultimate resources. This is
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a broad picture of what must be expected of the trend line,
since there is no question about the fact that this is the
course that the level of production in, the industry must
follow. This will be spoken of as a growth curve.
From "a priori" reasoning, certain factors must be
decided upon and included in the equation used to generate a
growth curve. First, if an investigation of mineral production
is to be of any value, the area from which production stems
must have some limit.At present, one obvious limit which
might be assumed is the world, and a study within this limit
would be very valuable. There are physical problems however,
which make such a study difficult, if not impossible. For
example, much data is unavailable for political reasons, other
data was never recorded, and what data remains would undoubt-
edly fall into a great number of different classifications,
e.g. some would be mine production, some smelter production
from foreign and domestic ores, others refinery production
from domestic ores only, etc. There is an even greater
problem in estimating what the possible ultimate reserves of
the world might be. For these reasons, and also because it
was felt to be of greater interest, the study of mrincral pro-
duction has here been limited to the area of the United States
alone. This is then the clearly defined limit of the production
area which is available.
It follows from the fact that the area is limited, that
reserves are likewise limited. Thus there is a finr.it- upper
limit to the level at which the mineral industry can operate,
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and a similar limit for each branch thereoffor, while the
industry could theoretically operate for one year at an annual
output equal to total recoverable reserves, it is obvious
that it would not, and in practice could not do this. In fact,
Davis (48) has shown that in the case of petroleum production,
the annual production is a constant percentage of reserves.
(It should be remembered however that the amount of petroleum
reserves developed annually can be rather carefully controlled,
and this amount may actually be a constant percentage of pro-
duction rather than vice-versa.) It is a fact that the magni-
tude of total recoverable reserves can be changed by future
technological advanceand discovery, and this is the argument
most commonly advanced against forecasts, but it should be
recognized that there must still be, at some level, an upper
limit to production, and this level will be dictated by net
recoverable reserves, just as in the case of population the
rate of growth is a function of the amount of life's necessi-
ties available.
A third logical assumption about the habit of growth
is that the rate of growth can never be negative. Annual pro-
duction cannot be less than zero, nor can cumulative production
decrease from the total it has already gained. Thus the lower
limit of the curve is zero, and the curve cannot turn back
upon itself with advancing time.
Fourthly, historical data indicate that major discov-
eries of new methods of treatmentor of new reserves have lead
to the possibility of further growth within any given area
being considered, so that growth may be expected to be composed
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of a series of additive waves, each superimposing its effects
upon the preceding one.
Npr has growth commonly been found to be constant with
time within these waves. Instead, in almost every case it has
been found that the following course of events has occurred.
At first, production grows slowly. Perhaps little is known
about the metal or other product and it is difficult to find
new uses for it. Slowly the field of applications widens and
demand becomes more positive; at the same time the difficulties
of technology are mastered one by one andability to produce
becomes established. This is what Prescott (36) has termed the
period of experimentation. During this period the number of
patents applied for, on processes in the industry reaches a
peak, and technical advance is most rapid.
If the commodity can survive this first period it
becomes a part of the social fabric as it becomes accepted by
the consumers and used in increasing quantities. This period
of growth overlaps the previous one in part, and is the period
during which increase in production is most rapid. The rate of
growth reaches a maximum at some certain point, presumably at
the level of optimum relation between total production to date
and net recoverable reserves, and from that point on, the
size of the industry continues to increase, but at a constantly
diminishing rate. It has passed an inflection point.
Some time beyond the p'oint of inflection, as the rate of
growth becomes progressively slower, the growth curve becomes
flatter and flatter in slope as the total amount produced
approaches the total available reserves. This is described as
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the period of stability.
Thus, if one is to postulate a theory of growth in the
form of a mathematical equation he must take into account
these basic factors:
(1) Consideration of a finite area.
(2) Upper limiting asymptote.
(3) Lower limiting asymptote (equal to zero).
(4) Possible epochal or cyclical character of growth.
(5) The general shape of a curve of growth.
Further, Pearl (30) has stated as a postulate of the
law of growth which he was attempting to derive, the following
requirement:
In a spatially limited universe the amount of in-
crease which occurs in any particular unit of time,
at any point of the single cycle of growth, is pro-
portional to two things, viz: (a) the absolute size
already attained at the beginning of the unit inter-
val under consideration, and (b) the amount still
unused or unexpended in the given universe (or area)
of actual and potential resources for the support
of growth. 
These requirements and those preceding can obviously be ap-
plied to a discussion of either population growth or the
growth of industry, with suitable alterations in terminology.
Numerous attempts have been made to express a law of
growth in a mathematical formula, but for the most part these
have been specialized, more or less intricate formulae derived
to fit some specific instance and commonly not logically satis-
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fying when applied to any other case. Few, certainly, have
made any real attempt at defining a general law of growth.
The most successful attempt has been that of Pearl and Reed.
In 1920 they postulated the "first approximation to the law
expressing normal population growth" :
beaXY l 4M (1)l4meaX,
This was the same curve which was derived by Verhulst nearly
seventy-five years previously. However, in working with the
curve, the more recent workers found it too restricted, and
developed a more generalized formula as follows.
beaX b K
1 + meaX e-aX + m 1 4 CeKa'X
b 1
where K - m , C = g and Ka' -a. Now the rate of change
of Y with respect to X is given by the first derivative:
dY
dY or dXS -a'Y(K-Y) 
- -a' (2)
dX Y(K-Y)
If Y is the dependent variable which changes with time X
(i.e. Y is the production, cumulative or annual) then equation
(2) says that the rate of change of Y with respect to time X
varies directly as Y and (K-Y) or
dY = 
-a' 
. Y(K-Y) (3)
dXt
where the constant K represents the upper limit of growth, or
in other words the value of Y as X approaches infinity. Since
the rate of change of Y depends upon factors that vary with
time, the term (-a') may be replaced by a general function of
time, f(X), as yet undefined, and equation (3) becomes:
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f (X)dX or - e-Kf (X)dX and
Y(K-Y) CY
K K
Y 1* 4 C (4)
1 4-e-Kf(X)dX 1 4 Ce(X)
where F(X) : -Kjf(X)dX
Thus the assumption that the rate of growth of produc-
tion varies as (i) the level of production (Y), (ii) the amount
of material left in reserves at any time X, (K-Y), since K is
the ultimate cumulative production which will equal ultimate
recoverable reserves at X equals infinity, and (1ii) an arbi-
trary function of time leads to an equation similar in every
way to the otiginal equation, except the aX has been replaced
by F(X). Since F(X) is a general function it may be assumed to
be analytic, that is, its value canbe approximated by a Taylor
series, and the general equation for the logistic curve may be
written as:
Y K
Y2 X3+(5)
1 + Ce aiX + a2X +agX 3 + (5)
If a2 'a a = ... = an = 0 then (5) becomes the same as (1).
If the constant C is negative, the curve becomes dis-
continuous within finite time. Since this cannot occur for any
case of growth with time, C is restricted to positive values.
Likewise, the constant K, by definition, is restricted to values
greater than zero. With these limitations on the values of C
and K, Y can never be negative nor greater than K, since "e"
to any power is always positive and greater than zero. Thus
the entire curve is constrained to lie between the X axis and
a line parallel to it and K units above it. The limiting cases
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are as follows :
F(X) - 0 eF(X) , so Y -- o
F (X) ooeF (X) O ,,. so Y -K
F(X) eF(X) so y K from above
F(X) - 0 , eF(X) 1 , so y K from below
The maximum and minimum points of (5) occur where V = 0
but dY Y(K-Y).F'(X), so the maximum and minimum points
occur where F'(X).- 0.
Since Y' = 0 whenever Y = 0 or (Y-K) - 0 the slope is
then zero only at the extremes of the range, or in other words
the curve is asymptotic to the lines Y : 0 and Y : K.
Since one is seldom justified in using more than five
arbitrary constants in a trend equation., the F(X) may be
limited to (alX + a2X2 -+-a3X3 ). From the previous discussion
of the effect of the terms of a polynomial on the slope of
the curve it can be shown that if a3 , is negative the curve
slopes upward to the right, representing a case of growth, and
is tangent to the line K units above the X axis when X :Oa
If a3 is positive, the curve is reversed and tangent to the
K line at X:- -co, representing a case of decay. Kuznets (20)
used this fact to splice together a positive and a negative
logistic curve to represent the full cycle of growth and decay
in series which he investigated. This necessitates chocdng an
inversion point, which is indeed difficult. Nor is this method
wholly justifiable, as lasky 1 points out, since, "the data
1 Personal cummunication.
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beyond the peak do not stand alone but are related to what went
before." A more satisfactory method of using the logistic to
describe a cycle of growth and decay is to include in the
equation a second term in the F(X), i.e. make the power of X
even. This second term is what Lasky has called the decay
constant. He has used this form of the equation to fit annual
production data for bituminous coal (21) and for copper, lead,
zinc and aluminum (22). It may be noted that since these
series, with the exception of lead, have not reached the in-
version point, the curves derived show no downturn before 1970
but rather indicate that production of these materials will
enjoy a period of stability, at least until that time. Aluminum
is still rapidly rising in annual production rate.
The points of inflection of the curve of equation (5)
are found by its intersections with the curve
K Fit (X)Y:- (1 - ).2 (F'(X)) 2
If growth is found to consist definitely of several
epochs or cycles, as in the case of United States lead pro-
duction, it then becomes theoretically possible to find some
form of equation (5) containig five or seven constants which
would describe all the cycles. In practice however, Pearl
found it easier and more satisfactory to treat each cycle
separately, using the equation
Y~d* K
1 + Oe'a 1X+ a2X2 + a3X3 ' where d is the level
attained in all the previous cycles. Such a refinement should
probably be used in attempting to forecast lead production,
but it would probably have little effect until quite near the
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end of the period of decay, if at all, since the absolute
position of the upper asymptote was permanently revised upward
at the start of the second cycle. Thus, using an odd-ordered
P(X) and fitting the curve to cumulative production should
avoid this difficulty.
If one considers the curve of cumulative production,
(which requires an odd-ordered F(X)), then the rate of growth
can be seen to be the first derivative of the equation for the
curve by the definition of the first derivative. But the rate of
growth is also equal to the annual increment in cumulative pro-
duction, or in other words the annual production. Thus the first
derivative of the cumulative curve should be a good fit to the
annual production data. Also, it is possible to fit a curve with
an even-ordered F(X) to the annual data and to use the integral
of that curve to describe the cumulative production. (e.g.Lasky
(21)). Thus these curves may both be derived from one set of data,
and the results compared to the other set of data to obtain a
further estimate of goodness of fit, or a trend might be fitted
to each set of data and the results of the two compared, espec-
ially with regard to forecasts indicated.
It should be noted at this point that much of the
foregoing description of the logistic curve and its proper-
ties may also be applied to the Gompertz curve, except of
course the actual derivations. The Gompertz curve cannot be
fitted with a so-called decay constant however, so that it
is not as flexible as the logistic. Nor can the position of the
point of inflection be dictated by the data, since it always
occurs at about,one-third of the distance from the X axis to K.
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Graphic Test of the Suitability of the Logistic Curve
to Describe Mineral Production. (Charts 10 to 27)
As previously stated, one of the easiest and most
satisfactory methods of determining the most suitable curve
type to use to describe a time series is to plot the data
both on arithmetic and semilogarithmic paper and compare the
results to the typical curves available. A typical Gompertz
curve has already been included. A typical symmetrical logistic
curve follows (chart 10). It illustrates the relations of the
components of the equation derived above to the curve itself.
In the series of charts which follows, the adherence
of all the production records to an extremely similar pattern
of growth is striking. The logistic curve describes that
pattern of growth, and is the curve used herein as the best
approximation to the trend of these data. The charts speak
for themselves. Little comment is necessary, except to note
that the findings of Ewell and Scheuerman are indeed borne
out, for there is not much to choose between the Gompertz
and logistic curves. However, the logistic is more flexible,
and hence more useable. Also, too much emphasis should not
be given to the first few years of production, since the
records in most cases are somewhat uncertain. In each case,
unless otherwise noted, the source of the data used in com-
putations is as noted in the tables of production statistics
given in the appendix.
Methods of Fitting the Logistic Curve
Because the constant terms do not all enter the equation
of the curve linearly, it cannot be fitted directly by least
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CHART 1I. Typical Logistic Curve. (Symmetrical)
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CHART 12. Cumulative Lead Production of U.S. 820-1956
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CHART 13. Annual Leoad Production of U.S. 1820- 1956 Showing Major Discoveries & Sources of Production.
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CHART 19. Annuot Petroleum Production of U.S. 1859 - 1956
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CHART 20. Cumulative Lead Production of U.S. 1820-1956
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CHART 23. Annual U.S. Production of Copper 1845- 1956.
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squares. Therefore a great number of more or less dependable
methods of fitting the curve have been devised. This variety
of possibilities has lead many would-be users to avoid fitting
this type of curve, since, as noted by Fearing (8), *...(he)
could give the same data to a half dozen advanced post-graduate
students and receive almost as many different solutions.' The
method most commonly used is known as the method of selected
points. This is the easiest and also the least dependable
method, as found in studies made in preparing this report,
and as shown by several other workers. However, it is often
described as giving a "suitable fit*, usually according to
some arbitrary measure of suitability, and is thus in common
use. Therefore, the method is described in some detail.
A. The Selected Point Method of Fitting the Logistic. It was
noted that if one wishes to fit a straight line to a given set
of data, he need only determine two points through which it
should pass in order to define the position of the line. This
follows from the fact that the equation of a straight line is
of the form: y = mx4b and contains only two unknown constants.
In the case of the symmetrical logistic curve there are three
cofnstants whose values must be determined in order to define
a particular curve. The method of fitting a straight line has
thus been "extended" to more complex curves by sufficiently
increasing the number of points chosen to allow the formation
of a set of simultaneous equations which may be solved for
the unknown constants.
From the definition of the logistic curve the equation
may be written as:
- 136 -
b . K KY e-aX + m l4. CeKa'X 1 4 e8&alX
Where K = . , C !;;eat and -a:Ka' =a,
m m
This is the form most often encountered in the literature.
If there is reason to expect that the curve will be skew, i.e.
that the patterns of growth and decay will not be the same
then the F(X) must contain terms of a higher order in X.
This means that progressively more equations will be needed
to solve for progressively more constants. The form of the
equation is then :
Y- K
1+ e a0 +aXa 2 ...an .
This form is not generally used, since the selected point
method is more difficult to apply, but more important, it
has been found that in many of the studies to date, on
various subjects, the growth is commonly symmetrical with
the decay, so the simpler form is generally used.
This method of curve fitting is far from being object-
ive -it will be shown that choosing the three values is
vastly important in the definition of the curve. However,
there is probably no better, simple, relatively rapid method
of fitting this type of curve, in which the terms of the
independent variable do not enter the equation in a linear
manner. With allowance for the possibility of rather broad
variance from the closest-fitting curve as defined by ,
methods to follow, this method may be used by choosing a
number of sets of three points each and computing the values
of the unknown from each set, and taking either an average
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value or that curve which fits the data best as determined
by eye. It is also possible to assess the goodness of fit
by calculation of the root mean square deviation, but it is
doubtful if the method warrants this additional refinement.
If the multiple choice* approach is used, it is clear that
the work will become extensive if the sampling is very large,
so that the method loses its advantage of speed as one
attempts to increase its reliability.
In fitting curves to mineral production there is
some further possibility of checking the snitability of the
values of the constants obtained by comparing the computed
value of K with what is known about reserves, since pro-
duction to date plus reserves should theoretically equal
ultimate total production, which of course is the value of
K. If one cares to decide upon a value of K beforehand
then only the calculation of this constant is necessary in
order to evaluate the suitability of having the curve pass
through the three selected points, and if rounded values of
the production data are used, it is only the work of a few
minutes to determine the value of K by certain methods to
be described. Of course one must have a great deal of
confidence in his choice of the upper asymptote in order
to use this method, and the objectivity of the choice is
questionable, especially in the case of minerals, where the
known reserves change often and the ultimate limit is act-
ually unknown. In general, there is considerable disagreement
among statisticians on the applidability of the selected
point method to economic data. One advantage of the method
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over more involved methods is that smoothing of the data is
not necessary, and if it is desired to use years in which
the economy was far from normal level, a factor can be added
or subtracted to bring the value for that year to what the
statistician feels to be normal level.
If this method is decided upon, the values of K,a and
b may be found from simple formulae. Choose the three points
(X0 ,Y 0 ), (X 1Y, (X2 Y2 ), where X2 > 1 >X 0, so that (X2-Xl):
(Xl-Xo) : n, i.e. so that the interval between each pair of
years is equal, and equals the interval between the origin
and the first year. Both n and the origin year are chosen
freely. The parameters of the curve are then calculated
from the following expressions:
2Y0Y1 Y2 _ y1 2 (y 0 4y 1K2
Y0Y2 -1
1 YO(K-Y)b *s- log'e
n Y1 (K-YO)
a loge (K ) .
In brief, these relationships are derived as follows:
Y : K or CeF(X) =CeX Y
F(X) : log (K-Y) - log C - log Y. In the case of the skew
logistic F(X) : a1X + a2X2 +-a3X3. Set log C : a0 ; then
X2 a3 og K-j (6).(Note that the left
a0 + a1 X I~ a2X + a3X KY=l'gr
hand side of this equation is a third order polynomial.
This is important in a method of fitting to be developed
later.) Now if five points are chosen, through which the
curve should pass, the canstants a0, a1 , a2 , a3 and K can
-U,
p
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be determined. Assume the points to be equally spaced on
the X axis, and to have the coordinates (0,YO), (X1 1Y1 )
(X2 'Y2 ),(X3  3 (X 4 1Y4 ). Substituting these values in
equation (6), rearranging terms, and combining, the follow-
ing relationship is derived:
Y 1 Y3 4 (K-YO)(K-Y2 )6 (K-Y4 ) = Y0Y26Y 4 (K-Y4(L-Y3 )4 . If now
B1 , B2, and B are defined as:
B1 : log K- log
B2  - .i K-Y
lo~2 lo 0~K-Y K-YO
B3 : log ---. log K-Y
Y3  YO
Then the a's can be solved for in the following manner:
.. lo K-Y0a0 -lg..-0
Yo
1 8B1 . 9B2  2B3
6x1
a2 -4B 2 - 5B1 - B2-2 2X 2
B3 + 3B, - 3B2
a3 = 6x13
By a similar method, the expressions for the parameters of
the symmetrical logistic can also be obtained, and are found
to be as given above,
If suitable tables of natural logarithms are not
available, the calculations may be made using common loga-
rithms. The entire calculation may be done using either
logarithms ,or a calculating machine. Both methods were tried,
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and it was found that logarithms are preferable in that there
is less chance of misplacing a decimal, while on the other
hand a calculator will usually carry ten or twelve signifi-
cant figures as compared to most logarithm tables of six
places. Six places are usually sufficient in these calcu-
lations, and it is largely a matter of personal preference.
By using only three chosen points one ignores the
rest of the data for the most part, using it only to estimate
the suitability of the three points. This is done by graphic
or numeric comparison, or it can also be done by taking for
the three points the averages for all the data, which also
can be done in several ways. Since the growth is more nearly
straight line geometric than arithmetic, the geometric
average may be used, including in'each average the value of
data on either side of the chosen year, halfway to the next
chosen year. To avoid placing double weight on the central
point the first and third points must be chosen so that there
is available before the first year and after the third year
one-half the number of years of data used in each average.
For example, in the case of lead, if one chooses for his
three points the years (X), 1843, 1888, and 1933, each average
will include 44 years, i.e. from 1821-1865, 1866-1910, 1911-
-1955. To find the forty-fcth root of the product of these
data logarithms must be used, so the process involves looking
up the logarithms of all ordinates used in the average. Of
course this can be simplified by using data for only every
fifth or tenth year, but this makes the average less depen-
dent on the data as a whole, which is contrary to purpose of
a
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using this method.
As seen from the calculations below, the geometric
mean or average is usually less than the arithmetic mean
and in the case of lead it is considerably lower than the
actual recorded production for the chosen years. Now if
the curve is to pass through three points which all lie
below the actual level of the data the trend line will also
lie below the data. This trend was computed using mine
production data from 1907 and smelter production from domes-
tic ores for previous years, but the same result is appli-
cable to moet series, so this method was abandoned. The
compilation of the logarithms was also found to be tedious,
and it could not be demonstrated that this method is any
better than choosing actual values for the years used.
A simpler process, and probably nearly as justifiable
is to take an arithmetic average of a number of data surround-
ing the chosen year, or even of all the data, divided into
groups as in the case of the geometric mean. This is not so
tedious and time-consuming, and gives values closer to the
actual values. Again, it cannot be shown that this method
is any better than simply taking the actual value of the
year in question.
Using this latter method the equation of the curve
may be calculated and enough values found to plot the curve
in from three to eight hours, depending on the number of
years covered, the number of significant figures carried,
whether logarithms or a calculator are used, and the opera-
tor, This estimate does not include the time needed for a
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check calculation or to compute the deviation, if it is
desired. The method is outlined below, using as an example
the lead data mentioned above.
TABLE 5. CALCULATION OF THE LOGISTIC CURVE FOR MINE
PRODUCTION OF LEAD, USING THE METHOD OF
SELECTED POINTS.
n :30
XO 1890 Y0  2,714,240
X, 1920 Y= 12,9000,971
X2 1950 Y2 26,640,880
K 2Y0Y1Y2 - Y1
2 (y 0 Y 1)
Soy2  1 Yz
2 x 2714240 x 12900971 x 26640880-(12900971 )(27214240x12900971)
2714240 x 26640880 - (12900971)2
: 322088sl0 (by logarithms)
a = loge ( K-Y)
3208810027240 : log e 10.82212
e 2714240
and since logeX : loge 10-log1 0 X : 2.302585 log1 0 X
a : 2.302585 x 1.03431201 = 2
b 1 loge Y(K-Y1)
n Yl(K-YO)
1 (2714240 (32088100 - 12900971)
30 g1  12900971(32088100 - 2714240)
(2.302585 x 9.1380751) : -0.0662
The equation for the logistic is then
32,088,100
1 + e 2.38159 - 0.0662X
-U
TABLE 5A. COMPUTATION OF TREND VALUES.
.0287500 1.0343013 K Recorded
Year 1 . X-02875X 1 + u 1 +u Production Error
1820 -70 -2,01250 3,0468013 1114.8 28,784 1,900 + 26,884
1830 -60 -1.72500 2.7593013 575.55 55,752 40,979 + 14,773
1840 -50 -1.43750 2.4718013 297.35 107,914 172,480 - 64,566
1850 -40 -1.15000 2.1843013 153.86 208,554 424;479 -215,9251860 -30 -0.86250 1.8968013 79.850 401,854 586,879 -185,025
1870 -20 -0.57500 1.6093013 41.672 770,015 743,009 + 27,006
1880 -10 -0.28750 1.3218013 21.983 1,459,880 1;359,474 + 10,416
1890 0 0 1,0343013 11.824 2,713,740 2,714,240 - 5001900 10 0.28750 0.7488013 6.6081 4,855,940 4,573,035 *282,9051910 20 0.57500 0.4593013 3.8794 8,271,400 7,783,619 +487,7811920 30 0.86250 0.1718013 2.4853 12,911,400 12,900,971 4 10,429
1930 40 1.15000 9.8843013 1.7661 18,168,600 18,803,686 -635,0861940 50 1.43750 9.5968013 1.3952 22,998,900 22,471,303 +527,597
1950 60 1.72500 9.3093013 1.2038 26,654,800 26,640,880 + 13,920
1955 65 1.86875 9.1655513 1.1464 27,990,300 28,419,933 +429,6331960 70 2.01250 9.0218013 1.1051 29,036,3771965 75 2.15625 8.887805 1.0772 29,787,507
1970 80 2.30000 8.734300 1.0542 30,437,259
1975 85 2.44375 8.590550 1.0389 30,885,011
Source of Mine Production Data : U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Values of this curve are plotted on Chart 28.
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To compute values of Y for given values of X
this is manipulated as follows:
u. (2.38159 - 0.0662 x)
log, u - (2.38159 - 0.0662 X) logloe
0.434294 (2.38159 - 0.0662 x)
: 1.0343013 - 0.0287500 X
The denominator equals ltu, and the computed values
for ten year intervals are shown in the following table.(P.144)
This curve is plotted on chart 28, and gives a reason-
able-looking fit. The fact that it does not pass exactly
through the three points is due to round-off error. The
amount of error from this source is a maximum of 0.08%.
Now if the figure for 1955 is considered a forecast, since
no data beyond 1950 were used, the forecast can be compared
with actuality, The actual level of production is 1,779,053
tons in the five years 1950-1955, (i.e. 28,419,933 -
-26,640,880) or 355,811 tons per year. We may round this to
356,000 tons per year. Forecasted production in this five
year period was 1,335,500 tons (27990300 - 26654800) or
267,100 tons per year. Thus the error in the annual estimate
given by this curve over a five year period is 89,000 tons
per year, or an error of about one-quarter of the actual
production level.
The cause of this error must be explained if the
method is to be evaluated. That the logistic type of curve
is suitable for data of this type has been demonstrated.
It may be however that a Gompertz curve would be better
suited to the growth habit of the lead industry, but a
U
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comparison of the annual or cumulative production plotted on
semi-logarithmic paper, to the plots of the typical Gompertz
and logistic curves indicates that there is little to choose
between the two, especially since the greatest difference
between them lies in the approach to maturity, which lead has
most certainly reached. There are then three possibilities
-either the choice of points was poor, the method of fitting
is not dependable, or the nature of the data is to blame.
As stated above, the points may also be chosen by
taking a geometric mean. This involves the multiplying to-
gether of the production figures for each year for In" years,
and taking the nth root of the product. In practice this
means that one must look up the logarithms of the "n' data
points, add them, divide by "n", and find the antilogarithm.
The result of this process is shown here for lead, using the
years 1850 (middle year of 1831-1870), 1890 (middle year of
1871-1910), and 1930 (middle year of 1911-1950), for which
n = 40. For example:
Total of logarithms of data 1831-1870 220.0003732
Divided by 40(n) = 5.50000933
log 316230
Geometric mean for 1850 316,230 tons
Similarly, Geometric mean for 1890= 2,592,630 tons
Similarly,Geometric mean for 1930 16,972,200 tons
The actual cumulative production figures for these
years are 424,479 tons, 2,714,240 tons, and 18,803,686 tons
respectively. It can be seen that each of these is a consider-
able percentage greater than the corresponding mean. If a
M
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curve were computed using these three means it would obviously
have to lie below the actual level of the data in order to
pass through them. Thus there is no advantage gained by the
rather large amount of computation involved. This method was
tried several times. A simplified version used for petroleum
production statistics gave the following results:
Year Actual Production('hbmincfbbls.) Geometric Mean
1880 158,152 132,939
1910 2,377,864 2,348,840
1940 23,806,418 23,397,300
These means are again lower than the actual levels of cumula-
tive production. It may be noted that the mean for the period
including the depression of the 1930's is lower by more than
the other two means. This is an effect which must naturally
stem from a method of averaging which includes data from these
years, and if one considers this depression to be a major
breakdown of the economic system, as many economists do, it
is doubtful if they can be included. Furthermore, since the
next step is to substitute these values in the formulae given
for determination of the parameters of the equation, the com-
puted value of K will give a check on the effect of using
the means, since K should be close to the figure for known
reserves. The computation for petroleum gave a value for K
of 47.87 x 109 barrels, which is not only far less than
current reserve estimates but which has in fact already been
exceeded.
A third possible method of choosing the three points is
simply by choosing three years conveniently spaced and assuming
values for those years which seem appropriate as compared to
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the rest of the data.
Another possible test of the method of choosing points
is to choose several sets of points and compare the results
obtained. While the entire formula could be computed and the
curve plotted, it is only necessary to compute the value of K,
and if it does not agree within reasonable limits with what is
known about reserves, or with values of K obtained in other
ways, one is not justified in using those three points. This
was done for cumulative petroleum production, with the follow-
ing results:
TABLE 6. COMPUTATIONS OF UPPER ASYMPTOTE FOR PETROLEUM.
YEARS CHOSEN PRODUCTION VALUE COMPUTED VALUE OF K
(thousands of bbls.)
1885 285,690
1920 5,429,868 96 billions barrels
1955 52,602,867
1870 32,965
1910 2,377,864 52.29 billions barrels
1950 40,919,088
1900 1,003,605
1925 8,669,672 69.32 billions barrels
1950 40,919,088
Two observations can be made. 1) The value derived is very
dependent upon the years chosen. 2) The value does not
correspond with the value of known reserves, as reported
by Netschert (51) and others. When one recalls that this
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is the method commonly used to fit the curve, it becomes
obvious why so many different results can be obtained from
one set of data using only one method of fitting. Also,
there are many other methods of fitting available, which
makes matters worse. Before describing some of these, it
might be noted that other workers have found similar
variations when fitting several sets of points (for example
Bratt (2)). Thus it must be admitted that this method is
not suitable for fitting the curve, at least for purposes
of forecasting, unless one is willing to accept the fact
that various results can be obtained from the same series
of data. The method is sufficiently simple and fast that
it is probably justifiable to use it in some cases. On
the other hand, if the curve is to be used perhaps as a
tool to help management in decisions regarding future
expansion, etc., this is not a sufficiently strong point
of recommendation to justify using this type of fit, if a
more dependable method can be found.
One other possible reason for the error of the fore-
cast by the logistic for lead was suggested. That is, the
nature of the data may be such that it has caused the
deviation. In spite of the fact that it has been demons-
trated that the selected point method of fitting is not
dependable, it must be admitted that the curve for lead
production derived by that method gives a good fit to the
data and a reasonable value for K, since ultimate total
reserves are reported as between 30 and 40 million tons of
recoverable lead. Yet the "forecast* was in error by over
r
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25%. This serves to illustrate one of the most important fail-
ings of this method of forecasting.
Once a forecast has been made, there is a period of
waiting, as it were, to see if the forecast is accurate. The
writer here stresses the fact that the logistic curve will
not be dependable, no matter how it is fitted, if the period
of forecast is so short that the effect of the business cycle
previously described is so great that it seriously influences
or even overshadows the amount of change due to secular trend.
What factors may be included in the business cycle, and what
the length of the business cycle is, must be left up to the
forecaster's judgment. The best procedure to use to determine
a short-range forecast is generally considered to be as follows.
Find a curve which best describes the secular trend of the time
series. Subtract the trend values from the actual data, and
examine the residuals for evidence of a cycle. If one can be
determined, combine it with the secular trend to estimate futu-
re levels of production. In other words, the short-term fore-
cast requires further analysis of the time series, which can-
not proceed without first determining the secular trend. This
is in accord with what was said previously in the section on
time series.
Thus, the logistic forecast alone would probably not
help one to play the stock market, nor to make any decisions
which depend on short-term conditions, but it will serve to
indicate the general level of the industry in the future. For
example, Lasky (21) suggested in 1949 that the aluminum
industry would grow to something of the order of one and one-
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half million tons annual production before levelling off.
Growth rate exceeded his predicted rate, presumably because
of the Korean war, but the order of the prediction was entirely
correct. This is the type of useage for which the forecast
made by extending secular trend is most useful.
B. Other Methods of Fitting the Logistic Curve.
(i) Probability Paper (Chart 29). The similarity of the
derivative of the symmetrical logistic curve (see chart 11) to
the curve of normal frequency distribution, the usual Gaussian
curve, has led to the use of probability paper for indicating
the probable level of the upper asymptote, or indeed for fore-
casting directly, since a series showing normal distribution
approximates a straight line when plotted on this type of paper.
It will be noted that the divisions of the paper are in terms
of percentages, so the level of the upper asymptote is assumed,
and the cumulative production for each year is divided by that
number to give a percentage, which is then plotted directly.
Thus, upper limits of 60, 200, 300, 400 and 1000 billion barrels
of petroleum were chosen as an example, and the computations
and resulting graphs are shown in table 6 and chart 29 respect-
ively. Since the 300 line is closest to being straight, a
straight line is drawn through the points on it andextended to
give a forecast. Values on the straight line can also be read
and used to represent the trend. Also, the value of the upper
limit yielding the line most nearly straight may be used as an
estimate in another method of computing trend, such as the
method of selected points. However, it should be noted that the
value of the upper limit obtained is generally about double
[ 4 T
-- _____ __*~j~-I-f___ -K~Orr
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that obtained by other methods. In the case of petroleum this
would also seem to be true, since reserves are probably about
150 billion barrels of recoverable crude. Stanley (43) has
suggested that although the method is not particularly easy it
could be used to smooth the original data. It was not found to
be of much use in this study, and a logistic curve computed
for petroleum production using this upper limit gave a poor
fit to the data.
(11) Methods of Estimating "a" and K and C. These methods all
depend upon the fact that the logistic equation may be written
in such a way that a linear regression fitted to some componets
of the equation will give an estimate of the two parameters
*a" and K. What this means can be illustrated by an example.
Taking the equation for the symmetrical logistic, which
is the only type for which these methods have been worked out,
it can be written as:
K
1 + Ce-at (1)
Differentiating with respect to It"
yY' = aY (1 - ), and again (2)
Y" = a (1 Thus the curve has
K
a point of inflection midway between the two asymptotes, at
-KY = , as noted previously. At this point, the value of *t*
ipay be denoted as "t0", and satisfies the equation
Ce-atO = 1 or to = logeC , so that equation (1) may
be written as:
K
t 1 + e-a(t-to)
-
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Yule (46) has shown that if a set of points on the
logistic are spaced at equal times, say, t= 1, t2  2, t3  3,
... tj = i, ...tn = n, then the following difference equation
holds: yji.l 
-Y) Y
Y ( K
If the values of this equation are plotted against Yigl and a
straight regression line fitted to them, this isknown as a
linear regression of Yi.4 _i against Yigi. Then
Yj
Yi b + mYi4  from whhich
a og(1 4 b) and K -
Similar methods have been evolved by Rhodes, Fisher,
Hotelling, Hartley and Nair. These will not be described in
detail here -the reader is referred to the compilation of the
methods made by the latter author, which includes as well,
methods for evaluating C, either separately from or simultan-
eously with *a* and K. One of these is the method of selected
points already described. It is interesting to note that all
of the eight methods described gave results for logistics
fitted to United States Census data which fell within a very
narrow range, far more restricted in fact than the range of
values which could be obtained simply from the method of
selected points. The estimate of K which deviates most widely
from the others is the one obtained by this method, which was
181.8 million. The other seven all fell between 192.9 million
and 200.9 million. However, a logistic fitted to the same data
by the selected point method by Pearl (30) estimated the value
T
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of K at 197.27 million, which is in much closer agreement with
the other methods than the estimate made.by Nair.
Partly because it is the method suggested by Verhulst
and Pearl and Reed, the pioneers of the curve, and partly
because it is a great deal simpler and faster. than most other
methods, the method of selected points is the one most commonly
found in the literature. This study has evaluated the method
in part, and will have more to say in later paragraphs. Thus
far, it has been shown to be very unstable, since it varies
with the particular points chosen, and it is therefore of
limited value. While the value of K varies according to the
years chosen, it is not truly within the statistician's control,
so that what he has for K is an estimate which he cannot spe-
cify as he wishes yet which may change over wide ranges. This
is obviously not desirable, and leads to consideration of the
other methods of fitting mentioned above.
Because of the limitations of time and the fact that
what is apparently a superior method for forecasting metal pro-
duction has been devised, these methods have not been studied
in detail. This is probably a worthwhile project which could
make Nair's observations more certain and actually evaluate
the results comparatively and quantitatively. One example is
included here to indicate the possibilities of such methods.
It may be termed a *modified selected point methodO for
estimating K, as developed by Yule (46). Without derivation,
the method is as follows.
Choose three equispaced observations arbitrarily, denot-
ing them as YO , Yi and Y2 * Then:
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d - 1 12Y 2
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er (1 - e -)
K
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d
and e the "standard intervalm between points.2
also ei
dld2 K
or I l._ - d2
K Y0 d1-d2
Applying this method to United States mine production
of lead once again,the results are found to be quite reasonable.
Choosing X0 = 1870, YO = 743,000 tons
X, 1912, Y1 = 8,652,000 tons
X2 =1954, Y2 = 28,080,000 tons
1 _ 1345895 x 10-12
YO
115580 x 10-12
Y'= 35612 x 10-12
y, 1230315 x 10-12 = d
y} 79972 x 10-12 = d
Now d2  (1230315 x 1012)2 1513675 x1 10-12
and di d2 =1150343 x 10-1~2
S o1513675 x 10-1 13158471-d2 1150343 x 10-12 x 10-12
and A. 1-- d- 1345895 x 10-12 - 1315847 x 10-12=30048x 30
K YO di-d2
1
YO
1
2
then
and-
y ~
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or K 33,280,085 or approximately 33.28 x 106 tons.
This result compares closely with that obtained previously by
the method of selected points (32.09 x 106 tons), and both
results are approximately equal to total recoverable lead
resources. Thus, such methods probably warrant further study.
It must be kept in mind however that to date they have not
been developed for other than the symmetrical logistic.
(iii) Fitting the Logistic Curve by Least Squares. All the
methods described so far have several characteristics in
common. 1)They all attempt to estimate the value of K from
evidence contained in the data, without regard for what facts
or other estimates are known for this upper limit. What this
means is especially obvious in the mineral industry-little or
no attention is being paid to what is known about reserves.
Lasky (21) does point out that the value of K obtained for
lead agreed with reserve estimates however. 2) With the except-
ion of the more complex form of the selected point method (i.e.
where five points are used all the methods dealt with are for
fitting the symmetrical curve. This stems from two causes,
namely, the symmetrical curve has been found to fit many series
quite well and is thus commonly used, and further, it is much
easier to fit by any of the known methods.
It would be well at this point to inquire whether it
is safe to assume that mineral production will show a decay
pattern waich will be symmetrical to its growth pattern. While
it is admitted freely that the factors affecting growth and
decay are complex, (indeed this is why this approach to fore-
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casting has been used), there is no indication that they would
necessarily have the same effects in later years that they
have in the early years of mineral production. In fact, if one
reviews these factors as listed earlier it would indeed be
surprising if decay and growth really were symmetrical. However,
solely on the basis of the complex nature of the causes, the
assumption of symmetry may not be far from the truth, and it
is not at all surprising that estimates made using the symmet-
rical curve are often quite accurate. An important additional
reason for this success is that the curve has generally been
applied to United States economic data, which in many cases
has either not yet reached the inversion point or has gone
only a little way beyond it, and so is not seriously affected
by possible asymmetry. With time, this advantage will be lost,
and the premise of symmetry will become more important.
The author believes that if the logistic curve is to be
used to forecast the future level of industry, then the fact
that these methods give an independent, mathematical estimate
of the ultimate reserves and that they assume symmetry of
growth and decay may both be considered disadvantages. The
reason for this statement is upon the fact that the author is
primarily a geologist and only incidentally a statistician, and
therefore firmly believes that any method which tends to ignore
reasonable geological estimates of total resources and establish
purely mathematical estimates of them is bound to be weak.
This is especially indicated in the case where the mathematical
estimate is significantly less than the minimum geological
estimate of reserves. Where it is higher, the geologist must
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carefully assess the possibilities of finding new reserves in
the amount indicated before he can reject the estimate.
What is proposed is to develop a method of fitting the
curve which allows one to assume that growth can possibly be
skew, i.e. that growth and decay may be asymmetrical, and that
further allows the consideration of geological knowledge of
reserves to guide the determination of K. Obviously, one may
be more interested in determining the ultimate position of the
industry, or in other words in determining K, rather than some
intermediate position, and if this could also be accomplished
by the method, so much the better. It might be noted that this
use of the method transgresses to some degree the proposed
purpose of forecasting in that it is then used to estimate
ultimate reserves, which are in turn one of the prime factors
governing the pattern of growth, and hence the forecast. There
are many other, simpler methods available for this purpose, as
indicated above, if one prefers the statistical estimate to the
geological one.
The essence of the method developed was suggested by
Pearl as early as 1930 (31). It may be derived quite simply as
follows.
The equation for the symmetrical logistic is :
Y K
1 - Ceat
or K Y(l + Ceat)
so 1 Ceat and 1 = Ceat = K-Y
By the use of logarithms, equation (1) may be written as:
ln K-Y -ln C at,Y
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or in other words (in K Y) is a straight line function of
time. Note the similarity to the methods of Yule et al. In
contrast however, no attempt is made to use this fact to
estimate K. Rather, one can use one of the previous methods
for this purpose, or base the value on known geological or
other data. The source of the estimate does not influence the
calculation of the other parameters, in the sense that if one
uses the selected point method for example, he must use only
the K estimate obtained by that method in conjunction with the
other parameters, or his curve will not fit at all, In this
method this is not the case.
Having obtained a reasonable first guess for K by some
method or combination of methods, values of K-Y are then
calculated and plotted on arithlog paper as the ordinate Z
against the abscissa time or X. If the guess at K is reasonable
and if the observations are approximately symmetrical then the
plotted points should fall nearly on a straight line, which
may then be fitted, either by eye or least squares. If they do
not, then either the value of K is not sufficiently close, or
the data are skew. The value of K may be reestimated and the
points recalculated and plotted again, or if one feels his
estimate of K to be dependable, then a third or fifth order
parabola may be fitted to the points, since the substitution
of the polynomial of this order in the exponent in the formula
means that it can then be written as
inY: In C + aX " a2X2 + agX 3 -... asXn,
where the right hand side is the equation of a polynomial of
order "n". Then at time zero (i.e. X=O) Zo=C, and assuming
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that natural logarithms are used, each coefficient on the
right hand side is the corresponding coefficient in the expo-
nent in the formula. Otherwise they must be multiplied by the
conversion factor of 2.302585. This gives a first approxima-
tion to the parameters of the equation. Values on the curve
may be computed in the following manner, assuming that common
logarithms were used in the calculation, since tables of these
are more generally available than tables of natural logarithms.
The method is given for F(X) = at, and is analagous for higher
order exponents. The value of eat will be equal to the value
of 1Oat x 2.302585. Thus one simply multiplies the successive
values of "t" by a and looks up the antilogarithms in a
logarithm table to find the successive values of eat. The
denominator is then calculated from (1 . Ceat) and divided
into K. The quotient is the value for the curve for the given
year.
If values from the curve are calculated for each year,
then the root mean square deviation, or RMS deviation may be
computed as a statistical measure of goodness of fit. This is
closely related to the standard deviation, the formula being
given by:
RMS deviation =S3 (calc -obs) 2
\ n
where n is the number of observations.
It may turn out that the value of the RMS deviation is suffic-
iently small on the first fitting that no better fit is
required. However, this will not generally be the case, and
the method has therefore been extended to allow the statis-
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tician to control to some degree the goodness of fit. (See
Appendix). Now the best fitting curve according to the most
eommonly used criterion is the one fitted by least squares (see
previous description of the method), but to use this method
requires that the constants that are to be determined enter
the equation in a linear manner. In the equation of the logis-
tic this is not the case, but if the first fitting gives fairly
good results, (i.e. RMS deviation not greater than some arbit-
rary limit) then the equation obtained can be treated as a
first approximation to the best fitting curve and better approx-
imations can be obtained by what is known as Newton's Method.
That is, the equation is expanded in terms of a Taylor's Series,
and terms of higher order than the first are ignored, thus
giving an expression linear in the correction terms to be
determined. From this expression the normal equations can be
formed by the method described previously (p.86) and solved for
the unknown correction terms, which are added to the original
parameters. The RMS deviation can be computed again, and if
not improved sufficiently, the process can be repeated as many
times as desired. It should be noted that if the first approx-
imation is not close enough, the series will converge very
slowly and give poor results even though the process is
iterated (i.e. repeated) several times.
This method is obviously not short or easy, but its
advantages over other methods are such that if a truly depend-
able forecast is desired it is preferable to go to the extra
work involved than to take a chance on a short-cut method. One
of the greatest advantages is that of flexibility, which the
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other methods lack. Not only can the deviation be controlled,
and the value of the upper limit K obtained from whatever
source the economist or geologist thinks most dependable,
but because of this latter fact, a complete range of upper
limits can be investigated. This especially important in miner-
al economics, where a nmber of expert estimates of the upper
limit (total reserves) are available. Each of these could beused,
and the curve having the least RMS deviation would indicate sta-
tistically the best value.
During successive iterations, the original value of K
becomes modified, by the method of approximation, but if a skew
curve is fitted, then the greatest modification will be in the
denominator.
Because it is less work, the symmetrical curve is usually
fitted. Also, it is sometimes advantageous to use the simpler
curve, since the rate of growth with respect to time may be
desired, and it can be expressed simply as:
- Krea+rt rY(K-Y) from Y =- 
- , as in the
(1+ea~rt) K 14Cea+rt
selected point method. In the skew curve, this rate changes, and
thus cannot be expressed so directly.
If, then, the time consumed in fitting the curve is of
little importance compared to the desirability of achieving
the best possible fit, the most generally acceptable proced-
ure would be as follows. Determine whatever values of the upper
limit seem reasonable, or if there is uncertainty choose a
range of values with increments small enough to cover each of
the possible values in the range that are significantly dif-
ferent. Fit a skew logistic curve for each value, and improve
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the approximations until the RMS deviation falls within some
arbitrary limit. Compare the RMS deviations found for each
value of the upper limit, and choose that curve for which the
deviation is least. Or alternatively, choose the curve fitted
for whatever upper limit thought most realistic. 0Of course the
coincidence of these two is eminently possible, and this gives
the best possible estimate and curve. This method is applicable
to fitting logistics where any power of the F(X) is used.
The procedure is admittedly long and it becomes most
helpful if one has access to a modern high-speed computer.
Using such a machine to fit the curve by the method outlined
above, all the objections to the use of the logistic curve,
such as variation in the results obtainable from a given set
of data, lack of correspondance between statistical and
logical estimates of limits, lengthy calculations, etc. are
no longer valid. This work has been begun at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Computation Center during 1958,
making use of the I.B.M. 704 digital computer available at
the center. The program has been written by the author, and
preliminary runs have been made using simple test data, but
due to crowded conditions at the center, a recent shutdown of
the computer for several days during repair and testing period,
and the protracted period taken to write the program due to the
inexperience of the programmer, and several mechanical difficult-
ies in the satellite computer machinery, it has been impossible
to have a final program or results available at the time of
writing. It is hoped that this work will be completed in the
near future. A copy of the program in its present form is inc-
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luded in the appendix, along with a block diagram illustrating
the steps of the procedure, and a description of the method as
it will be used.
C. Previous Results of Fitting the Logistic, and Some Other
Types of Forecasts.
Because of the advantages of this method over those
previously described, the fitting of curves by the other methods
was abandoned by the author, and effort was concentrated on
coding the new method for the computer. Thus, in place of a
series of curves fitted to mineral production data by some-
thing less than the best means known at present, logistic curves
fitted previously by other workers to interesting series or
having especially important results will be reviewed here. It
should be kept in mind that these results were obtained for
the most part from the symmetrical curve fitted by the method
of selected points. Considering the advantage when the curve
is fitted to United States data of most kinds that the inflec-
tion point has not or had not been reached at the time of
calculation, it is seen that the symmetrical curve is quite
suitable in many cases.
The results of Bratt (2) in trying to forecast the future
position of the United States steel industry were mentioned
previously. Some of the details may be considered here. While
he fitted a great number of curves, mainly straight lines and
parabolas, the results of these latter types were so scattered
that nothing can be shown by them, so only the Gompertz and
logistic curves are considered here. However, it is of interest
to note that in trying to forecast a range of possible levels
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of the indus try in 1940, using data up to 1932 in general,
Bratt got a range of forecasted production for that year of
0.5 million to 62 million long tons of rolled steel using the
straight lines and parabolas.
TABLE 7. CURVES OBTAINED FOR STEEL INDUSTRY BY BRATT.
TYPE TREND EQUATION RIGIN PERIOD EXTRAR)LATEP.
Y = COVERED ORDINATE FOR
_ 
_1940
Gompertz 3.7826+(-4.2116)(-0.003 885 )X 1854 54-31 67.2
Gompertz 3 .1051(-3. 5586)(-0.00 4 9 08 )X 1854 54-32 57.4
ogistic 56.057/(l,.10(2.19937-0.033975X) ) 1854 54-32 47.2
ogistic 74.78W(l+10(2.14645-Q.028915X) ) 1854 54-32 51.0
ogistic 42.108/ (l+10(205053 - 0.0364464X)) 1854 54-32 38.8
* Unit-Millions of Long Tons.
In considering the table of curves obtained, (table 7),
three figures should be noted, 1) the value of the upper limit
of production as shown by K in the equation 2) the forecasted
level for 1940, and 3) the actual level of production recorded
in that year, namely 48,660,369 long tons. While there is
considerable variation in the forecast by the logistic due to
the use of several sets of three points, it is significant that
two out of the three logistics are quite close to the actual
level, while both the Gompertz curves are too high by a consider-
able amount. Thus, extrapolated across the broad gap of the
depression, the logistic gave a good estimate of future production.
Ewell and Scheuerman (7) found that in an industry where
growth is rapid, such as the chemical industry, the Gompertz
curve was more suitable, since the logistic gave results which
ISource : American Iron and Steel Institute.
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were too low. This is in accord with Bratt's findings with
the symmetrical logistic, but since the point of inflection is
not necessarily at the midpoint of an asymmetrical logistic
this will be less critical using the new method. However, it
is advisable to plot the data and see if a Gompertz curve is
unequivocally indicated. Plots of United States mineral pro-
duction data (charts 12 to 27) show that the choice of either
Gompertz or logistic is reasonable, and the latter has been
used, chiefly because of its flexibility.
The most famous series of logistic curves is that fitted
by Pearl and Reed(30) to populations of various countries.
Since there are often references made to the results of these
forecasts, and since they have suffered the longest test of
time of all logistic forecasts, these will be discussed in some
detail here.
In regard to other methods of population forecasting,
Putnam (37) states that,
"There can be only four components entering into
the growth of a population : immigration, emigration,
births, and deaths. A separate forecast is made for
each component (and) they are combined to produce
the composite forecast.
The record (of such forecasts) ... has been
one of repeated failure to hit the mark."
Further, he notes that in forecasting the population of Great
Britain, by the component uiethod, the error is '15% at the end
of fifty years, and :38% at the end of a century. He has com-
puted the errors of Pearl and Reed's forecasts made by the
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logistic, as compared to actual populations twenty-five years
later. Some of the errors are attributed to faulty census
data, some to inaccurate curve fitting, and some to the fact
that "actual" data may also be estimates. This is not to say
that the curves are entirely accurate however.
TABLE 8. ERRORS IN PEARL-REED FORECASTS OF
MEASURED ABOUT 24 YEARS LATER.
COUNTRY 1925 POPULATION ACTUAL POPUIATION ERROR
FORECAST IN 1949-1950 PER CENT
L: MILLIONS IN MILLIONS
Germany 105.7 67,3 +36.3
Belgium 10,22 8.56 +16.6
Scotland 5.89 5.18 +11.9
England & Wales 48.5 43.8 +9.7
United States 150.0 150.5 -0.3
France 41.0 41.85 -2.1
Sweden 6.63 6.88 -3.8
Denmark 4.02 4.19 -4.2
Norway 3.0 3.18 -6.0
Italy 40.5 45.7 -12.8
Java 44.1 51.0 -13.4
Japan 72.0 82.6 -14.7
Philippines 9.0 20.0 -122.0
World 1828.0 2329.0 -26.9
Note that the errors greater than 15% are in the populations
of Belgium, Germany, the Philippines, and the World. The error
in the Belgium estimate is only 1.6% greater than the arbitrary
criterion. The error in Germany's estimate may well be due to
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census difficulties, and in addition Putnam has chosen the
worse of two forecasts offered by Pearl and Reed. The error in
the Phillipines estimate is very probably due to the fact that
Pearl and Reed did not include "wild tribes3 , now probably
included in the census. This means that one of the parameters
of the curve has been changed. The error in world population,
which must be based on many different sources of data, possibly
is due in part to a different series of previous estimates used
by Pearl and Reed than that used by later estimators, who may
also be in error due to census errors, lack of data, etc.
In those countries where records have been carefully kept over
the years and the boundaries of the country have changed but
little, the estimates are surprisingly close to actuality, in
spite of the fact that the comparison was made after a war
which drastically altered the population distribution of Europe.
In many of the other cases,as for example Scotland, Pearl and
Reed have pointed out that the number of observations is limited,
or that no data are available for the first part of the cycles,
and have predicted large probable errors.
It is thus rather surprising that Putnam states, later in
his book, that *the logistic is valueless as a predictive device."
As further evidence of the fact that the logistic, while it is
certainly not wholly accurate or infallible, is the best means
of forecasting future populations presently available is
chart 30, which shows estimates of population growth made by
Pearl and Reed in 1924, using data only up to 1910, and much
more recent estimates made by population experts by more compli-
cated means. Note that in spite of what might be termed
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"hedging", estimates made by Thompson and Whelpton (45) are far
from the actual census result only ten years later. It is inter-
esting that the Stanford group predicts a sharp break with the
past trend. This is the estimate of population published for
1955, so it is invalid to compare this published figure with
the estimates by other means.
But Putnam presents other evidence to show that the
logistic curve is valueless as a predictive device, based mainly
on the work of Hart (10) who fitted the curve successfully to
over one hundred series of social trends, yet found that he
could not predict future trends with the curve. The trend is
described as "exploding", breaking into ripples" or "surging".
Of five curves described as exploding, it is interesting to note
that all the "explosions" occurred in the Great Depression.
Without any extensive research into the series studied, there
are several other points whichon be observed from Hart's charts
as published by Putnam. The trend of freight shipping in the
Sault Ste Marie canal "exploded" in the depression, yet the
amount of shipping had returned to approximately the logistic
level by the mid-1930's. Similarly the value of electrical
machinery produced as a percentage of United States manufactures
"exploded", but no points are shown for the level of the industry
after 1940, since the time when its growth has become so rapid,
no doubt rather like the trend shown by the logistic curve. The
curve of industrial life insurance policies is fitted only to
the highly prosperous years from 1900 to 1930 (as far as one
can tell from the graphs) and so is even farther from the depres-
sion figures, and may well still be above actual level. It seems
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odd that the points available for earlier years were apparently
ignored.
Other charts by Hart exhibit "surges" which would appear
from the charts to be due for the most part to the effect of
business cycles, or in some cases represent the start of an
entirely new cycle, which it is true cannot generally be fore-
casted unless there is a good estimate of theabsolute upper
limit available. One series at least, the number of telephones
per thousand of population, does not appear to exhibit typical
logistic growth and should probably not be fitted with this
type of curve.
It seems to this author that too much is being expected
of the curve. It might be possible to use it to forecast a major
depression simply by noting the imbalance of points falling
above the trend line in the recent past, and expecting them to
balance out at some specific future time, but this sort of
effect is best left to such devices as the Babsonchart. Further-
more, Putnam's observation that the constants of the growth
curve may alter even near the saturation point is based on the
fact that the estimate made by Pearl and Reed in 1924 for the
population of France in 1950 erred by 2.1%. This is clearly the
limit of accuracy which can be expected by such a method, and
to expect more is to overrate the curve's possibilities. (See
PearlR. (30) for an estimate of the probable error of the
logistic curve).
In summary, the evidence given by Putnam against the
logistic curve is decidedly inconclusive. In fact Putnam himself
adopted the curve on the understanding that it was not to be
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used to predict the future changes in rate of growth but that
the contingency that the rate of growth in the future will
probably be similar to that of the preceding period is very
great and so can be extrapolated. The difference seems to be
theoretical for the most part, and not practically important.
In his recent book, Netschert (51) has made an extreme-
ly useful and interesting compilation of recent estimates of
reserves of petroleum and natural gas in the United States,
and has analyzed various methods of arriving at these estimates.
He concluded that,. "the decline-curve approach ... is the
preponderant basis for all estimates of future oil productian",
but that its popularity "seems to be due to the fact that the
approach has a seductive simplicity that masks its fundamental
fallacies". These latter Netschert believes to be :
1) The fact that one is not certain where he is on the cycle
unless that cycle has preceded well toward its end.
2) Exclusion of technological change.
3) The assumption that in dealing with national production
the resource position is the only significant determinant of
production.
He further finds that,"there are also errors in the
derivation and use of the curve itself. The curve is often
drawn, for example, with perfect symmetry and rounded peak,
in seeming confusion with the normal distribution curve".
The curve Netschert refers to as a decline curve is not
only the "even-order" logistic, but certain other types used
by various authors of reserve estimates as well. Hubbert (13)
is well-known for his use of the decline curve, for which he
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sometimes uses the symmetrical logistic curve. His justifi-
cation of the curve is rather different from the more theoret-
ical derivation contained herein. Briefly, he considers that
since the area under a curve which is a function of a single
variable "t* is given by I 2 ydt = A, then the area under
X1
the curve of production (the equivalent of the lower curve in
chart 11) is given by JPdt = dt Q, where "t " is time,
P the production rate, and Q the ultimate cumulative product-
ion, and the area under the curve up to any time "t" is pro.-
portional to the cumulative production to that time. Also,
at the end of production, the total area under the curve will
represent the ultimate cumulative production, or total recover-
able reserves. Then by estimates of this latter figure based
on geological reasoning Hubbert completes the curve, apparent-
ly usually freehand, in such a way that the total area under
the curve equals his estimated total recoverable reserves.
Probably more valid and more interesting is Hubbert's
analysis of the relationships among cumulative discoveries,
cumulative production, and proved reserves of petroleum, as
shown in his figures, reproduced here as chart 31. Proved
reserves at any time will be given by Qr = Qd - Qp and
relative rates of change of each item will be given by the
first derivatives of each. When proved reserves reach their
peak, Q' 0 and Q' Q'P, or in other words the rate-of-
discovery and rate-of-production curves must cross at the time
when proved reserves pass their peak.
The series of data for these three components with
respect to the United States petroleum indus try are readily
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available and are shown on chart 18 for the time interval
for which they have been located. It is indeed a pity that
such series are not available for the metals, due mainly to
the greater problems in assessing reserves, and obtaining
complete statistics where government regulatory agencies are
not so common as in the petroleum industry, because this
relationship bears further investigation and could yield con-
siderable useful information. It was hoped that there would
be time during this study to apply the logistic curve to
these series for petroleum, but this has not been done as yet.
Here is a fruitful field, not only in which to gain further
knowledge of these trends but also to test the facilities of
the logistic method to deal with several interrelated series.
Returning to Netschert's objections to the decline-
curve method of forecasting future production, and applying
these solely to the logistic curve, a glance at the assump-
tions made in developing the equation of the logistic will
show that the second "fallacy" is non-existant. Indeed, if it
were not for technological advance the period of growth
would not show such steep slopes and would not be recognize-
able as such. It is true however, that really major discoveries
or technological changes can start an entirely new cycle of
growth, but as previously mentioned, such a change must be
truly major, and it is very doubtful that any method can fore-
see such changes. But normal technological change is part of
the very essence of the curve.
With regard to the third objection, that the resource
position is regarded as the only significant determinant of
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production, Netschert makes the point that demand, level of
imports, relative prices of imports, etc. may be more import-
ant over the short term and since the course of production
will be influenced by the preceding level of production, the
timing of any production peak will be influenced. While this
is undoubtedly true, it should be remembered that the logistic
as developed will trace out the normal level of production,
and while there may be fluctuations about that level, it is
expected that the curve will trace the overall trend, and
any delay of the peak will only be of a minor nature. Whether
the curve is suitable for one's purpose or not depends on
the nicety of definition of the peak required and the avail-
ability of better methods of estimation.
Further discussion of the effect of prices, import
levels, etc. are deferred until a later chapter, wherein
their effect on the resource position and production will be
mentioned.
Objection number one can be restated as an obvious
corollary of forecasting -the longer the period of forecast
the greater the chance of error (with the exception that the
period should be longer than the duration of the business
cycle.). There is no difficulty in establishing one's position
on the curve if there is any sort of reliable estimate of
the upper limit available and a few years of data have been
accumulated. The author believes that no successful method af
forecasting can proceed without some sort of backlog of in-
formation.
While there may be some improper use of the curve in
the literature this does not make the method invalid when
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properly used; no further comment is necessary on this point.
The most important attempt to date to apply the logis-
tic principle of analysis to mineral production forecasting
is that of Lasky (21 & 22). Some logistic and Gompertz
curves were fitted to mineral production series by Kuznets(20),
but his purpose was not that of forecasting, and future
estimates and upper limits received little attention. Both
of Las1fs rapers were published as magazine articles, and so
are rather abbreviated, with no mention of how the curves
were fitted, what the standard deviations of the curves are,
etc. However, as previously mentioned, one of the most inter-
esting features of Lasky's work is that he fitted a curve to
either the annual or cumulative production curves, and deri-
ved the other curve by integration and differentiation
respectively. Some of these curves were fitted by the method
of selected points, and some by least squares, the final
choice of method depending on whether the first method gave
close enough fits.1
Series used by Lasky included United States production
of bituminous coal, copper, zinc, aluminum and lead. For the
first, he fitted an "even-ordered logistic to the annual
production series which included what he termed a decay con-
stant or even-powered term in the exponent. For the next
three he fitted the simple "first-order" logistic to annual
production data, presumably on the premise that since the
series had not yet passed the inflection point there was no
1 S.G. Lasky, personal communication.
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need to consider any decline in a forecast which was to be
reviewed only five years later, In each of these cases, the
curves for cumulative production were found by integrating
the annual production or rate curve. The reverse of this
method was used for lead, that is, the cumulative data were
fitted with a "first-order" logistic and the first derivative
was used to describe the rate curve of annual production.
While either method is valid, it would seem that the latter
is more desireable since there is an estimate of the upper
limit more generally available, and there is less chance that
it will be revised upward or downward by, say, an order of
magnitude than there is that the maximum production rate will
change by such an amount. Furthermore, the pattern of cumu-
lative growth is more directly analagous to that of population
growth for which the curve was originally derived than is the
growth rate, or annual curve.
At any rate, the method was quite successful for the
most part, as evinced by Lasky's review, five years after
the first forecasts, of how his results compared with event-
uality. The period of waiting before checking the forecast was
rather short, especially in view of the fact that the period
1949-1954 included the Korean War, which affected the short-
term production trends considerably, and it is difficult to
determine how much of the error of the forecast is due to what
might be termed the business cycle, if one includes wars in
the cycle. However, it is certainly worth while to examine the
results quite carefully.
In the case of bituminous coal, which has a United
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States production record extending back to 1820, the forecast
was for several decades of production at an average yearly
rate of 550 million tons. Up to 1954, the average was 470
millions, ranging from 534 million tons in 1951 to about
390 million tons in 1954. A new trend calculated to include
these later data shows the average to be somewhat lower,
possibly between 450 and 500 million tons per year. The error
of the forecast was 80 million tons in 550 or 14.5%, which
leaves something to be desired, but the curve did illustrate
fairly well the level to be expected. Aside from the short
period of forecast, some error may also be due to the method
of fitting-the curve to the annual data, believed to be the
method of selected points, as shown from the form of the equ-
tion given, which is
58 x 107Y 58x17j (Xo= 1820)
1 4 e 9.8 - 1.56x *i .5X2
Calculations for United States copper production were
based on data only up to 1912 and thus represented a four-
decade forecast. The maximum production ceiling of the
industry was estimated at 750,000 tons per year, but from
1949 to 1954, production ranged from 943,000 tons (1953) to
825,000 tons (1954), and averaged 905,000 tons. This illustra-
tes the danger in using the annual production curve -the
variation in the upper limit in this case, amounted to 17.11;
if a revision of the upper limit of this magnitude took
place using the cumulative curve, it would represent a change
in reserves of from eight to twelve million tons of copper,
depending on the reserve estimate accepted. This amountsto
eight to twelve years output of copper at the present United
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States production rate. Such a change in reserves in five
years is very improbable at present. The error in the fore-
cast of 17.1% is rather high, and is certainly equal to or
exceeding the maximum error allowable. The more recent fore-
cast is for a level of production of about 800,000 tons
annually. It is not known which series of data were fitted in
any of the more recent forecasts, nor are the methods of
fitting or equations obtained known. The earlier equation for
annual production was
Y = - 730,000,g2X (X0= 1870)
1 + 51.1 e1
It might be noted here that in 1930, using all the data
available to that date, Kuznets(20) found the upper limit of
copper production to be 699,000 tons per year, fitting the
logistic to annual production by the method of selected points.
The trends calculated for lead and zinc production
were the most successful. The former was fitted to the cumula-
tive production series, presumably by indirect Least Squares,
the equation being
Y = 33.5 x 106
1 + 31.5 e--ObX 0
and yielded a forecasted production of 300,000 to 350,000 tons
per year. The actual production averaged 370,000 tons per
year, including 60,000 tons stockpiled in 1954. The revised
forecast is still for a level of 300-350,000 tons per year
to 1959, and 250-300,000 tons per year from 1954 to 1964.
Zinc production was estimated at 660,000 tons annually, and
averaged about 600,000 tons, an error of some 10%. The major
part of future lead production will be supplied mainly as a
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bi-product of zinc mining, it was pointed out, since the
zinc to lead ratio is about 6 : 1 in most major producing
areas.
An interesting test case used was that of aluminum,
recorded production of which extended back only about 60 years.
The logistic forecasted growth of production to a level of
about l million tons per year, which was approximately
reached in 1954 (about 1,450,000 tons). The later calculation
suggested the ultimate level to be more like two million tons
per year, to be reached about 1970 or 1980. The original
equation was fitted to annual production data and was given as:
Y1.5 x 1 6  (x0= 1905)
1 * 255 e~ 1 21
Lasky did not use the curve to make a concise forecast,
on the basis that not enough data were available. However, it
might be noted that in fitting the curve to lead production
data, only the years from 1870 on were used, i.e. a record
of only 80 years, which is not so very much longer than the
aluminum series, and the lead forecast was very close to
actuality. Perhaps part of the difficulty with aluminum stems
from the fact that principal resources are not contained
within the United States, and it is difficult to foresee a
reasonable value for the limit of resources. In this case it
may be better to fit the curve to annual data.
One further source of change in the new forecasts from
the old ones is the fact that in the more recent ones, Lasky
has included a "decay constant" which was lacking in the eadiier
equations.
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The general conclusion from Lasky's results would seem
to be that the method affords only a very broad forecast.
This is true in part, but the author believes that this con-
dition can be improved in three ways. First, use the logistic
to forecast for longer periods. Second, fit the curve by the
method described herein, and use the more general form of
the equation. Third, fit the curve to cumulative production,
when a geological estimate of reserves or a possible range of
reserves will then be available as a guide to the proper value
of the upper limit. Plans for fitting the curve using the
digital computer are geared to these conditions.
This completes the analysis of previous work using this
type of curve to forecast economic conditions. No mention has
been made of the many years of successful applications of the
curve in the field of biology, nor have other means of fore-
casting been discussed specifically. There are an endless
variety of the latter and mention can only be made here of a
few recently published forecasts using other methods. Fearing
(8) has used a straight line trend, termed the "Mean Post-World
War II Trend", fitted to the mean of the maximum and minimum
straight line trends fitted to post-war data, and a "Mean Use
Index" found by adjusting the straight line for population
growth (see page 71 and following). The equation of this latter
curve is then found in the form of the equation of a parabola,
and further values on this curve, readjusted for the popula-
tion growth index, (again see page 71 and .following), are
taken as representative of future production. No data previous
to the year 1947 were used because of an apparent change in
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the nature of the growth'of the industry at that time.
Fearing feels that the human-judgement factor has been by-
passed by such a method, and that the method is thus prefer-
able to the logistic, which "involves 'curve fitting' that
necessitates a degree of human judgement".
W.P. Shea (42) has used long term trend lines to fore-
cast both metal prices and production, backing up the trends
with a solid analysis of market conditions and prospects.
The trend lines used may be freehand or may be mathematically
derived -no equations are given for them. Shea obviously
places far more confidence in a shrewd analysis of the statis-
tics in a subjective manner than by a mathematic means. This
is in direct contrast to the method used by Lytton (24) who
used a highly statistical approach employing "simple graphic
correlation, using two component indicators, as opposed to
the usual overall indicators." He felt that nickel consumption
was generally believed to be subnormal with respect to its
true demand throughout World War II, the Korean War, and 1955
and 1956, which casts some doubt on Fearing's method of fore-
casting for nickel. Lytton fitted linear regression lines to
the data and used the results for a ten year forecast.
Johnston (18) is another forecaster who feels that a
careful look at the statistics and what lies behind them
yields better results than a mathematical analysis. He has
forecasted. future sources of iron from the changes and trends
apparent today.
M __ - AM_
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FACTORS AFFECTING MINERAL PRODUCTION FORECASTS
The following section is based mainly on the work of
Warren Davis (48) whose recent analysis of the factors affect-
ing petroleum production and reserves combines a consideration
of the usual physical factors such as the capacity of refine-
ries with a dynamic consideration of the pertinent economic
factors involved. The petroleum industry is especially suit-
able for such an analysis, since statistics of number of feet
drilled per year, cumulative reserves, etc. are available,
and many such series are directly correlative.
It should first of all be explained that a forecast is
not static. Only a certain degree of accuracy can be expected,
and the forecaster should be ready to revise his forecasts
regularly as time passes. Of course, the more successful the
forecast, the less will be the need for revision, and the
timing of the revisions will depend on the length of the fore-
cast period. Only if some major discrepancy has occured or if
a factor in the forecast has changed significantly should a
major revision be necessary.
Davis has illustrated that the return on exploration
expenditures in the form of new reserves is declining with
time, since there is less of the resource left to be dis-
covered, and the methods of discovery are constantly improving,
so that the easier discoveries are already made. The ratio of
large discoveries to small ones is also decreasing. At some
point, the profit from producing the mineral is no longer
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sufficient to justify the expense of finding new reserves,
so there is a definite economic limit to the percentage of
the resource that will be produced.
Rate of discovery combined with rate of exploration
expenditures should give an estimate of the rate of future
additions to reserves. Davis estimated the rate of expenditu-
res on exploration by means of the gross national product.
Furthermore, this rate is affected by the profitability of
investment in the industry. Certainly the investor will
expect about 10% return on a mining investment, and if prices
are too low for an average property to yield that rate, the
incentive to invest will be destroyed. The first properties
to be abandoned and the first areas where exploration will
cease are those where returns are below average. This will
tend to keep the average return up to an acceptable level.
In an industry in which productive capacity exceeds
demand, the production rate will be controlled directly by
demand for the domestic product, which will in turn be
influenced by the level of imports. If demand exceeds domestic
production, then the effect of imports will be somewhat differ-
ent, since any domestic producer ableto compete with the
price of imports will still be in business, but higher-cost
producers will be eliminated. This effect is similar to that
of profitability of investment.
By varying each of these factors separately, Warren
investigated the effects on producing rate of changes in price
of crude oil, average return on exploration expenditures,
demand, and percentage of reserves withdrawn annually. He
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found that the important factors over the long term which
affect both producing rate and ultimate recovery are the
speed of development of new reserves with respect to explo-
ration expenditures, and the price of the product. While an
increase in demand could cause production to reach a peak
sooner, and decline faster, ultimate crude recovery is not
affected. A similar effect would be noticed if imports were
restricted, but unless prices for the domestic product were
increased there would be no increase in ultimate reserves.
Rate of production of petroleum in the United States
has evidently been rather constant at approximately ten per-
cent of reserves. An increase in this figure delays the de-
cline in production rate but accelerates the rate of decline,
with no effect on ultimate reserves.
Thus, there are several major factors which can change
with time and which can affect forecasts. In the case of
metals, these cannot be evaluated so easily or precisely as
they can for petroleum. Furthermore, examination of the past
history of metal prices shows that they are subject to con-
siderably greater and more rapid fluctuations than petroleum
prices, and it can only be hoped that the trend will trace
out an average path for the resulting production rates.
The effects of the other factors such as increasing demand
and decreasing rate of discovery are taken care of in the
assumptions of the logistic curve, and only drastic changes
should cause a marked deviation from the trend. However, it
is now apparent that the ultimate reserves or upper limit of
the curve may be subject to change due to the factors of
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exploration return rate and product prices, and it is even
more apparent that it would be desirable to include a range
of upper limits which might be attained with changes in these
factors. For example, according to Davis, the total recover-
able reserves of petroleum might vary from 125 to 165 billion
barrels, depending on these two items. In fitting a logistic
curve to petroleum production, the range of upper limits used
must include these figures if one agrees to their validity.
If possible, any later revisions of forecasts should
be made in the light of a study of what factors may have
changed, insofar as necessary data for such a study are avail-
able. For example, if an especially dependable estimate of
reserves is made which is significantly different from that
obtained using the logistic, it may be desirable to include
the new value in any revised forecasts.
To facilitate this, a wide range of reserve possibili-
ties can be chosen and curves obtained for each value in the
range, Any new estimate within the range can then be evaluated
simply by consulting the appropriate curve and noting the
RMS deviation. See the appendix for the reserve ranges used
in this study.
P A R T F
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THE COLLECTION OF DATA NECESSARY FOR FORECASTING
PRODUCTION DATA
In order to use the logistic method of forecasting it
is necessary to obtain production statistics going as far
back as possible. It may turn out that all the data are not
useable, due to the start of a new cycle, etc. but to reduce
the probable error, it is important to have data for the
early part of the curve where possible.
Regarding mineral production, there are many series of
data available. For example, one may use minesmelter, or
refinery production data for the metal output of the United
States. Mine output data are compiled on the basis of metal
content in ore and concentrates and are adjusted to account
for average losses in smelting. Production calculated on this
basis gives a closer measure of actual output from year to
year than statistics prepared on a smelter or refinery basis
because of holdovers in inventories at year end, and. is the
most accurate method for assessing the geographic distribution
of production. Both smelter and refinery production figures
often contain undifferentiated amounts produced from foreign
ores or concentrates, but it is usually possible to find
United States smelter and refinery production figures for
domestic ores only. Early statistics for this country are
recorded in this fashion. To avoid introducing any unnecessary
inhomogeneity into the statistics of metal production used in
this study, all figures used are for smelter production from
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domestic ores. if no foreign ores are included, then the
cumulative smelter production over a given time will be equal
to the cumulative mine production plus the last year's smelter
inventory holdover, which will be relatively negligible. In
the statistics for lead however, no mine production statistics
are available for years prior to 1907, and the record indi-
cates that smelting of foreign ores began about 1886, from
which time the record of smelter production from domestic
ores begins, so that the series would have to consist either
wholly of smelter production from domestic ores or of smelter
production from domestic ores to 1907, and mine production
beyond. There was no justification for changing the basis of
the data in this way so smelter production was used. This
situation is typical of all the series for copper, lead and
zinc. In the case of the latter, it was found that early
statistics were in terms of slab zinc production, and since
a fairly constant amount of zinc goes to zinc dust and pig-
ments (which accounts for the spread between the mine and
smelter production data of chart 17) it was decided to use
the series for production of slab zinc.
Petroleum statistics are less variable. Production is
recorded simply as barrels of crude oil, and the only compli-
cation is in the reporting of net reserves, in which distil-
lates were included until 1945,hence the break on chart 18.
Before attempting to fit a curve to a series, it is important
to be certain that the series is as homogeneous as possible
and it might be necessary to adjust the reserve data to eli-
minate this change.
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After a great deal of searching through the literature
it was decided that the United States Bureau of Mines figures
are the most consistent and dependable for the metals and
that the World Oil (52) statistics or those of DeGolyer and
MacNaughton (49) are best for petroleum. The handiest com-
pilation of these figures is Metal Statistics (53). For metal
statistics previous to 1907, the best source is the Economic
Papers 1,2 and 5 (70, 71, 72).
RESERVE DATA
Space does not permit a discussion of this difficult
problem. Only in the case of petroleum are proved reserves
recorded concisely and/or regularly, and even here it is im-
possible to be at all precise about total resources or ulti-
mate recoverable resources. In the case of the metals, reserves
are compiled only occasionally, often on different bases, and
commonly not covering all known resources due to company
reticence or other reasons for unavailability. For a very
complete description of these problems with respect to petrol-
eum see Netschert (51), and with respect to the metals see
*Mineral Resources of the United States" (67). Both of these
give estimates of reserves from various sources. It suffices
here to point out that if one wishes to be sure that he has
covered all possibilities, he should use a range of values of
his upper limit which at least includes all those reserve
estimates he feels are valid.When acurve with the least RMS
deviation has been found, it can then be compared to the
reserve estimates.
P A R T
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CONCLUSIONS.
In attempting to forecast mineral production the only
logical basis from which to work is the record of past pro-
duction. Such a record constitutes a time series, which must
be analyzed into its components in order to understand what
results may be expected from a given statistical method of
forecasting. Statistical analysis of a time series indicates
that an extension of the secular or long time trend should
indicate the future level of the time series. Cyclical and
seasonal movements must be considered as well if one wishes
to make a detailed or short-range forecast.
Many methods are available for determining the secular
trend. The logistic curve has been used by previous workers,
and an extensive investigation indicates that this curve
adequately describes mineral production series. While forecasts
made in the past by this method have been in error to a con-
siderable degree in some cases, the application of the method
of fitting outlined here should improve the results to the
point where the logistic curve is one of the most satisfactory
methods presently available for forecasting mineral productica.
This makes it a powerful tool for the mineral economist who
wishes to consider the reserve position of the United States
in terms of number of years of domestic supply remaining at
present or future rates of consumption, but is is even more
powerful as a means of evaluating the international mineral
scene. Given the data for the past production of important
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"index" raw materials such as iron and coal, and assuming
that the series shows typical logistic growth, curves can
be fitted to show what future growth may be expected. This
may be taken as an indication of the future growth of that
country and the position to which it may rise in world
affairs, Comparing the curves obtained with curves fitted
to the same series for other countries will establish an
estimate of the relative future positions of the various
countries.
On a smaller scale, the individual mine, oilwell, or
business should generally show a logistic type of growth,
provided that conditions important in the promotion or
retardation of growth remain constant enough to allow the
growth habit to approach normalcy. Thus, an analysis of the
factors of growth must be as detailed as possible in order
to evaluate the possibility of a major change, and the curve
can then be applied in order to estimate the future of the
given project.
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APPENDIX A
METHOD OF IMPROVING THE ESTIMATES OF THE
PARAMETERS OF THE LOGISTIC EQUATION
The method has been outlined in general in the main
text. Treating the parameters of the equation obtained by
fitting to the logarithms of Kf a polynomial of degree On"
Y
as first approximations to the values of the parameters of
the logistic, the equation of the latter can then be expanded
in a Taylor's Series. Ignoring terms higher than the first
order, the parameters are now linear and normal equations
for the curve can be written, and solved for the correction
terms. The equation of the skew logistic is:
K
Y = 2 -71 + a0 ealX+a2X +a3X
The first term of the Taylor Series will consist of the sum
of the partial derivatives of this expression with respect
to each of the variables, as follows:
aY 1 . = I whereG 1
aK 1 aea X-a2X2 a3 G 1 + a0eaiXa2X2a
. _ KealX+a2X 2+a3X3  - where E = eaX&a2X2-a 3 X3
aa0  G? G2
3E- KaOXE
a3al G2
2y Ka 0X3 E
aa 3 G2
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Let the correction terms be KO, b0, b1, b2 and b3 . Then
Y = KO (G) + b0(- ) +b2 Ka XE) + b KaOX2E) GE
Normal equations can now be formed as described previously
(p.86) and solved for these correction terms. The method of
solution commonly used is the Gauss method, or a variation of
it called the Doolittle method, which affords more checks
(see Brunt (3)). Since a computer is to be used, the checking
is not as critical as it would otherwise be, and the faster
Gauss method is used in many subroutines. For example, see
SHARE subroutine GESMQ, which explains the method, although
rather tersely. Briefly, the method is as follows.
The form of the resulting normal equations for the
symmetrical logisbic is:
alX 1 + al2X2 + al3X3 + a14 = 0 (1)
a21Xl + a 2 2 X2 + a 2 3 X3 + a24 = 0 (2)
a 3 1X 1+ a3 2X 2 + a33X3 + a3 4  0 (3)
Define bljz 1, bl2 _ a' b , ba4 a
Then (1) becomes Xi - bl 2 X2 - bi 3 X3 - b14 = 0 (4)
Substitute for X1 in (2) from (4), and get an equation con-
taining only X2 and X3, i.e.
-a21bl2X2 - a21b1 3X3 - a21b14 + a22X2 + a23 X3 + a24 = 0 or
X2 (a22 - a21bl2 ) + X3 (a23 - a21bi3 ) + (a24 - a21bi4) = 0 (5)
Now define C2 2 = a 2 2 - a21b1 2 C 23 = a 2 3 - a21b13 ,
C2 4  a2 4 - a2 1b14 , C32 = a32 - a3 b 2  33 = a 3 3 - a3 ib1 3
C3 4 = a3 4 - a3 1b1 4 , and substitute in (5) and (3).
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C22X2 + C23X3 + C2 4 - 0
C3 2 X 2 . C3 3 X3 + C34 = 0
By similar definition and substitution of d and e the
expressions can be simplified to:
-bl2 (a12 e4-d 13 ) *Jb (eJ4) - b14  (6)
2 d23 e
and !X- L (8)X3 e 33
These give the values of the correction terms. To check, sub-.
stitute (6), (7) and (8) in (1), (2) and (3) and check for
zero value.
Since the normal equations for the skew logistic and
the resultant calculation of the correction terms are much
more involved than, although analagous to, this procedure, it
is fortunate that a 704 subroutine for this has already been
written, and distributed as SHARE distribution number 141
(LAS872). The polynomial fitted in the first step may be fitted
by subroutine CLLSQ1, SHARE distribution number 116. For
details of the methods used in these routines see the write-ups
accompanying them.
Having found a means of obtaining better estimates of
the parameters, the computer can be made to iterate the process
as many times as desired, that is, some arbitrary value of the
RMS deviation can be selected and iterations continued until
this goal is reached. However, this is dangerous, because the
goal may be beyond the reach of the curve due to the nature of
the data. A number of iterations may be specified, and the
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RMS deviation examined after they are completed. If not,
another computer run must be made, and if improvement is too
slow or ceases, the limit of the curve is reached. This is
the way in which the routine was set up. A block diagram or
"flow sheet" follows, with references to the numbering in the
program attached. It should be noted that to date this program
has not been run or debugged. This work will proceed later.
Compute log K-v (52-61)
Fit a Third Order Polynamial to log (63-66 &subroutine)
Use Parameters as First Approximations (67-73)
To Those of Lopgistic
Solve Successively Better Approximations (74-81 & subroutine)
Write New Logistic And
(84-110)
Compute Curve Values
Compute RMS Deviation (112-128)
Get Results (133-163 & subroutine)
Repeat for a new K (164)
This is what is known as a general or overall block
diagram. A semi-detailed diagram for this program might be as
follows:
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Estimate
Parameters
Imrove[
Estimate
Calculate
a point
on the
curve
M
oChoose a valueof K in the range,
Subtract each Y from K
Divide K-Y by Y
Look up logs of K-Y
I - ~Y
Fit a third order (63-66, CLLSQ101-
polynomial to logs of KY LA872002-3)
Substitute the parameters of the polyncmia (67-81Pin the logistic, together with the K used, LA872002-
and expand in a Taylor's Series, LA872240)
solving for correction terms.
Iterate a selected number of times (74,81)
Use the new values & compute a1 X-a-a2X2 -ax3 (82-100)
(Compute 1&apealXa2X2+a3X3 (101-107)
Compute K divided by (1-a ealXa 2X2 a3X3 ) (108-110)
RMS
Dwiation
Compute Yobs" calc
Square
Sum the squares
Divide by number of points
Square Root
Display curve on cathode ray tube
(113-115)
(116,117)
(118,119)
(122,123)
(1247128)
(133-138 & Scpe
subroutine)
R u Print out K, a0 , a, a, a, curve vas (139
riginal values, deviations, aAd RMS deviation ( 163)
|Repeat for a new KI (164)
Repeat for a new commodity(i.e. Copper,Lead,etc.)1
M
(51,53,164)
(52,54,62)
(55)
(56-60)
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The values will be printed out in blocks headed by
the appropriate symbol (K, al, etc) and all the output will
be identified with the autho's name. The user must specify
the following in his decimal input deck:
1) The specific values of K, which must always be greater than
any Y values supplied.
2) The observations, Y, for each year.
3) The years, (X) in the form 1,2,3,... n + 50, where n is the
number of values of Y supplied. The extra 50 years are for
forecast.
4) The number of K values (NK)
5) The number of Y values (NY)
6) The number of X values for which there is a Y, (i.e. "n")(NX)
7) The number of iterations of the subroutine desired (ITER).
8) The maximum value of points to be displayed on the Y axis
of the cathode ray tube. (SIZE)
An accounting statement of a typical deck of input is included
here as an example.
The data decks, symbolic deck,. and binary deck are
stored with Professor R.D. Parks of the Maasachusetts
Institute of Technology at present.
A P P E N D I X
STATISTICS
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STATISTICS OF ANNUAL UNITED STATES PRODUCTION
OF COPPER ,LFAD ,ZINC AND PETROLEUM
YEAR COPPER LEAD ZINC PETROLEUM
1801-10 est. 10000
1811-20 est. 15000
1821 1900
1822 1900
1823 2068
1824 1987
1825 2232
1826 2379
1827 4490
1828 7452
1829 8572
1830 8000
1831 7500
1832 10000
1833 11000
1834 12000
1835 13000
1836 15000
1837 13500
1838 15000
1839 17500
1840 17000
1841 20500
1842 24000
1843 25000
1844 26000
1845 112 30000
1846 168 28000
1847 336 28000
1848 561 25000
1849 784 23500
1850 728 22000
1851 1008 18500
1852 1232 15700
1853 2240 16800
1854 2495 16500
1855 3360 15800
1856 4480 16000
1857 5376 15800
1858 6160 15300 20
1859 7056 16400 50 2
1860 8064 15600 800 500
1861 8400 14100 1500 2114
1862 10580 14200 1500 3057
1863 9520 14800 1700 2611
1864 8960 15300 1800 2116
1865 9520 14700 2100 2498
1866 9968 16100 2000 3598
1867 11200 15200 3200 3347
1868 12992 16400 3700 3646
1869 14000 17500 4300 4215
1870 14114 17830 5400 5261
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STATISTICS OF ANNUAL UNITED STATES PRODUCTION
OF COPPER, LEAD, ZINC AND PETROLEUMVI
YEAR
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
COPPER
14560
14000
17360
19600
20160
21280
23520
24080
25740
30240
35840
45323
57763
72473
82938
78882
90734
113181
113388
129882
142061
172499
164677
177094
190307
230031
247039
263256
284333
303059
301036
329754
349022
406269
444392
458903
434498
471285
546476
540080
548616
621634
612242
575069
694005
963925
943060
954267
643210
604531
LEAD
19970
25720
41940
51230
58590
62940
80380
89130
90840
95725
114.,495
129780
140297
136297
126192
127189
141630
147379
151787
139720
174511
168266
158969
153911
159649
179749
198498
202203
202121
260918
256610
267286
280615
297602
307514
336200
352381
311666
352839
375402
391995
392517
411878
512794
507026
552228
548450
539905
424433
476849
Z INC
6900
7800
9600
13100
16700
17000
17500
19000
21000
23239
30000
33765
36872
38544
40688
42641
50340
55903
58860
63683
80873
87260
78832
75328
89686
81499
99980
115399
129051
123886
140822
156927
159219
186702
203849
199694
223745
190749
230235
252479
271621
323907
337252
343418
458135
563451
584597
492405
452272
450045
(Cont'd)
PETROLEUM
5205
6293
9894
10927
8788
9133
13350
15397
19914
26286
27661
30350
23450
24218
21859
28065
28283
27612
35164
45824
54293
50515
48431
49344
52892
60950
60476
55364
57071
63621
69389
88767
100461
117081
134717
126494
166095
178527
183171
209557
220449
222935
248446
265763
281104
300767
335316
355928
378367
442929
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STATISTICS OF ANNUAL UNITED STATES PRODUCTION
OF COPPER, LEAD, ZINC AND PETROLEUM (Cont' d)
YEAR
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
COPPER
252793
475143
717500
817125
837435
869811
842020
912950
1001432
697195
521356
272005
225000
244227
381294
611410
834661
562328
712675
909084
966072
1087991
1092939
1003379
782726
599656
862872
842477
757931
911352
930774
927365
943391
834381
1007311
eF1117000
LEAD
398222
468746
543841
566407
654921
680685
668320
626202
672498
573740
390260
255337
259616
299841
310505
387698
443142
331964
420967
433065
470517
467367
406544
394443
356535
293309
381109
339413
404449
418809
342644
383358
328012
322271
321132
es. 340000
ZINC
198232
353274
508335
515831
555631
611991
576960
591525
612136
489361
291996
207148
306010
355366
412184
491803
551165
436007
491058
589988
652599
629957
594250
574453
467084
459205
510058
537966
591454
588291
621826
575828
495436
380312
582913
COPPER, Smelter production from domestic ores.(Sh.tons)
Source: 1845-1925, U.S. Department of Commerce,Economic Paper 1.
1926-1956, U.S. Bureau of Mines, as reported by Metal Statistics.
LEAD, Smelter production from domestic ores.(Sh.tons)
Source: 1801-1925, U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Paper 5.
1926-1956, U.S. Bureau of Mines, as reported by Metal Statistics.
ZINC, Smelter production of slab zinc from domestic ores.(Sh.tons)
Source: 1858-1907, U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Paper 2.
19=0-955, U.S. Bureau of Mines, as reported by Metal Statistics.
PETROLEUM, Thousands of U.S. barrels (42 U.S. gallons).
Source: 1859-1953, World Oil, August 15,1955 issue.
1953-1956, Metal Statistics, 1957.
PETROLEUM
472183
557531
732407
713940
763743
770874
901129
901474
1007323
898011
851081
785159
905656
908065
996596
1099687
1279160
1214355
1264962
1353214
1402228
1386645
1505613
1677904
1713655
1733939
1856987
2020185
1841940
1973574
2247711
2289836
2357082
2314988
2488428
est2619950
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STATISTICS OF CUMULATIVE UNITED STATES PRODUCTION
OF COPPER, LEAD, ZINC AND PETROLEUM
YEAR COPPER LEAD ZINC PETROLEUM
1801-10 10000
1811-20 25000
1821 26900
1822 28800
1823 30868
1824 32855
1825 35087
1826 37466
1827 41956
1828 49408
1829 57980
1830 65980
1831 73480
1832 83480
1833 94480
1834 106480
1835 119480
1836 134480
1837 147980
1838 162980
1839 180480
1840 197480
1841 217980
1842 241980
1843 266980
1844 292980
1845 112 322980
1846 280 350980
1847 616 378980
1848 1177 403980
1849 1961 427480
1850 2688 449480
1851 3696 467980
1852 4928 483680
1853 7168 500480
1854 9663 516980
1855 13023 532780
1856 17503 548780
1857 22879 564580
1858 29039 579880 20
1859 36095 596280 70 2
1860 44128 611880 870 502
1861 52528 625980 2370 2616
1862 63108 640180 3870 56731863 72628 654980 5570 8284
1864 81588 670280 7370 10400
1865 91108 684980 9470 12898
1866 101076 701080 11470 16496
1867 112276 716280 14670 198431868 125268 732870 18370 234891869 139268 750180 22670 27704
1870 152880 768010 28070 32965
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STATISTICS OF CUMULATIVE UNITED STATES PRODUCTION
OF COPPER, LEAD, ZINC AND PETROLEUM
YEAR
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
COPPER
167440
181440
198800
218400
238560
259840
283360
307440
333200
363440
399280
444603
502336
574839
657777
736659
827393
940574
1053962
1183844
1325905
1498404
1663081
1840175
2030482
2260513
2507552
2770808
3055141
3358200
3659236
3988990
4338012
4744281
5188673
5647576
6082074
6553359
7099835
7639915
8188531
8810165
9422407
9997476
10691481
11655406
12598466
13552733
14195943
14800474
LEAD
787980
813700
855640
906870
965460
1028400
1108780
1197910
1288750
1384475
1498970
1628750
1769047
1905344
2031536
2158725
2300355
2447734
2599521
2739241
2913752
3082018
3240987
3394898
3554547
3734296
3932794
4134997
4337118
4598036
4856646
5123932
5404547
5702149
6009663
6345863
6698244
7009910
7362749
7738151
8130146
8522663
8934541
9447335
9954361
10506589
11055039
11594944
12019377
12496226
ZINC
34970
42770
52370
65470
82170
99170
116670
135670
156670
179909
209909
243674
280546
319090
359778
402419
452759
508662
567522
631205
712078
799338
878170
953498
1043184
1124683
1224663
1340062
1469113
1592999
1733821
1890748
2049967
2236669
2440518
2640212
2863957
3054706
3284931
3537410
3809031
4132938
4470190
4813608
5271743
5835194
6419791
6912196
7364468
7814513
PETROLEUM
38170
44463
54357
65284
74072
83205
96555
111952
131866
158152
185813
216163
239613
263831
285690
313755
342038
369650
404814
450638
504931
555446
603877
653221
706113
767073
827549
882913
939984
1003605
1072994
1161761
1262222
1379303
1514020
1640514
1806609
1985136
2168307
2377864
2598313
2821248
3069694
3335457
3616561
3917328
5252644
4608572
4986939
5429868
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STATISTICS OF CUMULATIVE UNITED STATES PRODUCTION
OF COPPER, LEAD, ZINC AND PETROLEUM
COPPER
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
LEAD
15053267
15528410
16245910
17063035
17900470
18770281
19612301
20525251
25126683
22223878
22745234
23017239
23242239
23486466
23867760
24479170
15313831
25876159
26588834
27497918
28463990
29551981
30644920
31648299
32431085
33030741
33893613
34736090
35494021
36405373
37336147
38263512
39206903
40041284
41048595
est.42165595
ZINC
12894448
13363194
13907035
14473442
15128363
15809048
16477368
17103570
17776068
18349808
18740068
18995405
19255021
19554862
19865367
20253065
20696207
21028171
21449138
21882203
22352720
22820087
23226631
23621074
23977609
24270918
24652027
24991440
25395889
25814698
26157342
26540700
26868712
27190983
27512115
est.27852115
YEAR
Source: See Annual Data.
Units: Copper, Lead and Zinc -short tons.
Petroleum -thousands of U.S. barrels.
8012745
8366019
8874354
9390185
9945816
10557807
11134767
11726292
12338428
12827789
13119785
13326933
13632943
13988309
14400493
14892296
15443461
15879468
16370526
16960514
17613113
18243070
18837320
19411773
19878857
20338062
20848120
21386086
21977540
22565831
23187657
23763485
24258921
24639233
25222146
PETROLEUM
5902051
6459582
7191989
7905929
8669672
9440546
10341675
11243149
12250472
13148483
13999564
14784723
15690379
16598444
17595040
18694727
19973887
21188242
22453204
23806418
25208646
26595291
28100904
29778808
33492463
33226402
35083389
37103574
38945514
40919088
43166799
45456635
47813717
50128705
52617133
est.55237083
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ESTIMATED UNITED STATES PETROLEUM
RESERVES AND DISCOVERIES
ESTIMATED
PROVED RESERVES
TO END OF YEAR
ACCUMULATIVE
DISCOVERIES
TO END OF YEAR
1859-99 Incl.
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
2500000
2900000
3000000
3200000
3400000
3600000
3800000
3800000
3900000
4000000
4200000
4500000
5000000
5400000
5500000
5400000
5500000
5900000
5900000
6200000
6700000
7200000
7800000
7600000
76ooooo
7500000
8500000
8800000
10500000
11000000
13200000
13600000
13000000
12300000
12000000
12177000
12400000
13063400
15507268
17348146
18483012
19024515
3439984
3903605
4072994
4361761
4662222
4979303
5314020
5440514
5706609
5985136
6368307
6877864
7598313
8221248
8569694
8735457
9116561
9817328
10152644
10808572
11686939
12629868
14059582
14791989
15405929
17169672
18240546
20841675
22243149
25450472
26748483
26999564
27084723
27690379
28775444
29995040
31758127
35479659
38533723
40932845
42826195
44795158
YEAR,
mmwlwdmmw
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ESTIMATED UNITED STATES PETROLEUM
RESERVES AND DISCOVERIES (Cont'd)
ESTIMATED
PROVED RESERVES
TO END OF YEAR
19589296
20082793
20064152
20453231
20826813-19941846*
20873560
21487685
23280444
24649489
25268398
27468031
27960554
28944828
29560746
29943122
ACCUMULATIVE
DISCOVERIES
TO END OF YEAR
46674134
48158920
50226420
52336719
51451752
54109814
56574384
60369591
63557436
66187486
70634830
73417189
76758545
79689451
82560255
* 1918-1945 Reserve Estimates are for crude and
condensates, after 1945 crude only.
Source: Twentieth Century Petroleum Statistics,
DeGolyer and MacNaughton,1955.
Units: Thousands of U.S. barrels.
YEAR,
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.
UNITED STATES POPULATION. (OFFICIAL CENSUS)
YEAR POPULATION
1790 3,929,000
1800 5,308,483
1810 7,239,881
1820 9,638,453
1830 12,866,020
1840 17,069,453
1850 23,191,876
1860 31,443,321
1870 38,558,371
1880 50,155,783
1890 62,947,714
1900 75,994,575
1910 91,972,266
1920 105,710,620
1930 122,775,046
1940 131,669,275
1950 150,697,361
1955 165,248,000 est.
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RUN M361
SAP FITTINGM361
PROG0000
PROIU001
-,I
PRG OFF PRO6000
SMT OFF PROGOO0
LOGISTIC CURVE M361 JAMES A.L. WHITEMAY,1958 PROGO0U
01000 ORG 512 PROGOO0
01000 0 07400 4 04166 START TSX LOAD#4 PROG__0
01001 0 00000 0 16763 PZE K PROO0
01002 -0 50000 0 16761 CAL NY ADDRESS MODIFICATION PRO0
01003 0 76000 0 00006 COM PROG000
01004 0 40000 0 03116 ADD ONE EROGOO1
01005 -0 32000 0 11164 ANA MASK PROGO01
01006 0 76700 0 00022 ALS 18
01007 0 62200 0 01070 STD BACK PROGG01
01010 0 50000 0 16761 CLA NY PROGO01
01011 0 62100 0 01073 STA LOCNY PROGO01
01012 ) 76700 0 00022 ALS 18 PROGO01
01013 0 62200 0 01111 STD GO+4 PROGO0I
01014 -0 50000 0 16762 CAL NK PROG001
01015 0 76000 0 00006 COM PROGOO1
01016 0 40000 0 03116 ADD ONE
01017 -0 32000 0 11164 ANA MASK
01020 0 76700 0 00022 ALS 18
1021 0 62200 0 01233 STD CYCLE PROGO02
01022 0 50000 0 11156 CLA LX PROG002
01023 0 4)000 0 16760 ADD NX PROGO02
J1024 0 40000 0 11163 ADD FIFTY
01025 0 40200 0 03116 SUB ONE PROGO02
01026 0 76700 0 00022 ALS 18 PRO6002
01027 0 62200 0 01215 STD PRAM PROGO02
01030 0 14000 0 01031 TOV *+1 R3
01031 0 50000 0 11156 CLA LX PROGO03
01032 0 40000 0 16760 ADD NX
01033 0 62100 0 01242 STA FWA5+1 PROGO03
01034 0 62100 0 01246 STA FWA5+5 PROGO03
01035 0 62100 0 01252 STA FWA5+9
01036 0 62100 0 01276 STA FWA5+29
071037 0 _62100 0 01301 STA FWA5+32 PROGO03
01040 0 62100 0 01304 STA FWA5+35 PRO3
01041 0 50000 0 16755 CLA ITEM PROGO03
01042 0 76000 0 00006 COM PRO6004
01043 0 40000 0 03116 ADD ONE PROGO04
21044 0 76700 0 00022 ALS 18 P06004
01045 0 62200 0 01230 STD RUNS PROG04:
01046 0 50000 0 16756 CLA SIZE
01047 0 60100 1 01200 STO NUMB+3 PROGO04
41050 0 50000 0 11157 CLA LY PROGO04
01051 0 40000 0 16761 ADD NY PROG004
01052 0 62100 0 01311 STA FWA5+40 PRUGWO4
01053 0 07400 4 04001 TSX WOT,4 PROGOO4
01054 0 11173 0 11165 PZE NAME,,NAME+6 PRO5
01055 0 53400 1 11160 LXA IRO,1 PUT ZERO IN IR ONE PROGO05
01056 0 53400 2 11160 BEGIN LXA IRO2 PUT ZERO IN IR TWO PROG0052
01057 0 50000 1 16763 LOOP CLA K,1 K TO AC PROGO053
01060 0 30200 2 17014 FSB Ys2 K-Y PROGO054
10-61_ ) 240 0 0 2 17014 FDH Y , 2 K-Y/Y PROGO055
01062 0 76000 0 00000 CLM CLEAR AC PROGO55
01063 0 76300 0 00043 LLS 35 MQ TO AC PROGO057
C1064 0 07400 4 04020 TSX S820LN,4 LOG LOOKUP PROGOO5$
01065 0 42000 0
01066 0 60100 2
'1067 1 77777 2
70000 HPR 0 RETURN X MINUS
05224 STO TEMP*2 STORE LOGS
01070 TXl *+1%2%-l
3
4
7
8
9
0
2~~
4--
5
6
? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3
4-
5 ____
7
8
9
3
4
5
6 ______ ____
7
3
4.
PROG0059
PROGOO6
PROG0061
01070 3 00000 2 01057 BACK TXH LOOP,2,0 DECR WILL HAVE 2S COMP OF NO OF Y- PROGO06
01071 0 07400 4 01315 TSX LSQPF,4 FIT A THIRD ORDER POLYNOMIAL PROGO06
01072 0 05224 0 17406 PZE X,0,TEMP LOCATION OF X- AND Yl
01073 -0 05616 3 00000 LOCNY MZE 0,3,3POL ADDRESS WILL BE NUMBER OF YS PROGO06
A 01074 0 00000 0 00000 HTR ERROR RETURN
01075 0 50000 1 16763 CLA K1 K TO AC PROGOO6
01076 0 60100 0 05633 STO FWA1 K TO FWAI PRO3006
01077 -0 63400 1 05631 SXD KEEP1,1 STORE IR ONE IN KEEP1 PROGO06
01100 0 53400 1 11161 LXA COCOt1 PUT 4 IN COCO
01101 0 50000 1 05631 COUNT CLA 3POL+11,1 PUT COEFFS INTO FWA1 BLOCK PROO7
01102 0 60100 1 05640 STO FWA1+5,1 PR06007
01103 2 00000 1 01101 TIX COUNT,1 PROGO07
01104 0 53400 1 16757 LXA ITER,1 COUNT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS PROGQ01
01105 0 07400 4 02427 GO TSX LA5872+0,4 PROGO07
01106 0 42000 0 00000 HPR RETURN SINGULAR SET PRO(,Ul
01107 0 05640 0 05633 PZE FWA1,0,FWA2 PROGO07
01110 0 05703 0 05645 PZE FWA3,0,FWA4 PROG007
01111 0 00000 0 01241 PZE FWA5,0.0 DECR WILL CONTAIN NUMBER OF YSPROGO07
01112 0 00036 0 00005 P7E 5,0,30 K EQUALS 5 PROGOO
01113 2 00001 1 01105 TIX GO,1,1 PROGO08
PARAMETERS ARE COMPUTED. FOLLOWING COMPUTE VALUE5 UP PU1NIS rKUGUUo
ON THE CURVE PLUS FIFTY FORECAST YEARS PROGO08
01114 0 6-/000 0 07351 STZ DIFSQ PUT ZERO IN DIFSQ PROG08
01115 0 50000 0 16760 CLA NX COUNT NUMBER OF XS PROGO08
01116 0 40000 0 11163 ADD FIFTY FOR FORECASTO
01117 0 62100 0 01175 STA NUMB MODIFY ADDRESS FOR SCOPE PROGOO8
01120 ) 73400 1 00000 PAX 0,1 PUT NX PLUS FIFTY IN IR ONE MUvU~
01121 0 53400 2 11160 LXA IROs2 PUT ZERO IN IR TWO PROGOO8
01122 0 56000 0 05637 CURVE LDQ FWA1+4 A3 R009
01123 0 26000 2 17406 FMP X,2 X TIMES A3 PROGO09
01124 0 30000 0 05636 FAD FWA1+3 PLUS A2 PROU 9
01125 0 6;100 0 C5632 STO DENOM PROGO09
01126 0 56000 0 05632 LDQ DENOM vRUUV
01127 0 26000 2 17406 FMP X,2 TIMES X PROGO09
01130 0 30000 0 05635 FAD FWA1+2 PLUS Al ROG009
01131 0 60100 0 05632 STO DENOM PROGO09
,1132 0 56000 0 05632 LDQ DENOM PROG009
01133 0 26000 2 17406 FMP Xt2 TIMES X PROGO09
01134 0 60100 0 05632 STO DENOM AIX + A2XSQUARE + A3XCUBt
C1135 0 50000 0 05632 CLA DENOM PROGO10
01136 0 07400 4 04067 TSX S816EX,4 EXPONENTIAL UBROUTINE PR01U
01137 0 42000 0 00000 HPR ERROR RETURN PROG010
01140 0 76500 0 00043 LRS 35 INTO MO PROGu10
01141 0 26000 0 05634 FMP FWAI+1 EXPONENTIAL TIMES AO PROGO10
01142 0 30000 0 03116 FAD ONE PKUU
01143 0 60100 0 05632 STO DENOM THIS THE DENOMINATOR OF THE FRACTION PROG10
01144 0 50000 0 05633 CLA FWAl K
01145 0 24000 0 05632 FDH DENOM
01146 -0 60000 2 06364 STO POINT,2 A POINT ON THE CURVE PROGQ11
A ROOT MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION WILL BE COMPUTEDNEXT. PROGO11
01147 -3 00062 1 01157 TXL STUP,1,50 WHEN IR 1 CONTAINS 50 NO MORE YOB5ER t'0i011
01150 0 50000 2 17014 CLA Y,2 PROGo11
01151 0 30200 2 06364 FSB POINT,2 YOBS MINUS YCALC PROG11
')1152 0 60100 2 07041 STO DEV,2 DEVIATION PROGO11
01153 0 56000 2 07041 LDQ DEV,2 PROGO11
01154 0 26000 2 07041 FMP DEV,2 DEVIATION SQUARED PROG011
01155 0 40000 0 07351 ADD DIFSQ ADD TO CONTENTS OF DIt-SQ V0611
1156 _060100 0 07351 STO DIFSQ STORE TOTAL IN DIFSQ PROG011
01157 1 77777 2 01160 STUP TXI *+1,2,-1 COMPUTE CURVE VALUES FOR ALLVALUESUF'X PROGO17C
01160 2 00001 1 01122 TIX CURVE,1,1 PROGO12
2
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3
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8
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2
3
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3
5
7
38---_ _ _
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01162 0 24000 0 16761 FDH NY DIVIDE BY NUMBER OF FINTS PROGO123
01163 0 76000 0 00000 CLM PRO60124
01164 0 76300 0 00043 LLS 35 PROGO125
01165 0 07400 4 03124 TSX SQRT,4 TAKE SQUARE ROOT PROG0126
01166 0 02000 0 01171 TRA *+3 ERROR RETURN PROGO127
01167 0 60100 0 07040 STO RMSD THE RMSD IS STORED HERE PROGO128
01170 0 07000 0 01172 TRA *+2 READY TO PRINT OUT PROGO129
A 01171 0 00000 0 00000 HTR PROGO190
A0EQUATIONVALUESAND RMS DEV STORED IN FWA4 TO FWA4+5POINT# PROGO131
TO POINT + NY + 50 AND RMSD.CURVE WILL NOW BE PLOTTED PROGO132
01172 0 76000 0 00030 CFF CHANGE FILM FRAME PROGO133
01173 1 07400 4 03007 TSX SCOPE,4 PROGO134
01174 0 06364 0 17406 PZE XtPOINT LOCATIONS OF FIRST X AND FIRST Y PROGO135
01175 0 00000 0 00000 NUMB PZE NUMBER OF POINTS PROGO136
01176 +210764000000 DEC 250.,0. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES OF X PROGO137
01177 +000000000000
01200 +000000000000 DEC 0.0. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES OF Y PROG138
01201 +000000000000
01202 0 53400 3 11160 LXA IRO,3 PROGO139
01203 n 50000 1 17406 MOVE CLA X,1 PROG140
01204 0 60100 2 07352 STO PRBLK,2 PROG141
01205 0 50000 1 1.7014 CLA Y,1 PROGO142
S1206 0 60100 2 07353 STO PRBLK+1,2 PROG143
01207 0 50000 1 06364 CLA POINT,1 PROGO144
01210 0 60100 2 07354 STO PRBLK+2,2 PROG145
01211 0 50000 1 07041 CLA DEVl PROGO146
01_2 0 60100 2 07355 STO PRBLK+3,2 PROG147
01213 1 77774 2 01214 TXI *+1,2,-4 PROGO148
__214 1 77777_1_01215 TXI *+1,1,-1 PROGO149
01215 3 00000 1 01203 PRAM TXH MOVE,1,0 PROG0150
L1?16 0 07400 4 04001 TSX WOT,4 PROGO151
01217 0 11210 0 11173 PZE HEADOtHEAD+13 p
01220 0 J7400 4 11217 TSX FORM,4 p
01221 0 11156 0 07352 PZE PRBLK,0,PRBLK+900
01222 0 07400 4_11224 TSX 0,4_p
01223 0 07040 0 07040 PZE RMSD,0,RMSD-p
01224 0 07_4Q411227 TSX R,4 PROG
01225 0 05710 0 05703 PRINC PZE FWA4,0tFWA4+5
01226 0 53400 1 11160 LXA IRO9lP
U1227 1 77777 1 01230 TXI *+1,1,-1
_1730  00000  91000 RUNS TXH START,1,0_p
01231 -0 53400 1 05631 LXD KEEP1,1
01732 1 77777 1 12 'A TX! *+191,PROGO162
'1233 3 0000 1 01056 CYCLE TXH (EGINPROGO153
10 76000 0 000340 CFF
235 077200000201 HLT PRG01
01237 070000000001 
__
01P0 00R1000G0016
THIS IS A FUNCTION ROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE -PARTIALS POO6
____--o 1 4 1~' 56000 0 05637 FWA5 LDQ FWA1+4 A3 PRG16______
1242 0 26000 2 00000 MPP2 X TIMES A3ROG16
1'3 3 00000 10156 CCL6XHBEIP10 Ri O6
_______- 012I~03000 00566 ____ FAD FWAI+3 PLUS A2 ____ 
__ RGIO________
r'1244 0 60100 0 05223 STO EPROG065
01241 0 56000 0 05223 LDQ E PROG0168
n1242 0 26000 2 00000 fMP^0,2 X TIMeS 3 ROG16
U1246 0 2u0u 2000Iuu
01247 0 30000 0 05635
01250 0 60100 0 05223
01251 -0 56000 0 05223
FMP 0,2
FAD FWA1+2
STO E
LDQ E
TIMES X
PLUS Al
PROGO 113
PROG0174
PROG 175
PROG0176
Now
01161 0 50000 0 07351 PROGO122CLA DIFSQ
01252 0 26000 2 00000 FMP 0,2 TIMES X PROGO177
01753 0 60100 0 05223 STO E AIX + A2XSQUARE + A3XCUBE PROGO178
01254 0 07400 4 04067 TSX S816EX4 pRO61
0125 0 00000 0 00000 HTR 0 PROGO180
012$6 0 60100 0 05223 STO E PROG0181
01257 0 76500 0 00043 LRS 35 PROG182
01260 0 26000 0 05634 FMP FWA1+1 EXPONENTIAL TIMES AO PRO18
011 0 30000 0 03116 FAD ONE PLUS 1 PROGO184
01262 0 60100 0 05221 STO G 1+ Ao TIMES EXPONENTIAL PRQ60185
01263 0 50000 0 03116 CLA ONE PROGO186
01264 0 24000 0 05221 FDH G POGOI
01265 -1 60000 0 05640 STQ FWA2 PROGO188
01266 0 50200 0 05633 CLS FWA1 PUT -K IN THE AC pRU60189
01?67 0 76500 0 00043 LRS 35 PROG0190
21270 0 26000. 0 05223 FMP E p
01271 0 24000 0 05221 FDH G pROGO19
01272 -0 60000 0 05641 STQ FWA2+1 PARTIAL WRT AO PROG0193
01273 0 56000 0 05641 LDQ FWA2+1 PROGO194
01274 0 26000 0 05634 FMP FWA1+1 MULT BY AO PROGO195
01275 0 24000 0 05221 FDH G PROGO196
11276 0 26000 2 0000 FMP 0,2 MULT BY X PRUb019
01277 0 60100 0 05642 STO FWA2+2 PARTIAL WRT Al PROGO198
01300 0 56000 0 05642 LDQ FWA2+2 p0G019
01301 0 26000 2 00000 FMP 092 MULT BY X PROGO200
01302 0 60100 0 05643 STO FWA2+3 PARTIAL WRT A2 p
01303 0 56000 0 05643 LDQ FWA2+3 PROGO202
01304 0 26000 2 00000 FMP 0.2 MULT BY X pRUbU203
Q,1305 0 60100 0 05644 STO FWA2+4 PARTIAL WRT A3 PROG0204
01306 0 50000 0 05633 CLA FWA1 PUT K IN AC PR050205
01307 0 24000 0 05221 FDH G CALCULATE AN APPROXIMATE VALUE OF Y PROGO206
01310 -0 60000 0 05222 STQ YCALC PROGO207
01311 0 50000 2 00000 CLA 0,2 PROGO208
01312 0 30200 0 05222 FSB YCALC YOBS MINUS YCALC pKuU2
01313 0 76500 0 00043 LRS 35 PROGO210
01314 0 02000 4 00001 FINISH TRA 1.4 1
01315 -0 63400 4 02364 LSQPF SXD LSQPF+0551.4 CLLSQI01
01316 0 50000 4 00001 CLA 1,4 WORD IN N+1 10 ALL cLLSQ10 2
01317 0 62100 0 02347 STA LSQPF+0538 STORE A CLLSQ103
1320 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 18 cLL5lU4
01321 0 60100 0 02350 STO LSQPF+0539 STORE B CLLSQ105
01322 -0 63400 2 02425 SXD LSQPF+0584,2 C
01323 0 50000 4 00002 CLA 294 CLLSQI07
01324 0 62100 0 02367 STA LSQPF+0554 STORE N CLLQ10
01325 0 73400 2 00000 PAX 0,2 N IN IR 2 CLLSQ109
01326 0 76500 0 00022 LRS 18L 1
01327 0 62100 0 02351 STA LSQPF+0540 STORE C CLLSQ1
01330 0 76000 0 00000 CLM LLQ112
01331 0 76300 0 00003 LLS 3 CLLSQ113
01332 0 62100 0 02352 STA LSQPF+0541 STORE P cLSQf14
01333 0 50000 0 02347 CLA LSQPF+0538 CLLSQi15
01334 3 40000 0 02367 ADD LSQPF+0554 A+LL 116
1335 0 62100 0 01350 STA LSQPF+0027 A+N CLLSQA17
01336 0 62100 0 01354 STA LSQPF+0031 LLLU11U
01337 062100_0_01464 STALSQPF+0103 CLLSQ119
01340 0 62100 0 02127 STA LSQPF+0394 CLLSQI20
01341 -0 63400 1 02426 SXD LSQPF+0585,1 CLLSQ121
1342 0 50000 0 02350 CLA LSQPF+0539 B
01343 0 40000 0 02367 ADD LSQPF+0554 B+N CkLSQ123
01344 0 62100 0 01546 STA LSQPF+0153 cLLSQ124
01345 0 62100 0 02135 STA LSQPF+0400 CLLSQI25
01346 0 76000 0 00012 DCT
01347 0 02000 0 01350 TRA LSQPF+0027 CLLSQI2
01350 0 50000 2 00000 CLA 0,2 A+1 CLdSlIZ
01351 0 76000 0 00003 SSP CLLSQ129
01352 2 00001 2 01354 TIX LSQPF+0031#2*1 CLLSOi3O
01153 6 0000 0 01360 TRA LSQPF+0035 CLLSQ131
01354 0 56000 2 00000 LDQ 0,2 A+I+1 CLLSQ132
01355 0 76500 0 00000 LRS 0 CLLSQ133
01356 0 04000 0 01352 TLQ LSQPF+0029 CLLSQ134
01357 0 02000 0 01350 TRA LSQPF+0027 CLLSQI35
01360 0 60100 0 05710 STO COMMON STORE X MAX CLLSQ136
01361 0 10000 0 02420 TZE LSQPF+0579 CLLSQI37
01362 0 50000 0 02352 CLA LSQPF+0541 pCLLS138
01363 0 40000 0 02353 ADD LSQPF+0542 P+1 CLLSQ139
01364 0 60100 0 05711 STO COMMON+1 LLSQ140
01365 0 76700 0 00022 ALS 18 CLL$Ql_41
01366 0 60100 0 05720 STO COMMON+8 P+1 IN DECR. COMMON+8 CLLSQ142
01367 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 18 CLL$QI43
01370 0 40000 0 02354 ADD LSQPF+0543 P+4 CLLSQI44
01371 0 60100 0 05716 STO COMMON+6 CLLSQ145
41372 0 56000 0 05716 LDQ COMMON+6
01373 0 20000 0 05711 MPY COMMON+1 _CLLS147
01374 0 76500 0 00001 LRS 1 CLLSQ14B
01375 -0 60000 0 05712 STQ COMMON+2 (P+1)(P+4)/2 CLLSQ149
01376 0 50000 0 05712 CLA COMMON+2 CLLSQ150
01377 0 76700 0 00022 ALS 18 CLLSQ1
01400 0 60100 0 05717 STO COMMON+7 (P+1)(P+4)/2 IN DECR CLLSQ1 2
01401 0 40200 0 05720 SUB COMMON+8 CLLSQ153
01402 0 60100 0 05721 STO COMMON+9 (P+1)(P+4)/2-(P+1) IN DECR CLLSQI54
01403 0 50000 0 05712 CLA COMMON+2 CLLSQ15
01404 0 40000 0 02355 ADD LSQPF+0544 CLLSQIS6
01405 0 62100 0 01473 STA LSQPF+0110 COMMON+A+(P+1)(P+4)/2 CLLSQI57
01406 0 62100 0 01555 STA LSQPF+0160 CLLSQ1SS
01407 0 62100 0 01556 STA LSQPF+0161 CLLSQI59
01410 0 62100 0 01570 STA LSQPF+0171 CLLSQ160
01411 0 62100 0 01576 STA LSQPF+0177
01412 1 62100 0 01602 STA LSOPF+0181 CLL5Q162
01413 0 62100 0 01647 STA LSOPF+0218
01414 0 40000 0 02367 ADD LSQPF+0554 COMMON+P+1*P+4/2+N Ctt$0164
01415 0 62100 0 01466 STA LSQPF+0105 CLLSQI65
)1416 0 62100 0 01534 STA LSQPF+0143 CLLSQ166
01417 0 62100 0 01536 STA LSQPF+0145 CLLSQ167
01420 0 50000 0 02355 CLA LSQPF+0544
01421 0 4 -000 0 02352 ADD LSQPF+0541 COMMON+A+P+2 CLLSQ169
01422 0 40000 0 02356 ADD LSQPF+0545 CLLSQi10
01 423 0 62100 0 01613 STA LSQPF+0190 CLLSQ171
01424 0 50000 0 02352 CLA LSQPF+0541 CLLSQ172
01425 0 76700 0 00001 ALS 1 2P CLLSQ173
01426 0 40000 0 02355 ADD LSQPF+0544 COMMON+A+2P CLLSQ174
014?7 0 40000 0 02354 ADD LSQPF+0543 COMMON+A+2P+3 CLLSQ175
11430 0 62100 0 01615 STA LSQPF+0192 CLLSQ176
01431 0 62100 0 01616 STA LSQPF+0193 CLLSQl7
(1432 0 50000 0 02352 CLA LSQPF+0541 P CI1T1
01433 0 40000 0 02366 ADD LSQPF+0553 5 CLLSQ179
01434 0 60100 0 02371 STO LSQPF+0556 CLLSQ180
01435 0 56000 0 02371 LDQ LSQPF+0556 CLLSQ181
01436 0 20000 0 02352 MPY LSQPF+0541 PIP+5) CLLSQI82
76500 0 00001-
60000 0 02371
50000 0 02371
LRS 1
STQ LSQPF+0556
CLA LSQPF+0556
P(P+5)/2 CLLSQ183
CLLSQ184
CLLSQ185
01437 0-
01440 *-0
01441-0 r
01442 0 40000 0 02351 ADD LSQPF+0540 C+PP+CLLQ186
01443 0 62100 0 01650 STA LSQPF+0219 CLLSQ187
01444 0 62100 0 01707 STA LSQPF+0250 CLL5Q18
01445 0 62100 0 01711 STA LSQPF+0252 CLLSQI89
01446 0 62100 0 01712 STA LSQPF+0253 CLLSQX90
01447 0 62100 0902017 STA LSQPF+0322 CLLSQ191
01450 0 62100 0 02107 STA LSQPF+0378 CLL5Q192
01451 0 62100 0 02244 STA LSQPF+0471 CLLSQ193
01452 0 62100 0 02251 STA LSQPF+0476
01453 9 62100 0 02262 STA LSQPF+0485 CLLSQ19
01454 0 62100 0 02273 STA LSOPF+0494
01455 0 62100 0 02305 STA LSQPF+0504 CLLSQ197
01456 0 62100 0 02317 STA LSQPF+0514 CLLSQ198
r1457 0 62100 0 02332 STA LSQPF+0525 CLLSQ199
%1460 0 62100 0 02342 STA LSQPF+0533 LLLSI1
-01461 0 62100 0 02156 STA LSQPF+0417 CLLSQ10A
01462 0 53400 2 02367 LXA LSQPF+0554#2 N IN IR 2LL5Q10B
01463 0 16100 0 01464 TQO LSQPF+0103 CLLSQ10C
01464 0 50000 2 00000 CLA 0,2 X LLLQU
01465 0 24100 0 05710 FDP COMMON CLLSQI0E
01466 -0 60000 2 00000 STQ 0,2
01467 2 00001 2 01464 TIX LSQPF+0103,2,1 CLLSQ10G
01470 0 16100.0 02420 TOO LSQPF+0579 LLL5Q10M
n- 0_ 1471 53400 2 05712 LXA COMMON+2,2 (P+1)(P+4)/2 CLLSQ10I
01472 0 50000 0 02365 CLA LSQPF+O552 CLLQI1+
01473 0 60100 2 0000 STO 0,2 SET STORAGES TO ZERO CLLSQ11A
01474 2 00001 2 01473 TIX LSQPF+0110,2,1
01475 0 50000 0 02352 CLA LSQPF+0541 CLLSQ11C
01476 0 40200 0 02353 SUB LSQPF+0542 P-1 CLLSQi1D
01477 0 60100 0 05713 STO COMMON+3 CLSQ-
01500 0 40000 0 02354 ADDLQF+0543 LLLSQ11E
01501 0 60100 0 05714 STO COMMON+4 P+2 CLLSQ1G
01502 0 40200 0 02355 SUB LSQPF+0544
01503 0 62100 0 01710 STA LSQPF+0251 COMMON+A-N-2
01504 0 50000 0 02357 CLA LSQPF+0546 COMMON+10
01505 1 40000 0 02352 ADD LSQPF+0541
01506 0 62100 0 01614 STA LSQPF+0191 COMMON+10+P
01507 0 62100 0 01541 STA LSQPF+0148
01510 0 40200 0 02353 SUB LSQPF+0542
1511 0 62100 0 01543 STA LSQPF+0150 COMMON+9+P
01512 0 40000 0 02356 ADD LSQPF+0545
,1513 0 62100 0 01544 STA LSQPF+0151 COMMON+11+P
01514 0 62100 0 02020 STA LSQPF+0323
01515 0-67100 0 .02110 STA LSQPF+0379
01516 0 62100 0 01577 STA LSQPF+0178
01517 Q 40000 0 02353 ADD LSQPF+0542
01520 0 62100 0 01547 STA LSQPF+0154 COMMN+12P+ - -+.L5
01521 0 62100 0 01553 STA LSQPF+0158
01522 9 62100 0 01554 STA LSQPF+0159 COMMO+ 1247--
01523 0 50000 0 01745 CLA LSQPF+0280
01524 0 40000 0 02352 ADD LSQPF+0541 COMMON+A+15+P
.01525 0 62100 0 01754 STA LSQPF+0287
01526 0 40200 0 02353 SUB LSQPF+0542
91527 0 62100 0 01753 STA LSQPF+0286 COMMON+A+14+P
01530 0 50000 0 02410 CLA LSQPF+0571
01531 0 60100 0 05722 STO COMMON+10
01532 0 53400 2 02367 LXA LSQPF+0554#2 N IN IR 2
5 0 14000 0 01534 TOV LSQPF+0143
01534 0 50000 2 00000 CLA 0,2 A+N
01535 0 60100 0 723 STO COMMON+ XCLLSQI
I-
01536 0 30000 2 00000 FAD 0,2 A+N CLLSQ14F
01337 0 60100 0 05715 $TO COMMON+5 2X? CLLSQ14G
01540 0 53400 1 05713 LXA COMMON+3,1 Pol IN 1 1 CLLSQ14H
01541 0 56000 1 00000 LDQ 0,1 COMMON+10+P CLLSQ141
01542 0 26000 0 05715 FMP COMMON+5 CLLSQ15+
01543 0 30200 1 00000 FSB 0,1 COMMON+9+P CLLSQ15A
01544 0 60100 1 00000 STO 0,1 COMMON+11+P CLLSQ15B
01545 2 00001 1 01541 TIX LSQPF+0148,1,1 CLLSQ15C
01546 0 50000 2 00000 CLA 0,2 B+N CLLSQ150
01547 0 60100 1 00000 STO 0,1 CLLSQ15E
01550 0 53400 5 05714 LXA COMMON+4,5 P+2 IN IR 1 AND IR 4 CLLSQ15F
01551 -0 63400 2 02347 SXD LSQPF+0538,2 CLLSQ15G
01552 0 53400 2 05712 LXA COMMON+2,2 (P+1)(P+4)/2 IN I.R. 2 CLLSQI5H
01553 0 56000 1 00000 LDQ Oil COMMON+12+P CLLSQ15I
01554 0 26000 4 00000 FMP 0,4
01555 0 30000 2 00000 FAD 0,2 COMMON+20+(P+1)(P+4)/2 CLLSQ16A
01556 0 60100 2 00000 STO 0,2 CLLSQ168
01557 2 00001 2 01561 TIX LSQPF+0164,2,1 CLLSQ6C
'1560 0 02000 0 01564 TRA LSQPF+0167 CLLSQI4D
)1561 2 00001 4 01553 TIX LSQPF+0158,4,1 CLLSQ16E
01562 0 53400 4 02365 LXA LSOPF+0552,4 CLLSQ16F
01563 ? 00001 5 01553 TIXLSQPF+0158,5,1 CLLSQI6G
01564 -0 53400 2 02347 LXD LSQPF+0538,2 CLLSQ6H
015 2 00001 2 01534 __ TIX LSQPF+0143,2,1 CLLSQ16I
01566 -0 53400 1 05717 LXD COMMON+7,1 CLLSQ17+
01567 0 53400 6 05711 LXA COMMON+1,6 CLLSQ17A
01570 0 50000 1 00000 CLA 0,1 CLL17
_____ 01511 0I10QQQ00Z422 TZE LSQPF+0581 CLLSQ17C
01572 0 6-100 0 02416 STO LSQPF+0577 CLLSQ170
01573 0 14Q00 0 02420 TOV LSQPF+0579 CLLSQ17E
Q 1574 0 16100 0 01575 TQO LSQPF+0176 c
01575 -2 00001 1 01641 TNX LSQPF+0212,1,1 CLESQ17G
01576 0 50000 1 00000 CLA 0,1 CLLSQ17H
01577 0 60100 2 00000 STO 0,2 _CLLSQI7
01600 0 76000 0 00002 CHS
U1601 024000 0 02416 FDH LSQPF+0577 CLLSQI8A
01602 -0 60000 1 00000 STQ 0,1 CLSl -- B
01603 2 00001 2 01575 TIX LSQPF+0176,2,1 CLLSQ18C
01604 -3 00001 1 01641 TXL LSQPF+0212,1,1 CLLSQ180
01605 0_16100_0 02420 TQOLSQPF+0579 CLLSQ18E
01606 1 77777 4 01607 TXI LSQPF+0186,4,-1 CLLSQ1F
01607 0 14000 0 01610 TOV LSQPF+0187 CLLSQ18G
01610 -0 50000 0 05711 CAL COMMON+1 cLLSQ18
01611 0 60100 0 02417 STO LSQPF+0578 CLLSQ18I
01612 0 53400 2 02417 LXA LSQPF+0578#2 CLLSQ19+
_--01613 0 56000 2 00000 LDQ 0,2 CLLSQ19A
01614 0 26000 4 00000 FMP 0,4 CLLSQ19B
01615 0 30000_2 00000 FAD 0,2 CLLSQ19C
01616 0 60100 2 00000 STO 0,2 CLLSQ19
1617 2 00001 2 01613 TIX LSQPF+0190,2,1 CLLSQ19E
01620 -0 50000 0 02417 CAL LSQPF+0578 CLLSQl9F
21621 0 40200_0 02353 SUB LSQPF+0542 CLLSQ19G
01622 0 62100 0 02417 STA LSQPF+0578 CLLSQ19H
01623 040100 _ 0161 ADMLSQPF+0192 CLLSQ191
01624 0 62100 0 01615 STA LSQPF+0192 CLLSQI0-
01625 0 62100 0 01616 STA LSQPF+0193 CLLSQ1OJ
01626 2 0JO01 4
01627 -0_50000 0
01630 0 40000 0
01631 0 62100 0
01612
01613-
05711
'D1613
TIX LSQPF+0189,4,1
CAL LSQPF+0190
ADD COMMON+1
STA LSQPF+0190
LLLSQ10K
CLLSQ10L
CLLSQ3OM
CLLSQ10N
01632 -0 50000 0 05711
01AII 0 40700 0 023S5
CAL COMMON+1
SUB LSOPF+0542
CLLSQ100
CLLSQIOP
01634 0 60100 0 05711 STO COMMON+1
01635 0 40100 0 01613 ADM LSQPF+0190
01636 0 62100 0 01615 STA LSQPF+0192
01637 0 62100 0 01616 STA LSQPF+0193
01640 1 77777 1 01567 TXI LSQPF+0170,1,-1
01641 0 53400 2 02371 LXA LSQPF+0556#2
01642 1 00001 1 01643 TXI LSQPF+0214,1tl
01643 -0 63400 1 05711 SXD COMMON+11
01644 -0-53400 4 05721 LXD COMMON+9,4
01645 -0 50000 0 05720 CAL COMMON+8
01646 0 62200 0 01651 STD LSQPF+0220
01647 0 50200 4 00000 CLS 0,4 c
01650 0 60100 2 00000 STO 0.2 ---7
01651 -2 00000 4 01656 TNX LSQPF+0225,4,0_c
01652 -0 50000 0 01651 CAL LSQPF+0220
01653 0 40200 0 02355 SUB LSQPF+0544 c
01654 0 62200 0 01651 STD LSQPF+0220 c
01655 -2 00001 2 01661 TNX LSQPF+0228.2*1
01656 2 00001 1 01647 TIX LSQPF+0218,1,1
01657 -0 53400 1 05711 LXD COMMON+1.1 c
01660 2 00001 2 01642 TIX LSQPF+0213,2,1
01661 -0 50000 0 01710 CAL LSQPF+0251
01662 0 62100 0 05717 STA COMMON+7
01663 0 53400 3 02371 LXA LSQPF+0556,3 c
01664 0 53400 4 02354 LXA LSOPF+0543,4 L
01665 -0 63400 4 01741 SXD LSQPF+0276,4 c
01666 2 00001 2 01667 TIX LSQPF+0234,2,1
01.667 0 76000 0 00000 CLM c
01670 0 62200 0 01731 STD LSQPF+0268
01671 -0 50000 0 01710 CAL LSQPF+0251
01672 0 60100 0 02417 STO LSQPF+0578 c
01673 -) 50000 0 05716 CAL COMMON+6 c
016740 40200 0 02353 SUB LSQPF+0542
01675 0 60100 0 05716 STO COMMON+6 c
"1676 0 40100 0 02417 ADM LSQPF+0578 c
01677 0 62100 0 01710 STA LSQPF+0251
01700 0 62100 0 02417 STA LSQPF+0578
01701 -0 50000 0 05716 CAL COMMON+6 C
01702 0 40200 0 02356 SUB LSQPF+0545
S01_703 0_60100 0 05711 STO COMMON+1 C
01704 0 76000 0 00000 CLM c
21705 0 62200 0 01715 STD LSOPF+0256 c
01706 0 53400 4 02365 LXA LSOPF+0552,4 -
-1707 0 56000 2 00000 LDQ 0,2
01710 0 26000 4 00000 FMP 0,4
____ 1711 30000 _1_00000 FAD 091_c
01712 0 60100 1 00000 STO 0,1-C
01713 1 00001 2 01714 TXI LSQPF+0255o2#l
01714 1 00001 4 01715 TXI LSQPF+0256,4,1Q
1715 -3 00000_4 01707 TXL LSQPF+0250,4,0 c
1716 -0 63400 4 01723 SXD LSQPF+0262,4
01717 -0 50000 0 01715 CAL LSQPF+0256_C
01720 0 40000 0 02355 ADD LSQPF+0544
01721 0 62200 0 01715 STD LSQPF+0256 C
01722 1 00001 1 01723 TXI LSQPF+0262,1,1
01723-~2 00000 2 01724 TNX LSQPF+0263,2,0 c
01724 -0 50000 0 05711 CAL COMMON+1
01725 0 40000 0 02353 ADD LSQPF+0542 CLLSQ
I
01726 0 60100 0 05711 STO COMMON+1 LtLSQ160
01727 -wO 40000 0 01710 SBM LSQPF+0251 CLLSQ16P
01730 0 62100 0 01710 STA LSQPF+0251 CLL$016O
01731 oo3 00000 4 01706 TXL LSQPF+0249,4*0 CLLSQ16R
01732 m0 50000 0 01731 CAL LSQPF+0268
01733 0 4.-000 0 02355 ADD LSQPF+0544 CLLSQI74
01734 1 62200 0 01731 STD LSQPF+0268 CLLSO17K
01735 -0 50000 0 01741 CAL LSQPF+0276 CLLSQI7L
01736 0 40000 0 02355 ADD LSQPF+0544
01737 0 62200 0 01741 STD LSQPF+0276 CLLSQ17N
01740 0 53400 1 02365 LXA LSQPF+0552,1 CLLSQI7N
01741 -2 00000 3 01743 TNX LSQPF+0278,3#0 CLLSQ17P
01742 1 00001 1 01673 TXI LSQPF+0238,1,1 CLLSQ17Q
01743 0 53400 1 02411 LXA LSQPF+0572,1 15 IN IR 1 CLLSQ17R
01744 0 50000 0 02365 CLA LSQPF+0552 CLLSQld
01745 0 6U100 1 05753 STO COMMON+35,1 CLLSQ18J
01746 2 00001 1 01745 TIX LSQPF+0280,1#1 CLLSQ18K
01747 0 53400 1 05713 LXA COMMON+3,1 P-1 IN I.R.1 CLLSQ18L
01750 0 50000 0 05710 CLA COMMON X MAX CLLSQ18M
01751 0 60100 0 05753 STO COMMON+35 CLLSQI8N
01752 0 56000 0 05710 LDQ COMMON X MAX CLLS0i80
01753 0 26000 1 00000 FMP 0,1 COMMON+20+14+P CLLSQ18P
61754 0 6-100 1 00000 STO 0,1 COMMON+2045+P CLLSQ18Q
01755 2 00001 1 01752 TIX LSQPF+0285,1,1 CLLSQ18R
01756 0 50000 0 02364 CLA LSQPF+0551 D45 CLLSQ19-
01757 0 40000 0 02352 ADD LSQPF+0541 D45+P CLLSQI9J
01760 0 62100 0 02032 STA LSQPF+0333 CLLSQI9K
01761 0 14000 10 02420 TOY LSQPF+0579
01762 -0 53400 4 02364 LXD LSQPF+0551,4 CLLSQ19M
01763 0 5-0Q0 4 00002 CLA 294 CLLSQ19N
91764 -0 12000 0 01777 TMI LSQPF+0306 CLLSQ190
01765 0 56000 0 02367 LDQ LSQPF+0554 N CLLSQ19P
01766 ) 20000 0 02352 MPY LSQPF+0541 NP
01767 0 76300 0 00065 LLS 53
01770 0 62200 0 05712 STD COMMON+2 NP IN DECR. OF DX
01_Q7L 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 18
01772 0 4'000 0. 92017 ADD LSQPF+0322 C+P(P+5)/2-NP
01773 0 62100 0 02412 STA LSQPF+0573
01774 0 50000 0 02412 CLA LSQPF+0573
_01775 0 60100 0 02136 STO LSQPF+0401
01776 0 02000 0 02001 TRA LSQPF+0308
01777 0 5,000 0 02413 CLA LSQPF+0574
02000 0 60100 0 02136 STO LSQPF+0401
02001 0 5-000 0 02367 CLA LSQPF+0554
02002 0 40000 0 02414 ADD LSQPF+0575
02003 ) 30000 0 -02365 FAD LSQPF+0552
02004 0 10000 0 02420 .TZE LSQPF+0579
02005 0 60100 0 05721 STO COMMON+9 NORMALIZED N
02006 0 53400 1 02370 LXA LSQAF+0555,1 8 IN IR 1
02007 0 50000 0 02365 CLA LSOPF+0552
02010 0 6u100 1 05732 STO COMMON+18,1
02011 2 00001 1 02010 TIX LSQPF+0315,1,1
02012 0 14000 0 02013 TOV LSQPF+0318
-0013 (_53400 4 02356 LXA LSQPF+0545,4 2 IN IR 4
02014 0 53400 1 02371 LXA LSQPF+0556,1 P(P+5)/2 N JR 1
02015 -0 53400 2 05720 LXD COMMON+8,2 P+1 IN IR 2
02016 -0 63400 4 02347 SXD LSQPF+0538,4
_22017 0 50000 1 00000
02020 0 60100 2 00000
02021 -2 00001 4 02030
CLA 0,1
STO 0,2
TNX LSQPF+0331,4,1
C+P(P+5)/2
COMMON+10+P+1
I-
02022 -2 00001 2 02023
02023 2 00001 1 02017
02024 -O 53400 1 02350
02025 -2 00002 1 02077
02026 -0 53400 4 02347
02027 1 00001 4 02015
02030 -0 63400 1 02350
02031 0 53400 4 02371
02032 0 02000 2 00000
02033 0 02000 0 02074
02034 0 02000 0 02042
02035 0 02000 0 02046
02036 0 02000 0 02052
02037 0 02000 0 02056
02040 0 02000 0 02062
C2041 0 02000 0 02067
02042 0 07400 1 02236
02043 1 77773 4 02044
02044 ') 07400 1 02311
02045 0_02000 0 02024
02046 0 07400 1 02230
02047 1 77766_4_02050
02050 0 07400 1 02277
02051 0 02000 0 02024
02052 0 07400 1 02225
02053 1 77760 4 02054
02054 0 07400 1 02266
02055 0 02000 0 02024
02056 0 07400 1 02214
2057 1 77751 4 02060
02060 0 07400 1 02255
02061 0 02000 0 02024
12062 0 07400 1 02203
02063 0 16100 0 02064
,2064 1 77741 4 02065
_ _2065 0 07400 1 02247
02066 0 02000 0 02024
02067 0 07400 1 02167
02070 0 16100 0 02071
5271 1 77730 4 02072
02072 0 07400 1 02242
02073 0 02000 0 02024
02074 1 77777 4 02075
02075 0 07400 1
02076 0 02000 0
02077 0 53400 1
02100 0 50'000 0
_02101 0 60100 1
02102 2 00001 1
02103 0 53400 4
02104 0 53400 1
02105 -0 53400 2
02106 -0 63400 4
02_lo7--02107 0 50000 1
02110 0 60100 2
~211 -2 00001 4
,2112 -2 00001 2
02_113 77777 1
02114 -0 53400 1
092115 -2 00002 1
02323
02024
02370
02365
05732
02101
02356
02371
05720
02350
00000
00000
02120
02113
02107
02351
02163
TNX LSOPF+0326,2,1
TIX LSQPF+0322,1,1
LXD LSQPF+0539,1
TNX LSQPF+0370,1,2
LXD LSQPF+0538,4
TXI LSQPF+0320,4,1
SXD LSQPF+0539,1
LXA LSQPF+0556,4 D45+P
TRA 0,2 LINEAR
TRA LSQP+O367 QUADRATIC
TRA LSOPF+0341 CUBIC
TRA LSQPF+0345 QUARTIC
TRA LSQPF+0349 QUINTIC
TRA LSOPF+0353 6TH
TRA LSQPF+0357 7TH
TRA LSQPF+0362
TSX LSQPF+0465,1
TXI LSQPF+0343,4,-5
TSX LSQPF+0508,1
TRA LSQPF+0327
TSX LSQPF+0459,1
TXI LSQPF+0347,4,-10
TSX LSQPF+0498,1
TRA LSQPF+0327
TSX LSQPF+0456,1
TXI LSQPF+0351,4 ,-16
TSX LSQPF+0489,1
TRA LSQPF+0327
TSX LSQPF+0447,1
TXILSQPF+0355,4,-23
TSX LSOPF+0480,1
TRA LSQPF+0327
TSX LSQPF+0438,1
TQO LSQPF+0359
TX1 L SQPF+0360,4,-31 
--
TSX LSQPF+0474,1
TRA LSOPF+0327
TSX LSQPF+0426,1
TQO LSQPF+0364
TXI LSQPF+0365,4,-40
TSX LSQPF+04>9,1
TRA LSQPF+0327
TXI LSQPF+0368,4, 1
TSX LSQPF+0518,1
TRA LSQPF+0327
LXA LSQPF+0555,1 PUT ZER
CLA LSQPF+0552 COMMON+1- THR
STO COMMON+18,1 COMMON+17
TIX LSQPF+0372,1,1
LXA LSQPF+0545,4 2 IN I
LXA LSQPF+0556,1 P(P+5)/
LXD COMMON+8,2 P+1 IN I.R. 2
SXD [SQPF+053 94
CLA 0,1 C+P(P+5)/2
STO 0,2 C N +
TNX LSQPF+0387,4v1
TNX LSOPF+0382*21
TX! LSQPF+0378,1,-1
LXt SQPF+0540,1
TNX LSQPF+0422,1,2
RO IN
R 4
I'--L
a
02116 -0 53400 4 02350 LXD LSQPF+0539,4
02117 1 00001 4 02105 TXI LSQPF+0376#4,1
02120 -0 63400 1 02351 SXD LSQPF+0540,1
02121 0 53400 1 02367 LXA LSQPF+055491 N IN IR 1
02122 -0 53400 4 05712 LXD COMMON+2#4 NP
02123 0 5v000 0 05731 CLA COMMON+17
02124 0 60100 0 02360 STO LSQPF+0547
02125 0 53400 2 02365 LXA LSQPF+0552,2 0 IN IR 2
02126 0 56000 0 02360 LDQ LSQPF+0547
02127 0_26000_1_00000 FMP_0,1
02130 0 30000 2 05730 FAD COMMON+16,2
02131 0_60100_0_02360 STOLSQPF+0547
02132 1 00001 2 02133 TXI LSQPF+0398,2#1
02133 -3 00006 2 02126 TXL LSQPF+0393*2s6
02134 0 50000 0 02360 CLA LSOPF+0547
02135 0 30200 1 00000 FSB 0 ,1
02136 0 60100 4 00000 STO 0,4 C+P(P+5)/2+NP
02137 076000_0_00003 SSP
02140 0 30000 0 02361 FAD LSQPF+0548
02141 0 60100 0 02361 STO LSQPF+0548 SUM RESIDUES
02142 2 0n001 4 02143
2143 2 0j001 1 02123
02144 -0 63400 4 05712
?145 0 14000 0 02420
02146 0 16100 0 02147
02147 0 50000 0 02361
02150 0 24100 0 05721
02151 0 16100 0 02420
2152 0 14000 0 02153
02153 0 26000 0 02415
02154 --3 53400 1 02351
02155 2 00001 1 02156
02156 0 60100 1 00000
02157 0 14000 0 02420
02160 0 50000 0 02365
02161 0 60100 0 02361
02162 0 02000 0 02114
02163 -0 53400 4 02364
02164 -0 53400 2 02425
02165 -0 53400 1 02426-
02166 0 02000 4 00004
02167 0 56000 0 05731
02170 0 26000 0 02372
02171 0 60100 0 05734
02172 0 56000 0 05731
02173 0 -26000 0 02373
02174 0 60100 0 05735
02175 0 56000 0 05731
02176 0 26000 0 02374
07177 0 60100 0 05736
02200 0 56000 0 05731
02201 0 26000 0 02375
02202 0 60100 0 05737
7_____02201 0 56000 0 05730
02204 0 26000 0 02376
02205 0 60100 0 05740
02206 0 56000 0 05730
0 22__7 0 26000_0 02377
02210 0 63100 0 05741
2211____56_000 0__05730
TIX LSQPF+0406,4#l
TIX LSQPF+0390*11
SXD COMMON+2#4
TOV LSQPF+0579
TQO LSQPF+0410
CLA LSQPF+0548
FDP COMMON+9
TOO LSQPF+0579
TO'V LSQPF+0414
FMP LSQPF+0576 STANDARD DEVIATION
LXD LSQPF+0540,1
TIX LSQPF+0417,1,1
STO 0,1
TOV LSQPF+0579
CLA LSQPF+0552
STO LSQPF+0548
TRA LSQPF+0383
LXD LSQPF+0551,4
LXD LSQPF+0584,2
LXD LSQPF+0585l
TRA 4*4
LDQ COMMON+17_ 7
FMP LSQPF+0557 64
STO COMMON+20 64 T7
LDQ COMMON+17
FMP LSQPF+0558*112
STO COMMON+21 112 T7
LDQ COMMON+17
FMP LSQPF+0559
STO COMMON+22
LDQ COMMON+17
FMP LSQPF+0560
STO COMMON+23
LDQ COMMON+16
FMP LSQPF+0561
STO COMMON+24
LDQ COMMON+16
FMP LSQPF+0562
STO COMMON+25
LDQ COMMON+16
56
56 T7
7
7 T7
T6 -_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
32
32 T6
48 T6
I-
02212 0 26000 0 02400 FMP LSQPF+0563 18
02213 0 60100 0 05742 STO COMMON+26 18 T6
02214 0 56000 0 05727 LDQ COMMON+15
02215 1 26000 0 02401 FMP LSQPF+0564
02216 0 60100 0 05743 STO COMMON+27 16 T5
02217 0 56000 0 05727 LDQ COMMON+15
02220 0 26000 0 02402 FMP LSQPF+0565 20
02221 0 60100 0 05744 STO COMMON+28 20 TS
02222 0 56000 0 05727 LDQ COMMON+15
02223 0 26000 0 02403 FMP LSQPF+0566 5
,2224 0 6-100 0 05745 STO COMMON+29 5 T5
02225 0 56000 0 05726 LDQ COMMON+14 T4
02226 0 26000 0 02404 FMP LSQPF+0567 8
02227 0 60100 0 05746 STO COMMON+30 8 T4
02230 0 56000 0 05725 LDQ COMMON+13 T3
02231 0 26000 0 02405 FMP LSQPF+0568 4
02232 0 60100 0 05747 STO COMMON+31 4 T3
02233 0 56000 0 05725 LDQ COMMON+13
02234 0 26000 0 02406 FMP LSQPF+0569 3
02235 0 6,100 0 05750 STO COMMON+32 3 T3
02236 0 56000 0 05724 LDQ COMMON+12 T2
223_7_0_26000 0_02407 FMP LSOPF+0570 2
'2240 0 6"'100 0 05751 STO COMMON+33 2 T2
02241 0 02000 1 00001 TRA 1,1
02242 0 50000 0 25734 CLA COMMON+20 64 T7
02243 0 24100 0 05761 FDP COMMON+41 X7
02244 -0 60000 4 00000 STO 0,4 C+ P(P+S)/2 A7
(12245- 0_16100 0 02420 TQO LSOPF+0579
02246 1 00001 4 02247 TXI LSQPF+0474,4,1
022A__ __ 5,,000 005740 CLA COMMON+24 32 T6
02250 0 24100 0 "5760 FDP COMMON+40 X6
02251 -0 6-000 4 00000 STQ 0,4 A6
02252 0 16100 0 02420 TOO LSQPF+0579
02253 1 00001 4 02254 TXI LSQPF+0479,4,1
02254 0 14000 0 02255 TOV LSQPF+0480
02255 0 50000 0 05743 CLACOMMON+27 16 T5
02256 0 30200 0 05735 FSB COMMON+21 112 T7
02257 0 14000 0 02420 TOV LSQPF+0579
02260 0 16100 0 02261 TOO LSQPF+0484
22261 0 24100 0 05757 FDP COMMON+39 XS
02262 -0 60000 4 00000 sTQTT4
02263 0 16100 0 02420 TOO LSQPF+0579
02264 100001 4 02265 TXTLSOPF+0488,4,1 -
02265 0 14000 0 02266 TOV LSQPF+0489
02266 0 50000 0 05746 CLA COMMON+30 8 T4
02267 0 30200 0 05741 FSB COMMON+25_ 48 T6
02270 0 14000 0 02420 TOV LSQPF+0579
02271 0 16100 0 02272 TOOLSQPF+0493
02272 0 24100 0 05756 FDP COMMON+38 X4
02273 -0 60000 4 C0000
02274 0 16100 0 02420
02275 1 00001 4 02276
02276 0 14000 0 02277
02277 0 50000 0 05747
02300 0 30200 0 05744
02301 0 30000 0 05736
STQ 0,4 A4
TQO LSQPF+0579
TX! LSQPF+0497,4,1
TOV LSQPF+0498
CLA COMMON+31 4 T3
FSB COMMON+28 20T5
FAD COMMON+22 56 T7
02302 0 14000 0 02420 TOV LSQPF+0579
2303 16100 0 02304 TQO LSQPF+0503
02304 0 24100 0 05755 FDP COMMON+37 X3
02305 -0 60000 4 00000 STQ 0,4 A3
02306 0
07107 1
16100 0 02420
00001 4 02310
TQO LSOPF+0579
TXI LSQPF+0507,4,1
02310 1 14000 0 02311 TOV LSQPF+0508
02311 0 50000 0 05751 CLA COMMON+33 2 T2
02312 0 30200 0 05746 FSB COMMON+30
02313 0 30000 0 05742 FAD COMMON+26 8 T4
02314 0 14000 0 02420 TOV LSQPF+0579 18 T6
02315 0 16100 0 02316 TQO LSOPF+0513
02316 0 24100 0 05754 FDP COMMON+36 X2
02317 -0 60000 4 00000 STQ 0#4 A2
02320 0 16100 0 02420 TOO LSQPF+0579
02321 1 00001 4 02322 TXI LSQPF+0517,4,1
02322 0 14000 0 02323 TOV LSQPF+0518
02323 0 50000 0 05723 CLA COMMON+11 TI
02324 0 30200 0 05750 FSB COMMON+32 3 T3
02325 0 30000 0 05745 FAD COMMON+29 5 T5
02326 0 30200 0 05737 FSB COMMON+23 7 T7
02327 0 14000 0 02420 TOV LSQPF+0579
02330 0 16100 0 02331 TOO LSQPF+0524
02331 0 24100 0 05753 FDP COMMON+35 X
02332 -0 60000 4 00000 STQ 0,4
02333 0 16100 0 02420 TOO LSQPF+0579
02334 1 03001 4 02335 TXI LSQPF+0528#4,1
02335 0 14000 0 02336 TOV LSQPF+0529
02336 0 50000 0 05722 CLA COMMON+10 TO
02337 0 30200 0 05724 FSB COMMON+12 T2
02340 0 30000 0 05726 FAD COMMON+14 T4
02341 0 30200 0 05730 FSB COMMON+16 T6
02342 0 60100 4 00000 STO 0,4 AO
02343 0 14000 0 02420 TOV LSOPF+0579
02344 0 76000 0 00012 DCT
02345 0 02000 0 02420 TRA LSQPF+0579
-2346 0 02000 1 00001 TRA 1,1
02347 0 00000 0 00000 PZE A
02350 0 00000 0 )0000 PZE B
02351 0 00000 0 00000 PZE C
02352 0 00000 0 00000 PZE P
02353 0 00000 0 00001 PZE 1
02354 0 00000 0 00003 PZE 3
02355 0 00001 0 05734 PZE COMMON+2090,1
02356 0 00000 0 00002 PZE 2
1112357 ) 00000 0 05722 COMMON+10
02360 0 00006 0 00000 PZE YJ
02361 0 00000 0 00000 PZE SUM RESIDUES
02362 0 00000 0 00000
02363 0 00000 0 00006 PZE 6
02364 0 00000 0 02033 LSQPF+0334 2S COMP N IN DECR*
02365 0 00000 0 00000 PZE 0
02366 0 00000 0 00005 PZE 5
02367 0 00000 0 00000 N
02370 0 00000 0 00010 PZE 8
02371 0 0,-000 0 00000 P(P+5)/2
02372 +207400000000 DEC 64.0
02373 +20770000000 DEC 112.0
02374 +?06700000000 DEC 56.0
02375 +203700000000 DEC 7.0
02376 +206400000000
02377 +206600000000
02400 +205440000000
02401 +205400000000
DEC 32.0
DEC 48.0
DEC 18.0
DEC 16.0
02402 +205500000000 DEC 20.0
02403 +203500000000 DEC 5.0
02404 +204400000000 DEC 8.0
02405 +203400000000 DEC 4.0
02406 +202600000000 DEC 3.0
02407 +202400000000 DEC 2.0
02410 +201400000000 DEC 1.0
02411 0 00000 0 00017 PZE 15
02412 0 60100 4 00000 STO 0,4
02413 0 76100 0 00000 NOP 0
02414 +233000000000 OCT 233000000000
02415 +201500662307 DEC_1.253314137
02416 0 00000 0 00000 All
02417 0 00000 0 00000 BULK SOLUTION
02420 0 50000 0 02410 CLA LSQPF+0571
02421 0 0_200 0 ")2423 TRA LSQPF+0582
02422 0 50200 0 02410 CLS LSQPF+0571
02423 -0 53400 4 02364 LXD LSQPF+0551,4
02424 1 00001 4 02164 TXI LSQPF+0423,4,1
2425 0 00000 0 00000 PZE
02426 0 00000 0 00000 PZE
02427_ 0 63400 1 02603 LAS872 SXD LA5872+00108,1,00000 SAVE C(XA)
02430 -0 63400 2 ")2604 SXD LAS872+00109,2,00000 SAVECfXWB
02431 -0 63400 4 02605 SXD LAS872+00110,4,00000 SAVE C(XC).
02432 0 50000 4 0003 CLA 00003,4,00000 FWA3,FWA4 TU ACC
02433 0 60100 0 02556 STO LAS872+00087,0,00000 ST IN CASQ OF NXN
02434 0 50000 4 00005 CLA 00005,4,00000 - - - (K) AND (K)K+
02435 0 62100 0 "2557 STA LAS872+00088,0,00000 ST K AS ADDR IN NXN
"2436 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 00018,0,00000 t-(K+-) TO ADDR
02437 0 73400 2 00000 PAX 00000,2,00000 (K)(K+1) TO XB
02440 0 40000 0 02556 ADD LAS872+00087,0,00000 ADD FWA3
02441 0 62100 0 "2443 STA LAS872+00012,0,00000 (FWA3 +K(K+11) ADDR
02442 -0 75400 0 00000 PXD 0000090,00000 LLAR Att,-
02443 0 60100 2 00000 STO 00000,2,00000 CLEAR MATRIX STORAGE
02444 2 00001 2 02443 TIX LA5872+00012,2,00001 XX
02445 G 50000 4 00002 CLA 00002,4,00000 FWA1,FWA2 TO ACC
02446 0 4n000 0 02557 ADD LAS872+00088,0,00000 ADD K
02447 0 62100 0 02576 STA LAS872+00103,0,00000 FWA1 + K ADDR
02450 0 62100 0 02577 STA LAS872+00104,O,00000 XX
0 2451 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 00018,0,00000 FWA2 TO ACC ADDR
02452 0 40000 0 32557 ADD LAS872+00088,0,0000 ADD K
02453 0 62100 0 A02512 STA LAS872+00051,0,00000 FWA2 + K AS ADDR
02454 0 62100 0 02513 STA LAS872+000520o,00000 XX
02455 0 62100 0 02535 STA LAS872+00070,0,00000 XX
02456 0 62100 0 2537 STA LAS872+00072,0,00000 XX
02457 0_50000 4 "0004 CLA 00004,4,00000 FWA5, N TO ACC
02460 0 62100 0 02465 STA LAS872+00030#o,00000 ST FN RT ADDR
02461 -0 73400 2 00000 PDX 00000t2,00000 (N) TO XB
02462 0 53000 0 ')2557 CLA L7A872+00088,0,0000(K)ToAC-
02463 0 40000 0 02613 ADD LA5872+00116,0,00000 LOC ADDR 1
02464 0 62100 0 02603 STA LAS872+00108,0,00000IK+11 ADUR
02465 0 07400 4 00000 TSX 00000,4,00000 TO FN ROUTINE
-2466 -0 60000 0 05714 STQ COMMON+00004-0-000005AVE~DEL Y IN - -
02467 0 10000 0_'2515 TZE LAS872+00054,0,00000 NO WEIGHT
02470 0 63100 0 05711 STO COMMON+00001,0,00000 TAKE SQRT OF WEI-
0?471 -0 32000 0 02611 ANA LAS872+00114,0,00000 AND MPY EACH
02472 0 76500 0 0001 LRS 00001,0,00000 PARTIAL BY RtbULT
-2473 0 4000 0 0'5711 ADD COMMON+00001,0,00000 XX
02474 0 76500 0 10001 LRS 00001,0,00000 TO -
02475 0 40000 0 02612 ADD LAS872+00115,0,00000 XX
02476 0 53400 4 02432 LXA LAS872+Q0003,4,00000 XX 3 To XC
02477 0 60100 0 05712 STO COMMON+00002,0,00000 XX
02500 0 50000 0 05711 CLA COMMON+00001,0,00000 XX
02501 0 24000 0 05712 FDH COMMON+00002,0,00000
02502 -0 60000 0 05713 STQ COMMON+00003,0,00000 XX
02503 0 50000 0 05713 CLA COMMON+00003,0,O0000 XX
02504 0 30000 0 05712 FAD COMMON+00002,0,00000 XX
02505 0 40200 0 02611 SUB LAS872+00114,0,00000 XX
02506 2 00001 4 02477 TIX LAS872+00040,4,00001 XX
02507 0 60100 0 05713 STO COMMON+00003,0,00000 SQRT OF WEIGHT TO 1.3
02510 0 53400 4 02557 LXA LAS872+00088,4,00000 (K) TO XC
0?511 0 56000 0 05713 LDQ COMMON+00003,0,00000 MPY PARTIALS BY SQRT
02512 0 26000 4 00000 FMP 00000,4,00000 OF WEIGHT AND ST
02513 0 60100 4 00000 STO 00000,4,00000 BACK
02514 2 00001 4 02511 TIX LAS872+00050,4,00001 XX
02515 0 50000 0 02556 CLA LAS872+00087,0,00000 FWA3
02516 0 40200 0 02613 SUB LAS872+00116,0,00000 LOC ADDR 1
02517 0 62100 0 2540 STA LAS872+00073,O,00000 ST FWA3-1 AS ADDR
02520 0 53400 1 C2557 LXA LAS872+00088,1,00000 (K) To XA
0'?5? -0 75400 1 00000 PXD 00000,1,00000 C(XA) TO ACC DECR
02522 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 00018,0,00000 CtXA) TO ACC ADDR
02523 0 73400 4 00000 PAX 00000,4,00000 CIXA) TO XC
02524 0 6,100 0 05713 STO COMMON+00003,0,00000 C(XA) TO 1.3
0?525 0 50000 0 22540 CLA LAS872+00073,0,00000 FWA
02526 0 40000 0 02603 ADD LA5872+00108,0,00000 ADD K+1
02527 0 62100 0 02540 STA LAS872+00073,0,00000 ST FWA3- + (K+1)
02530 ) 62100 0 02541 STA LAS872+00074,0,00000 INITIAL ADD K+1
02531 0 62100 0 02551 STA LAS872+00082,0,00000 EACH TX ON XA
02532 0 62100 0 02552 STA LAS872+00083,0,00000 XX
0?533 0 40200 05713 SUB COMMON+00003,0,00000 FORM EFFECTIVE ADDR
02534 0 62100 0 02542 STA LAS872+00075,0,00000 ST AS ADDR
p?535 0 56000 1 00000 LDQ 00000,1,00000 PARTIAL TO MQ REG
02536 -0 60000 0 05712 STQ COMMON+00002,0,00000 SAVE PARTiAL IN 1.2
02537 0 26000 4 00000 FMP 00000.4,00000 PRODUCT OF PARTIALS
02540 0 30000 4 00000 FAD 00000,4,00000 FORM SUMS FOR MATRIX
0__241__0 60100 4 00000 STO 00000,4,00000 ELEMENTS
02542 0 60100 0 00000 STO 00000,0,00000 ST SYMMETRIC ELEMET
02543 0 50000 0 02542 CLA LAS872+00075,0,00000 ADD K+1 TO ADDR FOR
02544 0 40000 0 '2603 ADD LAS872+00108,0,00000 NEXT SVMMETRIC
02545 1 62100 0 02542 STA LAS872+00075,0,00000_ELEMENT
02546 2 00001 4 02535 TIX LAS872+00070,4,00001 -ACRUSSFTRST ROW
025A7__0 56000 0 05714 LDQ COMMON+00004,0,00000 COMPUTE SUMS IN RIGHT
02550 0 26000 0 05712 FMP COMMON+00002,0,00000 I CUR -
02551 0 30000 0 00000 FAD 00000,0,00000 XX
02552 0 60100 0 0000 STO 00000,0,00000 XX
-12553 2 00001 1 p2521 TIX LAS872+00058,1,00001 DELETE 1 CCL, 1 ROW
02554 2 00001 2 02465 TIX LAS872+00030,2,00001 TF RT[TE, NTXTPT.
0 7 .07555 0 07400 4 02615 TSX LAS872+00118,4,00000 TO NXN ROUTINE
02556 0 00000 0 00000 PZE 00000,0,00000 FWA3, FWA4
0?557 0 00000 0 00000 PZE 00000,0,00000 (K) IN ADDR
02560 0 50000 0 02556 CLA LAS872+00087,0,00000 FWA4
_-02561_0 77100 0 "0022 ARS 00018,0,00000 FWA4 TO ACC ADDR
"2562 0 40000 0 22557 ADD LAS872+00088,0,00000 ADDK
----- '?2563- 0 -6210 - _2575 S TA LAS872+00102,0,00000 FWA4 + K
02564 0 53400 4 02445 LXA LAS872+00014,4,00000 2TO XC
0?565 0 5000 0 '-2606 CLA LAS872+00111,0,00000 FL PT
02566 0 76000 4 0),0163
02567 0 02000 0 02571
PSE 00115,4,0000
TRA LAS872+00098,0,00000
CLA LA5872+00114,4,00000
TIX LAS872+00095,4,00001
SELECT SCALE FACtOR
1. 1/2, 1/10 THRU
SENSE SWITCHES 1
AND 2
I-
02570 0 50000 4 02611
0?571 ?200001 4 02566
02572 0 60100 0 05711 STO COMMON+00001,0,00000 ST SCALE FACTOR 1.1
02573 0 53400 4 02557 LXA LAS872+00088,4,00000 (K) TO XC
02574 0 56000 b 05711 LDQ COMMON+00001,0,00000 SCALE FACTOR TO MG
07575 0 26000 4 00000 FMP 00000,4,00000 FWAA + K
02576 0 30000 4 00000 FAD 00000,4,00000 FWAI + K
0?577 0 60100 4 00000 STO 00000,4,00000 ST CORRECTED AtS
02600 2 00001 4 02574 TIX LA5872+00101,4,00001 XX
02601 -0 53400 4 02605 LXD LAS872+00110,4,00O00 REPLACE CXC)
02602 0 02000 4 00006 TRA 00006,4,00000 NORMAL RETURN
2603 0 02000 0 00000 HTR 00000,0,00000 C(XA) SAVEDK+1 ADDR
02604 0 00000 0 00000 HTR 00000,0,00000 C(XB) SAVED
02605 0 00000 0 00000 HTR 00000,0,00000 C(XC) SAVED
02606 +101400000000 DEC 1.000000000OOE00
02607 +200400000000 DEC 5.00000000000E"01
02610 +175631463146 DEC 1.0000000000OE-01'
02611 +0010000000 OCT 001000000000
02612 +10040000000 OCT 100400000000
02613 0 00000 0 00001 HTR 00001,0,00000 LOC ADDR 1
02614 0 00000 0 00002 HTR 00002,0,00000 LOC ADDR 2
02615 0 76000 0 00012 DCT 00000,0,00000 BEGIN N+N ROUTINE
02616 0 76100 0 00000 NOP 00000,0,00000 TURN DIVIDE LK Urt
02617 0 50000 4 00002 CLA 00002,4,00000 ST K IN 1.4 N PRIME
02620 0 60100 0 05714 STO COMMON+00004,0,00000 AD~
02621 0 40000 0 02614 ADD LAS872+00117,0,00000 ST (K+2) IN 1.6
02622 0 60100 0 05716 STO COMMON+00006,0,00000 SUB 1
02623 0 40200 0 02613 SUB LAS872+00116,0,00000 ST (K+1) IN 1.5
02624 0 60100 0 05715 STO COMMON+00005,0,00000 xX
02625 0 7340Q 1-00000 PAX 00000,1,00000 (K+1) TO XA
02626 -0 63400 1 02673 SXD LAS872+00164,1,00000 CIXA) SDECR
02627 -0 63400 .1 02730 SXD LA5872+00193,1,000000 XX
02630 -0 63400 1 02736 SXD LAS872+00199,1,00000
0?631 -? 00001 1 02632 TNX LAS872+00131,1,00001 DECREASE XA BY 1
02632 -0 63400 1 02757 SXD LAS872+00216,1,00 0K)
_2633 -0 63400 1 23 0 00 SXD LAS872+00233,1,00000 XX
02634 0 56000 0 05714 LDQ COMMON+00004,0,00000 I TTX+DlE
02635 0 20000 0 05715 MPY COMMON+00005,0,00000 XX
02636 0 76300 0 00043 LLS 00035,0,00000 SHi i1 ACC ADR
02637 0 60100 0 05717 STO COMMON+00007,0,00000 NO. OF ELEMENTS 1.7
02640 3 40000 4 00001 ADD 00001,4,00000 FWA3 4 (K)(5+1)
02641 0 62100 0 2-2672 STA LAS872+00163,0,00000 ST AS ADDR
02642 0 62100 0 02674 STA LAS872+00165,0,00000 X
02643 0 62100 0 02706 STA LAS872+00175,0,00000 XX
02644 0 62100 0 02710 STA LAS872+00177,0,00000 xX
0264 0 62100 0 02715 STA LAS872+00182,0,00000 xX
02646 0 62100 0 02731 STA LAS872+00194,0,00000 XX
22647 0 62100 0 02734 STA LAS872+00197,0,00000 XX
02650 0 62100 0 02735 ST A LAS872+00198,0,00000 XX
02651_ 0 62100 0 02765 STA LAS872+00222,0,00000 XX
02652 0 62100 0 02772 STA LA5872+00227,0,00000
02653 0 40200 0 05717 SUB COMMON+00007,0,00000 SUB E
02654 0 40000 0 05715 ADD COMMON+00005,0,00000 FWA3 + (5+1)
02655 0 62100 0 2705 STA LAS872+00174,0,00000 ST FWA3 + (K+1) AS
02656 0 62100 0 Y2707 STA LAS872+00176,0,00000 ADDR
02657 0 62100 0 02714 STA LAS872+00181,0,00000 XX
02660 0 62100 0 02716 STA LAS872+00183,0,00000
02661 0 62100 0 02732 STA LAS872+00195,0,00000 XX
02662 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 00018,0,00000 FWA4 TO ACt ADDR
0?663 400Q0 0 05714 ADD COMMON+00004,0,00000 ADD K
02664 0 62100 0 02766 STA LAS872+00223,0,00000 FXWA4 +KASAUDW_
02665 0 62100 0 02774 STA LA5872+00229,0,00000 XX
02666 -0 63400 4 05713 SXD COMMON+00003,4,00000 SAVC1
02667 0 53400 1 05717 LXA COMMON+00007,1,00000 E TO A
02670 *0 63400 1 05710 SXD COMMON+00000,1,00000 C(XA)
0?671 0 76000 0 00000 CLM 00000,0,00000 CLEAR
02672 0 40100 1 00000 ADM 00000,1,0000 +AS 
02&73 -7 00000 1 02700 TNX LAS872+00169*1#00000 TEST X
02674 0 56000 1 00000 LDQ 00000,1900000 NEXT T
0775 0 76500 0 00000 LRS 00000,0#00000 SET M(
02676 0 04000 0 02673 TLQ LAS872+00164,0*00000 COPAE
02677 0 0?000 0 02670 TRA LA5872+00161 ,0,00000 XX
02700 -0 53400 2 05710 LXD COMMON+00000,2,00000 SET XB
02701 _ 5,000 0 05714 CLA COMMON+00004,0,00000 N PRIM
02702 0 40000 0 02614 ADD LAS872+00117,0,00000 ADD 2
02703 0 73400 1 00000 PAX 00000,1,00000 (N PRIM
02704 -2 00001 1 02712 TNX LAS872+00179,1,00001 TEST E
02705 0 50000 1 00000 CLA 00000*1,00000 ELEMET
02706 0 56000 2 00000 LDQ 00000,2,00000 ELEMEN
02707 -0 60000 1 00000 STQ 00000,1,000000
02710 0 60100 2 00000 STO 00000,2,00000 INTO
02711 2 00001 2 02704 TIX LAS872+00173,2,00001 TEST,D
02712 0 53400 2 05714 LXA COMMON+00004*2,00000 N PRIM
02713 0 53400 1 05717 LXA COMMON+00007,1,00000 E TO
02714 0 50000 2 00000 CLA 00000,2,00000 AtJ)
02715 0 24100 1 00000 FDP 00000,1,00000 DIV Al
02716 o- 60000 2 00000 STQ 00000,2,00000
02717 0 76000 0 00012 DCT 00000,0,00000 TEST
02720 0 02000 0 03001 TRA LAS872+00234,0,00000 RETURG
02721 -0 75400 2 00000 PXD 00000,2,00000 C(XB)
02722 0 77100 0 00022 ARS 00018,0,00000 C(XB)
02723 0 42000 0 05717 ADD COMMON+00007,0,00000
02724 0 40200 0 05716 SUB COMMON+00006,0,00000 SUB 0
02725 0 40200 0 05714 SUB COMMON+00004,0,00000 SUB N
02726 -0 12000 0 02756 TMI LAS872+00215,0,00000 IS LASF
02727 0 73400 4 00000 PAX 00000,4,00000 C(ACC
02730 -2 00000 1 02731 TNX LAS872+00194,1,00000 DECR
02731 0 56000 1 00000 LDQ 00000,1,00000 A( 1)
02732 0 26000 2 00000 FMP 00000,2,00000 TIMES
02733 0 76000 0 00002 CHS 00000,0,00000 CHANGE
02734 0 30000 4 00000 FAD 00000,4,00000 ADD A I
72735 0 -60100 4 00000 STO 00000,4,00000 INT A
02736 2 00000 4 02730 TIX LAS872+00193--,4,00000TEST,0D0CR0A0 E XC
_______ 
_Q2737 2 02001 2 02713 TIX LAS872+00180,2,00001 ---- TEST D
02740 0 50000 0 05714 CLA COMMON+00004,0,00000 N PRIM
02741 0 40200 0 02613 SUB LAS872+00116,0,00000 SUB 1
02742 0 60100 0 05714 STO COMMON+00004,0,00000 (N PRI
02743 0 5000 0 05717 CLA COMMON+00007,0,00000
02744 0 40200 0 05716 SUB COMMON+00006,0,00000 SUB
S 2I45'0 6O000571_7 _STO COMMON+00007,0,00000 (E)(T
02746 0 50000 0 02705 CLA LAS872+00174,0,00000 L(A1 K)
02747 0 40000 0 05715 ADD COMMON+00005,0,00090 ADD Q
02750 0 62100 0 02705 STA LAS872+00174,0,00000 ST
0?751 0 62100 0 02707 STA LAS872+00176,0,00000 XX
02752 0 62100 0 02714 STA LAS872+00181,0,00000 XX
02753 0 62100 0 2 2 7 16  STA LAS872+00183,0,00000X
02754 0 62100 0 02732 STA LAS872+00195,0,00000 XX
E TO XA ) 6D
02756 0 53400 5 02613
02757 3 00000 4 03003
02760 0 76000 0 00000
02761 0 60100 0 25710
LXA LAS872+00116,5,00000
TXH LAS872+00236,4,00000
CLM 00000,0,00000
STO COMMON+00000,0,00000
I TO XA AND XC
TEST END OF CALC
CLEAR ACC
CLEAR 1.0
02762 "0 75400 4 00000 PXD 00000,4,00000 CCXC) 70 ACC DECR.
02763 - 73400 2 00000 PDX 00000,2,00000 CtXC) TO XB
02764 -2 00001 2 02772 TNX LAS872+00227,2,0000~ TEST DECREASE XB
01765 0 56000 1 00000 LDQ 00000,1,00000 AtIJ)
02766 0 26000 2 00000 FMP 00000,2,00000 TMES BJ
02767 0 30000 0 05710 FAD COMMON+00000,0,00000 FORM SUM IN 10
02770 0 60100 0 05710 STO COMMON+00000,0,00000 XX
07771 2 00001 1 02764 TIX LAS872+00221,1,00001 TEST, DECREASE XA
02772 0 50000 1 00000 CLA 00000,1,00000 81
02773 0 302000 05710 FSB COMMON+00000,0,00000 -SUM A(IJ) CJ)
02774 0 60100 4 00000 STO 00000,4,00000 INTO XI
02775 1 00001 4 02776 TXI LAS872+00231,4,00001 INCREASE XC
02776 -0 63400 4 02777 SXD LAS872+00232,4,00000 CCXC) AS DECRe
02777 1 00000 1 03000 TXI LAS872+00233,1,00000 INCREASE XA BY CXC)
03000 1 00000 1 02757 TXI LAS872+00216,1,00000 INCREA E XA BY K
03001 -0 53400 4 02605 LXD LAS872+00110,4,00000 SINGULAR SET RETURN
03002 1 00002 4 03004 TXI LAS872+00237,4,00002 INCREASE XC BY 2
03003 -0 53400 4 05713 LXD COMMON+00003,4,00000 RECOVER XC NORMAL
03004 -0 53400 1 02603 LXD LA5872+00108,1,00000 REC
03005 -o 53400 2 02604 LXD LAS872+00109,2,00000 RECOVER XB
03006 0 02000 4 00003 TRA 00003,4,00000
03007 -0 63400 2 05710 SCOPE SXD COMMON,2
03010 -0 63400 4 05711 SXD COMMON+1,4
03011 0 76600 0 00030 WTV
03012 0 53400 2 03117 LXA TEN*2
03013 0 50000 4 00003 CLA 3,4
03014 0 30200 4 00004 FSB 4,4
03015 0 60100 0 05712 STO COMMON+2 X RANGE
03016 0 50000 4 00005 CLA 5,4
03017 0 30200 4 00006 FSB 6,4
,3020 0 6-100 0 05713 STO COMMON+3 Y RANGE
,3021 0 50000 0 03120 CLA CONST
03022 0 24100 0 05712 FDP COMMON+2
03023 -0 60000 0 05714 STQ COMMON+4 X INTERVAL
03024 0 50000 0 03120 CLA CONST
13025 0 24100 0 05713 FDP COMMON+3
03026 -1 60000 0 05715 STQ COMMON+5 Y INTERVAL
03027 0 56000 0 05714 LDQ COMMON+4
'3030 0 26000 4 60004 FMP 4,4
03031 0 76000 0 00002 CHS
03032 0 60100 0 05716 STO COMMON+6 Y AXIS POSTw
03033 0 10000 0 03037 TZE *+4
03034 -0 12000 0 03041 TMI *+5
03035 -0 3-000 0 03121 UFA FIX
03036 0 76700 0 00022 ALS 18
03037 0 62200 0 03123 STD YAXIS
03040 0 70000 0 03123 CPY YAXIS
Q 3041 0 56000 0 05715 LDQ COMMON+5
03042 0 26000 4 00006 FMP 6,4
23043 0 76000 0 00002 CHS
33044 0 6,l100 0 05717 STO COMMON+7 X AXIS POSITION
03045 0 10000 0 03050 TZE *+3
"3046 -0 12000 0 03052 TMI *+4
03047 -0 30000 0 03121 UFA FIX
03050 0 62100 0 03122 STA XAXIS
3051 0 70000 0 03122 CPY XAXIS
03052 0 50000 4 00001 CLA 1,4
03053 0 4J000 4 00002 ADD 294
03054 0 62100 0 03062 STA XC
03055 0 77100 0 20022 ARS 18
03056 0 40000 4 00002 ADD 294
03057 0 62100 0 03074 STA YC
03060 -0 50000 4 00002 CLA 2*4
03061 0 73400 4 00000 PAX 0,4
03062 0 56000 4 00000 XC LDQ ***4 X COORDINATE
03063 0 26000 0 05714 FMP COMMON+4
03064 0 30000 0 05716 FAD COMMON+6
03065 -0 12000 0 03106 TMI CT
03066 0 34000 0 03120 CAS CONST
03067 1 02000 0 03106 TRA CT
03070 0 76100 0 00000 NOP
03071 -0 30200 0 03121 UFS FIX
03072 0 76500 0 00021 LRS 17
03073 -0 62000 0 05713 SLQ COMMON+3 X POSITION
03074 0 56000 4 00000 YC LDQ ***4 Y COORDINATE
03075 0 26000 0 05715 FMP COMMON+5
03076 0 30000 0 05717 FAD COMMON+7
03077 -0 '12000 0 03106 TMI CT
03100 0 34000 0 03120 CAS CONST
03101 0 02000 0 03106 TRA CT
03102 0 76100 0 00000 NOP
03103 -0 30000 0 03121 UFA FIX
03104 0 62100 0 05713 STA COMMON+3 Y POSITION
03105 0 70000 0 05713 CPY COMMON+3
03106 2 00001 2 03112 CT TIX *+4,2,1
03107 0 70000 0 03172 CPY XAXIS
03110 0 70000 0 03123 CPY YAXIS
03111 0 53400 2 03117 LXA TEN92
03112 2 00001 4 03062 TIX XC,4,1
03113 -0 53400 2 05710 LXD COMMON92
03114 -0 53400 4 05711 LXD COMMON+1,4
03115 0 02000 4 00007 TRA 7,4
03116 0 00000 0 00001 ONE PZE 1
03117 0 00000 0 00062 TEN PZE 50
03120 +213400000000 CONST DEC 1024.
3121_+231000090000 FIX- OCT 233000000000
23122 -2 0-000 0 C0000 XAXIS MTW
"3123 -1 00000 0 00000 YAXIS MON
03124 NA34.1 LIB
---- __-__--__- 3157 UABDC1 LIB
04001 UASTH1 LIB
04020 LA5820 LIB
04067 LAS816 LIB
-4166 UADBC1 LIB
04752 UACSH2 LIB
-------- 05221 G Bss 
05222 YCALC BSS 1
05223 E BSS 1
15224 TEMP BSS 250
05616 3POL BSS 11
05631 KEEP1 BSS 1
-------- 05632 DENOM BSS 1
05633 FWAI BSS 5
05640 FWA2 BSS 5
05645 FWA3 BSS 30
05703 FWA4 BSS 5
05710 COMMON BSS 300
06364 POINT
07040 RMSD
07041 DEV
BSS 300
BSS I
BSS 200
07351 DIFSQ BSS I
07352 PRRlLK BSS 900
00001 A EQU 1
00002 B EQU 2
00004 C EQU 4
1115A 0 00000 0 17406 LX PZE X
11157 0 00000 0 17014 LY PZE Y
16763 K SYN 7667
17014 Y SYN 7692
17406__X SYN_7942
16762 NK SYN 7666 NUMBER OF KS
16761 NY SYN_7665 NUMBEROFYS
16760 NX SYN 7664 NUMBER OF XS
16757 ITER SYN 7663 NUMBER OF ITERATIONS DESIRED
16756 SIZE SYN 7662
16755 ITEMSYN 7661
11160 +000000000000 IRO DEC0
11161 +000000000004 COCO DEC 4
11162 +000J00000005 FIVE DEC 5
11163 +000000000062 FIFTY DEC 50
11164 +000000017777 MASK OCT 00000001777
11165 *12144256221 NAME BCD 6JAMESA.L.WHITE#292,PROBLEMM361
11166 334333663031 --
_11I67_ 632573021102
11170 734751462243
11171 254444030601
11172 606060606060
111-73 606060606760 HEAD BCD X YOBS YCALC
11174 606060606060
11175 606060606060
11176 606060606070
11177 462262606060
11200 606060606060
11201 606060606060-----------,-----
11202 6J6060606070
11203 232143236060
11204 606060606060
11205 606060606060 BCD DEV
11206 606060606060
11207 242565606060
11210 606060606060
11211 606-60606060
11212 606060606060
11213 606060606060
11214 606,-60606060
11215 606060606060
11216 606 60606060
)1217 . 02000 0 03157 FORM TRA BLOCK
11220 260100330073 BCD 4F10.0F20.0, F25.0F20.4
11721 26020033073
11222 260200330073
11223 260200330460
11224 0 02000 0 03157 Q TRA BLOCK
11225 053051446224 BCD 25HRMSD=F10.4 RMSD
11226 132601003304
11227 0 02000 0 03157 R TRA BLOCK
11230 023042132601 BCD 92HK=F~1O. 3HAO=FTDo5-3HATEF10.6,3HAL=F10.b3HA3=F10.6
2231 003300730330
11232 210013260100_
11233 330573033021
11234 011326010033
11345 0673033.0102
11236 N32601003306
11237 730330210313
11240 260100330660
01000 END START
SHARE ASSEMBLER STATISTICS
TAPE TOTAL I FAIL 2 FAIL 3 FAIL 4 FAIL
INP 1166 0 0 0 0
LIB 1063 0 0 0 0
COL 2193 0 0 0 0
DIRECT READ-IN STATUS, PROGRAM GOOD# SYMBOLS GOOD
NUMBER OF OFF-LINE PRINT RECORDS 1214
NUMBER OF SYMBOLS, DEF 77,DEFOP 0,UNDEF 0
